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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NASHVILLE DISTRICT, CONP OF ENGINEENS

P. 0. BOX 1070
NASHVILLEL TENNIESSEE 3720a

2 1 SEP 1981
ORNED-G

Honorable Lamar Alexander

Governor of Tennessee
Nashville, TN 37219

Dear Governor Alexander:

Furnished herewith is the Phase I Investigation Report on 8th Avenue Res-
ervoir in Nashville, Tennessee. The report was prepared under the authority
and provisions of PL 92-367, the National Dam Inspection Act, dated 8 August
1972.

The report presents details of the field inspection, background information,
technical analyses, findings, and recommendations for improving the condition
of the structure.

Based upon the inspection and subsequent evaluation, 8th Avenue Reservoir

is classified as deficient due to minor seepage through the walls of the dry
well of the gate house and minor deterioration of the exterior walls.

The recommendation concerning project modifications to control the seepage

through the dry well and others contained in this report should be undertaken
in the near future.

Public release of the report and initiation of public statements fall within
your prerogative. However, under provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act, the Corps of Engineers is required to respond fully to inquiries on
information contained in the report and to make it accessible for review on

request.

Your assistance in keeping me informed of any further developments will be

appreciated.

Sincerely,

/7

1 Incl LEE W. TUCKER
As stated Colonel, Corps of Engineers

Commander

CF:
Mr. Robert A. Hunt, Director
Division of Water Resources
4721 Trousdale Drive
Nashville, TN 37220
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PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT

NATIONAL DAM SAFETY PROGRAM
TENNESSEE

Name of Structure ....... .................. .8th Avenue Reservoir

County .......... ...................... .Davidson

Inspection Date ....... ................... .22 June 1981

ABSTRACT

The 8th Avenue Reservoir is a stone masonry structure, constructed in
1889 to be used as a water supply for Nashville. It is elliptical in
shape with the minor and major axes being 463 and 603 feet respectively.
A dividing wall located along the minor axis divides the reservoir into
two basins, each having a capacity of approximately 25 million gallons.
The walls of the reservoir are of the gravity type with a top width of
9 feet, base width of almost 23 feet, and a height of 34 feet. A
reinforced concrete ring, 8 feet in height, surrounds nearly all of
the reservoir. Anchored in sound rock and extending through the reser-
voir wall to the concrete ring are 226 tendons.

A gate house located on the north side of the top of the reservoir,
houses the two 36 inch diameter influent and effluent pipes that
control the water level of the reservoir)which is normally about 3
feet below the top of the reservoir wall. The outflow pipes for the
two 21 inch diameter drains of the two basins are also located in the
gate house. Also located on the north side of the structure are the
access stairs and elevator for the gate house and the chlorine storage
room.

8th Avenue Reservoir is in the high hazard and small size classification
and according to OCR guidelines must pass the 4 to full PMW. Because
the only inflow would be the rainfall itself, the reservoir with its

three feet of freeboard, would be able to contain the full PMP of 29.3

inches.

The reservoir appeared to be in good condition and structurally stable.
No significant seepage, wet areas, sinkholes or cracks were found on
or near the reservoir. Seepage was occuring in the dry well of the
gate house and calcium carbonate deposits were observed on the exterior
stone of the reservoir wall; however neither were considered serious

at this time.

The structure is given a condition classification of "deficient"
because of the seepage in the gate house well and the minor concrete
spalling on the walkway of the reservoir.
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SECTION I - GENERAL

1.1 Authority: The phase I inspection of this dam was conducted under
the authority of Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 70-2501 to
70-2530, "The Safe Dams Act of 1973", in cooperation with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers under the authority of Public Law 92-367,
"The National Dan Inspection Act'.

1.2 Purpose and Scope: This report is prepared under guidance contained
in the Department of the Army, Office of the Chief of Engineers,
"Recomuended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams", for a Phase I
investigation. The purpose of the Phase I investigation is to
identify expeditiously those dams which may pose hazard to human
life or property. The assessment of the general condition of the dam
is based upon available data and visual inspections. Detailed
analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface investigation,
testing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond the scope
of Phase I investigations. However, the investigation is intended to
identify the need for any such study.

In the review of this report, it should be realized that the reported
conditions of the dam are based on observations of field conditions
at the time of inspection along with data available to the inspection
team. Additional data or data furnished containing incorrect infor-
mation could alter the findings of this report.

The analyses and the recommendations included in this report are
related to the hazard classifications of the structure at the time
of this report. Changes in conditions downstream of the dam may
change the hazard classification of the structure. A change in hazard
classification may in turn change the design flood on which the
hydraulic and hydrologic analyses are based and may have a significant
impact on assessment of the safety of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of the dam depends on
numerous and constantly changing internal and external conditions, and
is evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect to assume that the
present condition of the dam will continue to represent the condition
of the dam at some point in the future. Only through continued care
and inspection can there be any chance that unsafe conditions will be
detected.

1.3 Past Inspections: There have been no past inspections of the
8th Avenue Reservoir.

1.4 Details of Inspection: The Phase I inspection was conducted on
June 29 1981. The weather was clear and warm (850F). The reservoir
was at normal pool, elevation 676.5 Inspection team members were:

1



Nashville Corps of Engineers

Paul Blubm Civil Engineer- Inspection Coordinator
Tom Porter Hydraulic Engineer
Tom Allen Hydraulic Engineer
Gordon McClellan Structural Engineer
Randy Bush Soils Engineer
Wayne Swartz Geologist

Tennessee Department of Conservation

Bill Culbert Water Resources Engineer

Metropolitan Government - Department of Water and Sewerage Services

Gene Johnson
Fred Clinard

SECTION 2 - PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Location: The 8th Avenue Reservoir is located in the city of
Nashville, Tennessee, about 1J miles south of the center of the city.
It is bounded by 8th Avenue on the east, Argyle Ave. on the south,
10th Ave. on the west and Vernon Ave on the north. The reservoir is
shown on the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5 minute Nashville West
Quadrangle Map at latitude 360 08' 18"N and longitude 860 46' 54" W.
Location maps are provided in Appendix B of this report.

2.2 History of the Project: The 8th Avenue Reservoir was constructed in
1889 for the purpose of suppling water for the city of Nashville.
It is a masonry structure, oval in shape with a wall in the middle
dividing it into the east and west basins. Although a massive structure,
it was evident that the design or construction may have been poor as
the structure leaked considerably from the time it was built. The
leakage increased until November 5, 1912 when a 200 foot segment of
the east basin wall failed, flooding the area below. Considerable
damage was done, but fortunately no lives were lost. It is assumed
that the cause of failure was foundation failure or slippage which
caused the wall to move laterally outward. Following the failure,
six test pits were excavated around the base of the west wall to
examine the foundation for "leakage and weak places". One weak spot
was found and replaced with concrete. The wall was then rebuilt in
1914 along with the installation of a perimeter french drain system
located adjacent to and inside the east basin wall. In addition, the
interior walls of the basins were shotcreted and the floors treated
with asphalt and overlaid with concrete.

The reservoir did not have any further problems until 1920 when a
horizontal crack was detected on the interior wall of the east basin.
This crack was in a section that was adjacent to the section that
failed in 1912 and was located about 26 feet below the top of the
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wall and extending 120 feet to north from the east end of the
major axis. Because of this crack, exploratory holes were
drilled and test pits excavated to obtain information about the
foundation. As a result of this exploratio portions of the east
basin wall were underpinned. In addition, the interior walls of
both basins were scaled and shotcreted again and a new concrete floor
was laid over the old.

There were no major problems with the reservoir following the
1920 work until May 1975 when seepage was observed on the
northwest wall of the west basin. The seepage was near the base
of the structure and was greater than had previously been
observed. Because of this seepage, an extensive subsurface investigative
program was begun which included 48 cored holes at various locations
around the base of the reservoir. In addition, 14 inclinometers, 20
extensometers and 7 piezometers were installed to monitor horizontal
movements and static water levels. Four test pits were also
excavated on the northwest side of the structure to gain additional
information.

Based on the information obtained from this exploratory program, it
was determined that the subsurface was inadequate to provide a
sufficient factor of safety against sliding. To solve this problem,
a reinforced concrete ring wall, 8 feet in height was constructed
around most of the base of the reservoir. Tendons anchored in sound rock
were installed through this ringwall. This ring surrounded all of the
reservoir with the exception of the 1914 rebuilt section and the
area north of the major axis that was underpinned in 1920.
No remedial work was done in these areas. At this same time, the
covers of the reservoir were converted to liners and new covers
were installed. In addition to installing the tendons in 1977, a
guard room, chlorine cylinder storage room, stairs and elevator were
constructed on the north side of the structure.

No additional work has been performed on the reservoir since 1977
and there have not been any additional problems.

2.3 Size and Hazard Classification: According to OCE guidelines, the struct-
ure is in the small size category with a height of 34 feet and a
storage capacity of 153 acre - feet. The structure is classified
in the high hazard potenial category because of the apartment
complexes present on the north and west sides of the structure,
a park on the south side and a major city thoroughfare on the east
side. Should the structure fail at any point around its circum-
ference, substantial damage and loss of life would occur.
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2.4 Description of Structure and Appurtenances

2.4.1 Geology: Nashville is located in the Central Basin of
Tennessee which is a gentle, sloping, lowland. This Basin is
situated on the Nashville Dome, a structural arch with the
apex centered near Murfreesboro, Tennessee, and the strata
dipping away from the center in all directions. Jointing is
generally a conspicuous structural feature of the near horizon-
tal to gently folded bedrock. Small minor faults do occur
within this area, but it is a stable area with respect to
earthquakes. Nashville is located on the west flank of the
structural dome with the Ordovician age bedrock having a
gentle dip to the northwest. The inclinations of the beds are
variable and locally reversed by numerous small warps usually
accompanied by more intense Jointing. The area also contains
a number of relatively small, generally normal faults. Both
the joints and faults become passageways for water movement
and possible dissolution of the limestone.

The area in which the reservoir is founded is underlain by
shaly limestones of the Ordovician age Catheys Formation. The
upper portion of this rock has been weathered to varying
depths dependent on the factors involved, i.e., proximity of
faulting, purity of limestone and availability of water. This
bedrock weathering extends about 10 feet down although in some
places it's as much as 20 to 25 feet. Three gravity type
faults are present under the reservoir but they are considered
inactive. Most of the reservoir was founded on the weathered
bedrock with the exception of the work performed in 1914 and
1920. In these sections, it appears that the structure was
refounded or underpinned in sound bedrock.

2.4.2 Reservoir: The reservoir is elliptical in shape, with the
minor and major axes being 463 and 603 feet, respectively.
The reservoir is divided into two basins, the east and west
basins, by a wall located along the minor axis. A weir 26.5
feet in width, connects the two basins. The reservoir walls
are 33.7 feet in height and are of the gravity type with a top
width of 9 feet and a bottom width of 22.75 feet. A four foot
high brick parapet wall is present on the outer edge of the
top of the wall while an iron and aluminum railing provides
protection on the inner edge and on both sides of the dividing
wall. The outer faces of the wall were constructed of cut
masonry stone with the interior filled with a stone rubble.
Concrete was then added to fill the voids of the rubble. Two
hundred feet of the east basin wall has been replaced and 80
feet was underpinned following the 1912 failure and 1920 work
respectively. An 8-foot high, 3-foot thick reinforced
concrete ringwall surrounds the entire base of the reservoir,
with the exception of the section replaced in 1914 and the
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area north of the major axis underpinned in 1920. Inserted at
a 45-degree angle through the ringwall are 226 steel tendons,
which have a spacing of between 5 and 7.5 feet. The depth of

the tendon anchors, which are designed for a load of 160 kips,
range from 28 to 75 feet. The water surface of the reservoir
is covered with a vinyl cover, the second one to be used. The
original cover was converted to a liner in an attempt to
waterproof the interior. Two pumps, one for each basin, are
located on top of the cover to remove any accumulated rain
water. The water elevation of the east basin is normally kept
about 3 feet below the top of the walkway.

2.4.3 Gate House, Elevator, Storage Building and Pump House: On the
north side of the structure, located between the two basins on
the dividing wall is the gate house. It is a structure 55.7
feet in length, 27.3 feet in width and constructed of brick.
It houses the various inflow and outflow pipes, valves and
drains for the reservoir. Access to the gate house is by

either stairs or elevator located on the north side of the
structure. Both the stairs and elevator were constructed
along with the chlorine cylinder storage room and guard room
in 1977. This addition was 22.7 feet in width, 41.3 feet in
length, constructed of brick and keyed into the reservoir
wall. Located across the access road, north of the reservoir
is the Love Circle pump station. Water from the west basin is
pumped by this station to various points of distribution.
Dimensions of this building are 16.5'x19'.

2.4.4 Inlet and Outlet Works: The gate house is divided into three
wells - the influent, effluent and gate or dry wells. Water
from the main pumping station located on Omohundro Drive,
Nashville, fills the cast basin of the reservoir through a
36-inch diameter pipe located in the influent well. The water
level in the east basin is then regulated by this main pumping
station. The water level in the west basin is controlled by a
weir located in the dividing wall. Water is distributed from
the west basin through the effluent well where a 36-inch
diameter pipe is located.

2.4.5 Draw Down Facilities: A 21-inch drain is located in each
basin to empty the reservoir should the need occur. The
21-inch pipes from the drains meet a 20-inch pipe which emp-
ties into the city sewer system. In addition, 12-inch drains
are located in the gate, influent, and effluent wells, to
either empty them to remove any seepage that has accumulated.
Drainage of the reservoir could be accomplished in about one
day.
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2.4.6 Instrumentation: To monitor horizontal movements in the foun-
dation and surrounding area, 20 extensometers and 10 inclino-
meters were installed in 1977. The extensometers are anchored
in sound rock and extend through the reservoir wall exiting
just above the concrete ringwall. Readout of the exten-
someters can be made manually where they exit from the reser-
voir wall or electronically in the storage room where a master
console for all of the extensometers is located. The inclino-
meters are located about 10 feet from the reservoir wall at
various points around the structure. The depths of these
instruments range from 20 to 40 feet. The last readings made
on these instruments was in February 1980 and they are
currently not being read. Data from these instruments and
monuments indicated no movement.

In addition to these instruments, 34 movement plugs were set
in the top of the reservoir wall. A Tennessee Highway
Department brass marker is set in the walkway on the east side
of the reservoir. From this marker, the elevations of the 34
plugs set in the walkway at regular intervals can be deter-
mined. Surveys were conducted to determine if any movement of
the wall is occurring. The last survey was made in February
1980 and no additional surveys are currently being made.

There are no piezometers present on the reservoir grounds.
Core holes that were used to determine water levels have been
filled in.

2.4.7 Surrounding Area: A IV on 3H earth berm that extends from the
reservoir wall to the paved access road, surrounds the struc-
ture covering the concrete ring wall. This berm covers about
8 feet of the reservoir wall leaving about 25 feet visible for
inspection. The paved access road is approximately 20 feet in
width and encircles the structure. The area immediately out-
side of the reservoir is relatively flat, but then slopes down
rather steeply. Apartment complexes are located below the
structure on the west and north sides, a park to the south and
a major city thoroughfare borders the reservoir on the east
side.

2.4.8 Security and Monitoring: A guard is present at all times for
security and monitoring purposes. This guard visually
inspects the exterior periodically and prevents unauthorized
personnel from entering the structure. In addition to the
guard inspecting the reservoir, personnel from the main water
treatment plant also inspect the exterior of the reservoir
periodically.
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SECTION 3 - FINDINGS

3.1 Visual Findings

3.1.1 Reservoir - Interior: The top and interior of the reservoir
appeared to be in good condition with the exceptions of some
minor spalling of the concrete which occurred on the walkway
on the north side of the structure. The vinyl reservoir cover
was also in good condition.

3.1.2 Gate House Stairs, and Storage Room: The gate house is clean

and well maintained. The interior walls of the gate well had
considerable seepage (1 to 2 gpm) and calcium carbonate depo-
sits had formed on the walls. A drain in the bottom was suf-
ficient to remove this seepage. The pipe and valves appeared
to be in good condition although no valves were operated
during the inspection. The stairs, elevator and chlorine
storage room, all which were constructed in 1977 were in good
condition. The pump station, located north of the reservoir
was also found to be in good condition.

3.1.3 Reservoir - Exterior: The exterior walls were inspected
closely and some signs of deterioration of the masonry
stone was apparent although it was not considered serious.
A small amount of seepage was observed emerging from the
east basin wall (in the section that was replaced in 1914).
This seepage was unmeasurable and not considered serious.
Calcium carbonate deposits were also observed on this sec-
tion of the wall and at other points around the reservoir.
These deposits indicate that seepage may have been
occurring, but again it was not considered serious.

There were no signs of seepage, sinkholes, piping or other signs
of distress around the foundation or in the area immediately
surrounding the reservoir.

The extensometers and inclinometers were In good condition with
the exception of five inclinometers which were missing caps.

3.2 Review of Data: Information available for review included an engi-
neering report on the stability of the 8th Avenue Reservoir prepared
by the Chester Engineers, design plans and specifications for the
installation of the tendons and construction of the concrete ringwall
storage rooms, elevator and stairs, and various correspondences be-
tween Geologic Associates and Metropolitan Government. As concluded
from Chester Engineer's report and from the available data, the reser-
voir is founded on "bedrock overlain with clay seams." It is also
concluded that prior to the installation of the concrete ringwall and
tendons, the foundation was in a marginal state of stability.
Installation of the tendons and ringwall has increased the design
margin of safety to 1.5. Data from the instrumentation and monumen-
tation installed indicated that no movement of the foundation occurred
following completion of the tendons and ringwall.

7
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3.3 Static and Seismic Stability: The actual margin of safety for static
stability has been determined based on the data obtained from the
exploration programs and design computations. The margin of safety of
the structure in its present condition is determined to be 1.5. An
assessment of the structural stability based on visual evidence and

engineering judgement also indicate a stable structure. The project is
located in Seismic Zone I and according to OCE guidelines, should not
be expected to be threatened by seismic effects provided static

conditions are satisfied.

3.4 Hydraulic and Hydrologic Analysis: According to OCE guidelines, the
design flood for a small size dam in a high hazard area is the 1/2 to
full Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). The Probable Maximum Precipitation
(PMP) for this area is 29.3 inches in six hours. There is no runoff
other then the rainfall that accumulates on top of the cover. Because
there is a difference of 3 feet between the walkway and cover, the
reservoir would not overtop during the full PMP.

3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations:

3.5.1 Conclusions:

a. On the basis of the available data, design calculations,
visual evidence and engineering judgement, the reservoir is

considered to be structurally stable. The small amount of
seepage and calcium carbonate deposits observed on the
exterior wall are not considered serious. However, the
interior walls of the gate well, of the gate house, did
have a significant amount of seepage emerging and deposits
forming.

b. The exterior walls show signs of deterioration which is
attributed to the poor weathering resistance of the shaly
limestone used in the reservoir's construction.

c. The pipes and valves that controlled the water level in the
reservoir appeared to be good condition although none of

the valves were operated.

d. The spalling on the concrete walkway is not serious.

e. The instrumentation is well protected except for the five
inclinometers that are lacking caps.

f. The reservoir will not be overtopped by the full Probable
Maximum Flood as required by OCE guidelines for structures
of small size and high hazard potential.

g. The project is situated in Seismic Zone 1, indicating that
risk of damage from seismic activity is only minor.

8



h. The reservoir is well protected from vandalism, as a guard
is posted to protect the grounds.

i. The reservoir is considered "deficient" due to seepage in
the gate well, concrete spalling of the walkway and
deterioration of the exterior walls.

3.5.2 Recommendations: The owner should:

a. Repaff the areas of the walkway that have been spalling.

b. Waterproof the interior walls of both basins near the gate
house to prevent the occurrence of seepage in the gate
well.

c. Provide caps for all inclinometers.

d. Establish a program where the instrumentation and monumen-
tation are read on a periodic basis and a record of the
data be made readily available for review by a qualified
engineer should a serious condition occur.

e. Develop an emergency action plan to alert downstream
residents in the event a major problem develops with the
reservoir.

f. Continue Its periodic inspections of the exterior wall by
both the guard and personnel from the sewage treatment
plant.

g. Evaluate the structural stability and integrity of the
reservoir wall including the effects of the ring wall and
tendons on the structure, if it was not previously eva-
luated in 1975-76.

h. Establish a system to monitor the wall seepage and

deterioration.

9



SECTION 4 REVIEW BOARD FINDINGS

The Interagency Review Board for the National

Program of Inspection of Non-Federal Dams met in

Nashville on 3 September 1981 to examine the technical

data contained in the Phase I investigation report

for 8th Avenue Reservoir. The Review Board considered

the information and agreed with the report conclusions and

recommendations. A copy of the letter report presented

by the Review Board is included in Appendix G.
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APPENDIX A
DATA SUIMRY SHEET

Bim AVENUE RESERVOIR
DAVIDSON COUNTY, TENNESSEE

A.1 Reservoir

A.1.1 Tye: The reservoir is elliptical in shape and divided into two
basins by a dividing wall. The walls are of the gravity type
with the exterior faces of the wall constructed of cut masonry
stone. The interior walls are filled with stone rubble and
concrete.

A.1.2 Dimensions. Elevations and Storage Capacity: Elevations are

expressed in feet and are referenced to the top of the reservoir
which was assumde to be 679.5.

A. Major axis , (interior, at top of wall): 615.54 feet

b. Minor axis length (interior, at top of wall): 475.52 feet

c. Perimeter lowgth (on top of reservoir): 1765 feet

d. Height (from top of ground to top of wall): 24 feet
(Ground elevation is about 8-9.feet above base of wall)

e. Ground slope at base of reservoir: IV: 3.1H

f. Weir elevation: 676.5 feet

g. Normal Pool: 676.5 - feet (east basin)
675-665 + feet (west basin varies according
to demand)

h. Storage capacity: 153 acre - feet

i. PMP 29.3 inches in 6 hours

J. kPMP 14.6 inches in 6 hours

k. 100 year storm 4 .8 inches in 6 hours

1. Size classification: Small

A.1.3 Cdtoffs. Grout Curtains, and Liners: There are no known cut-
offs or grout curtains installed other than the concrete that
was placed in a few of the test pits that were excavated in
1920. In an effort to waterproof the reservoir, the interior
walls were gunited in 1914 and 1921 and the floors were treated



with asphalt and covered with concrete. In 1977 the vinyl covers
that protected the water surface of the reservoir were converted
to liners in an effort to waterproof the structure.

A.1.4 Instrumentation and Monumentation: During the exploration program
10 inclinometers and 24 extensometers were installed to monitor
movements of the foundation. In addition, water levels in some
of the cored drill holes were also monitored. Data obtained from
the inclinometers did not show any significant amounts of move-
ment. The greatest amount did approach .5 inches, however most
fell in the range of .01 to .02 inches which is within the error
range of the instrument. The extensometers also did not show any
appreaciable amount of movement. The monumentation that was
installed consisted of 34 plugs set in the walkway on top of
the reservoir. A Tennessee Highway Department brass marker is set
in the walkway on the east side of the structure and all elevations
of the plugs are referenced to it. Periodic surveys were made to
detect any movement of the reservoir wall. No movement occurred.

Presently. these instruments and monuments are not monitored.

A.1.5 Operation and Maintenance: The structure and surrounding area is
maintained by the Department of Water and Sewerage Services of
Metropolitan Government of Nashville. The water level of the
reservoir is maintained by the main water treatment plant located
on Omohundro Drive in Nashville, Tennessee.

A.2 INLET AND OUTLET STRUCTURES

A.2.1 Inlet Pipe: The reservoir is filled by a 36-inch diameter pipe
controlled by the main water treatment plant on Omohundro Drive.

A.2.2 Outlet Pipe: Water is distributed from the east basin of the
reservoir by a 36 inch diameter pipe controlled by the Love Circle
Reservoir.

A.2.3 Drawdown Facilities: The reservoir can be emptied through two,21
inch drains, one located in each basin. The valves to control
these pipes are located in the gate house.

A.3 ADDITIONAL STRUCTURES

A.3.1 Gate House: The gate house is located on the north side of the
reservoir. Three wells, influent, effluent and gate, are located
in the gate house. The three wells house the various pipes and
valves that regulate the water levels in the reservoir. The
dimensions of the gate house are 27.3 by 55.7 feet.

A.3.2 Elevators, Stairs, and Storage room: Access to the gate house is

A-2



by either an elevator or set of stairs located on the north side
of the structure. The elevator and stairs are part of the
storage room constructed in 1977. Dimensions of this building
are 41.3 by 25.6 feet.

A.3.3 Power Station: Located just to the north of the reservoir is
the building which houses the pumps which distribute the water.
The dimensions of this building are 16.5 x 19 feet.

A. 4 HISTORICAL DATA

A.4.1 Original Construction Date: 1889

A.4.1.1 Failure and Reconstruction of East Basin Wall: 1912 to
1914

A.4.1.2 Underpinning of East Basin Wall: 1921
A.4.1.3 Rinxwall and Tendon Installation: 1977

A.4.2 Designer: Original Structure - Unknown
1912 Reconstruction - Rudloph Hering
1920 Underpinning - Chester Engineers
1977 Tendon Installation - Chester Engineers and

Geologic Associates

A.4.3 Builder: Original Structure - Whitsitt and Adams
1912 Reconstruction - Unknown

1920 Underpinning - Unknown
1977 Tendon Installation - Hardaway Construction Co.

A.4.4 Owner: Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County

A.4.5 Previous Inspections: None

A.4.6 Seismic Zone: 1

A .5 DOWNSTREAM HAZARD DATA

A.5.1 Downstream Hazard Classification: High

A.5.2 Persons in Likely Flood Path: Will vary depending on where
failure of the reservoir would occur. It can range from 2 to 20.

A.5.3 Downstream Property: East side of structure - 8th Avenue; South
side - a park; West and North sides - apartment complexes.

A.5.4 Warnin s System: None

A%-. 3
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APPENDIX C
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

Photograph No.

1 Monument plaque in front of Reservoir

2 Top of Reservoir looking at gate house

3 Concrete spalling on walkway

4 Gate House Valves

5 Dry well of Gate House

6 Drain at bottom of dry well

7 Seepage in dry well

8 Section of wall rebuilt in 1914

9 Section of wall rebuilt in 1914

10 Calcium carbonate deposits on wall

11 Calcium carbonate deposits on wall

12 Deterioration of the stone

13 Exposed portion of concrete ringwall

14 Exposed portion of concrete ringwall

15 Inclinometer

16 Elevator, stairs, and storage building

17 Love Circle Pump House

19 Layout of Tendons

20 Drilling Tendon Holes

21 Reinforcing for concrete ringwall

22 Stressing the tendons
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ORNED-G

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Non-Federal Dam Inspection of 8th Avenue Reservoir

1. As part of the Non-Federal Dam Inspection Program, the 8th Avenue
Reservoir was inspected on 29 June 1981. Below is a list of personnel who
took part in the inspection.

Nashville District - Corps of Engineers

Paul Bluhm Inspection Coordinator
Tom Porter Hydraulic Engineer
Tom Allen Hydraulic Engineer
Gordon McClellan Structural Engineer
Randy Bush Soils Engineer
Wayne Swartz Geologist

Tennessee Department of Conservation

Bill Culbert Water Resources Engineer

Metropolitan Government - Department of Water and Sewarage Services

Gene Johnson
Fred Clinare

2. Mr. Gene Johnson first gave a brief summary of the history of the
reservoir. The reservoir was constructed in 1889 to be used as a water
supply for the city of Nashville. It is elliptical in shape and divided into
two basins. Originally water was pumped from the Cumberland River into one
basin where it was allowed to settle and then pumped to the other basin for
distribution. A section of the east wall of the structure failed in 1912,
but was repaired by 1914. In 1920, portions of the wall near the 1912 break
were underpinned. No additional remedial work was performed on the
structure until 1975 when leaks were observed on the north side of the
reservoir. An extensive exploration program was undertaken to determine the
cause or source of leakage. The end result of this study was the installa-
tion of a tendon through the reservoir which was anchored in rock. A rein-
forced concrete ring wall, 8 feet in height was also constructed around the
reservoir (except in the area of the 1914 and 1920 work) covering the tendons.
In addition to this work, an elevator and stairs were also added to the
structure. No other remedial work has been performed.

3. An inspection was then made on the reservoir. There were three main
areas to be inspected: The gate house, the top and interior of the reservoir,



and the exterior and surrounding area of the structure.

a. Gate House - The control room is located on the north side of the
structure and houses the valves which control the water levels in the two
basins. The structure is d'vided into three sections or wells; the influent,
effluent and gate wells. Water is pumped in to the influent veil from the
main pumping station on Omohundro Drive through a 36 inch pipe. The
east basin is then regulated by two 36 inch pipes from this well while the west
basin is regulated by a weir located in the wall separating the two basins
Distribution is made from the west basin through two 36 inch pipes Located
in the effluent well. Distribution can also be made from the east basin.
but the valves on the two 36 inch pipes are normally closed. The valves
rbr the 21 inch drains of both basins are located in the gate well as are
the valves for the drains of the other two wells. The interior of the
gate well was in good condition although some leakage was observed. The
seepage did not appear to be serious and drains at the bottom of the gate
well removed this leakage. The pipes and valves appeared to be in good
condition although the valves were not operated. Control of the water level
in the reservoir by the main pumping station at Omohundro Drive.

b. Reservoir - top and interior: The top of the reservoir wall
provides a walkway around the entire structure. It is concrete, 9 feet in
width and has a 4 foot high brick parapet wall on its outer edge and a
railing on the inner edge to provide protection. The center wall, dividing
the two basins, also provides a walkway and railing. A weir, which regu-
lates the water elevation in the two basins, is located at the south end of
the center wall. The walkway covers the weir and it was not observed at the
time of the inspection. The reservoir itself was covered with a strong,
vinyl cover which was required of the owner by law. There the inter-
rior walls could not be inspected. The water elevation at the time of
inspection was approximately 3 feet below the top of the wall. A Tennessee
Highway Department brass marker was set in the waliway on the east side and
is used to determine the elevation of 23 plugs that were set at various
points around the top of the reservoir wall. These plugs were installed to
determine if the wail settled during the recent remedial work. Overall, the
top and interior of the reservoir was in good condition with the exception of
some minor concrete spalling which is occurring on the walkway near the gate
house.

c. Reservoir: Exterior - The reservoir wall has according to plans, a
base width of 22 feet 9 inches and a height of 34.5 feet. A concrete ring
wall, constructed in 1978 when the tendons were installed,encircles all of
the reservoir with the exception of the 1914 and 1921 reconstruction. The
ring wall is 8 feet in height and is visible only in the area near the
stairwell for the gate house. A IV on 3H earth berm extends from the top
of the concrete wall to the asphalt road and encircles the entire reservoir
leaving 26 feet of the reservoir wall visible for inspection. There are 8
inclinometers and 20 extensometers located at various points around the
reservoir (on the earth berm ). The inclinometers were protected by steel
casings that extended about 1.5 feet above the ground surface. The conduits
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for the extensometer extended through the wall and were routed to the
control room where they can be read electronically.

The stairwell for the gate house is located on the north side of the
structure as is the elevator, guard room and chlorine cylinder storage.
Located directly across from these buildings is a pump house and guard
house. No other structures are located near the reservoir.

The conditions of the reservoir appeared to be very good. Portions of the
wall showed signs of some deterioration but it did not appear to be serious.
Some areas of the original wall and the 1914 reconstructed wall showed
signs of leakage as evidenced by calcium deposits. Leakage was observed but
it was very minute and generally not noticeable. Overall the masonry wall
appeared to be in good condition. The area and foundation immediately
surrounding the reservoir did not show any etspots, areas of seepage or any
signs of distress. Maintenance of the area imediately adjacent to and
surrounding the reservoir was very good. The grounds were mowed and well
kept.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

a. Structurally the reservoir appeared to be in very good condition.
There were no signs of cracks, differential settlement, or wet areas on or
near the reservoir.

b. The slight leakage that was observed was not considered serious.

c. The spalling of the concrete that was observed on the walkway was
not serious, but should be repaired.

d. The valves and pipes in the gate house appeared to be in good
condition.

e. The leakage that was observed in the gate well was not considered
serious.

f. Inclinometer caps should be provided for all inclinometers.

g. The owner should establish a regular schedule for reading and
reviewing the data from the inclinometers and extensometers.

h. An emergency action plan should be developed to warn downstream
residents in the event a serious problem develops with the structure.

Paul F. Bluhm
Civil Enrineer



ORNED-G

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Inspection of Metropolitan Nashville 8th Avenue Reservoiw-

1. Purpose: To inspect and render judgment as to the adequacy and

acceptability of the safety of the 8th Avenue Reservoir under the

Safety of Non-Federal Dams program.

2. Place and Date: Metropolitan Nashville 8th Avenue Reservoir, 29 June

1981.

3. Persons Making Inspection:

Tommy Allen ORNED-H
Paul Bluhm ORNED-G
Randy Bush ORNED-G
Gordon McClellan ORNED-D
Tom Porter ORNED-H
F. Wayne Swartz ORNED-G
Bill Culbert Tenn. Dept.,of Water Resources

4. Persons Contacted:

Fred Clinard Metro Dept of Water and Sewerage Service

Gene Johnson Metro Dept. of Water and Sewerage Service

Background: The 8th Avenue Reservoir is an elliptical shaped gravity-
type wall structure constructed of cut stone masonry facing with
"cyclopean concrete" between facings. The major axis is 603 feet in
length and the minor axis is 463.4 feet in length. A wall along the

minor axis divides the reservoir into two basins of more than
25,000,000 gallons capacity each. The top of the wall is at approXi-

mate elevation 676 + with the basin floor at approximate elevation
643 +.

The structure, constructed in 1887-89, is located on the west flank of
the Nashville Dome. There is a gentle NW areal dip of beds with many
variations and reversals of the regional dip. The reservoir is
constructed on the shaly limestones of the Ordovician age Catheys

formation which dips slightly W-NW and is weathered to depths of

10-25 feet. Based on studies conducted by Geologic Associates Inc.
in 1975. the reservoir foundation is crossed by three roughly
parallel gravity faults.

A failure of the southeast section of the wall resulted in extensive

repairs which were completed in 1914. Signs of structural distress
necessitated additional remedial treatment bracketing this area in

1921. The 1912 failure and past leakage problems have been attributed
to founding the structure on the highly weathered limestone. Remedial



foundation treatment to provide an acceptable factor of safety was
performed in 1977.

Prior to the inspection, I reviewed the reports covering thelsub-
surface investigations, the analysis and evaluation of the data,
and the stabilization that was provided. The entire program seems
to have been very well handled. The investigations and the stability
analysis were very thorough in addressing the problem and its solu-
tion. The remedial measures that were taken should be adequate to
provide the factor of safety that would necessarily be required.

6. Observations: Following a briefing by Messrs. Clinard and Johnson,
the group separated to inspect the structure. The overall condition
of the structure appears acceptable with no evidence of foundation
distress. However, the following deficiencies were noted:

a. Although there was no seepage at the foundation or base of the
wall and overall no significant seepage, there was minor seepage in
association with calcium carbonate deposits, especially on the SE
wall.

b. There has been some deterioration of the outer stone facing and
mortar which may be attributed in large part to the poor weathering
resistance of the shaly limestone used in the reservoir's construc-
tion. It may be that increased air pollution has and will accelerate
this deterioration, but it is not a serious problem at this time.

c. A number of inclinometers were found without protective covers.

7. Conclusions and Recoimuendations: Based on a review of available
geotechnical data and on the on-site inspection, the 8th Avenue
Reservoir is in good shape with no signs of foundation distress.
The minor seepage as well as the deterioration of the rock facing
should be closely monitored for changes, especially as to rate and/or
quantity.

Geologist
Geotechnical Branch

ORNED-G (Bluhm)
SIMMONS ED-G " 2
COUCH ED-G
EASTLAND ED
MOORE ED



ORNED-D 7 August 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Trip Report - 8th Avenue Reservoir Inspection

1. On 29 June 1981 1 accompanied the inspection party for the inspection of the
8th Avenue Reservoir, Nashville, Tennessee under the Non-Federal Dam Inspection
Program. The Reservoir is elliptical in plan with a major axis of 603 feet and
a minor axis of 463.4 feet. The reservoir is split along the minor axis with a
divider wall. The tops of the walls are 8 feet thick and have a thickness of
approximately 23 feet at the floor of the reservoir. The walls are faced with
cut stone masonry and are filled with stone rubble. Each basin of the reservoir
holds approximately 25,000,000 gallons and they are lined and have a floating
cover. There is a tensioning ring for the prestressed anchors at the foot of
%the wall.

2. The facing stone masonry on the exterior of the reservoir has weathered and
the thickness of the stone has been reduced. The original stone has weathered
much worse than the stone used in the 1912 repair. There is very little seepage
through the wall and the wall was dry except in one place in the rebuilt
section. The addition of the liner in 1976 has probably slowed the weathering
of the stone, however, this should be monitored.

3. The tensioning ring is visible only in the area of the pump house itself,
since it has been covered with an earth berm. The top edge of the beam shows
through at several locations. The concrete of the beam is in good condition and
there is no rust showing in the joints for the grout caps over the anchorages for
the prestressing tendons.

4. The concrete on top of the wall is cracked and spalling. We were told that

the wall would be capped with asphalt.

/ l CEnieAN

Civil Engineer



Project History

The Eighth Avenue Reservoir is located on Kirkpatrick Rill and is owned by the
Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County. Construction was
begun in August 1887 and the reservoir was finished in 1889. The reservoir is
elliptical in plan with a major axis of 603 feet and a minor axis of 463.4 feet.
There is a dividing wall along the minor axis that divides the reservoir into
two basins of approxiamtely 25,000,000 gallons. The walls are 8 feet thick at

the top and approximately 23 feet thick at the floor of the reservoir. At some
locations, it has been determined that the wall is 36 feet or more at its con-
tact with the subgrade. The walls are faced with cut stone masonry and filled
with stone rubble. The interstices of the rubble were filled with concrete to
produce a mass referred to as "cyclopean concrete." Originally, the dividing
wall was used to separate the settling basin from the treated water basin. The

two basins are now connected, with the treated water entering the east basin and
exiting from the west basin.

On November 5, 1912, a segment of the east basin wall, approximately 200 feet in
length, was displaced and that basin emptied. Old photographs have shown that
the force of the flow was sufficient to sweep away the fill placed on the
,hillside and scour the natural ground to bedrock. A segment of about 100 feet
in length remained intact as it was displaced.

The wall was rebuilt in 1914. In addition to rebuilding the wall, a perimeter

french drain system was installed adjacent to and inside the east basin wall.
At the same time, the interior walls were gunited and the floor of the basin
treated with asphalt and covered with concrete. Six test pits were dug around
the west basin and one buttress was built.

In 1920, the east basin was withdrawn from service after an inspection revealed
a horizontal crack in the masonry wall. This was in the segment adjacent to and
north of the section that failed in 1912. A study was implemented which
included the use of core holes and test pits, and lead to the underpinning of
about two-thirds of the affected area in 1921. As part of this work, the walls
of the reservoir were scaled and were coated with a new layer of gunite, and a
new concrete floor was installed.

In 1974, contracts were let to install covers over the two open basins. The

contracts Included cleaning the reservoirs, guniting the interior walls, and
installing butyl rubber floating covers. This work was completed in March 1975.

After the reservoir had been returned to operation in the spring of 1975,
seepage was noted in the lower courses of masonry along the northwest arc of the
west basin. This seepage was greater than had been observed previously, and it
was decided to drain the west basin. A subsurface investigation was begun, and
from the data obtained, it was determined that the subsurface was inadequate to
provide a sufficient factor of safety against sliding. A tensioning ring with
tendons anchored in sound rock was Installed around the reservoir, except in the
areas of the 1912 and i920 repair work, At the same time, the floating covers
were converted to liners for the basins and new covers installed.

nnhm .. ... . i1. - - ------- ....... ...



Review of Repairs

The failure of the reservoir in 1912 seemed to be related to the foundation
material rather than the structural stability of the walls. Geologic Associates
concluded that the failure was caused by piping of the subgrade. They based
their findings on photographs of the 1912 failure and the fact that an almost
100 foot segment of the wall remained intact after being displaced. They felt
that the failure was a typical wedge failure, with the wall being displaced
downward and outward.

The failed portion of the wall was rebuilt with a better grade stone than the
original stone. It is not as susceptible to weathering, and it is very apparent
where this new stone was used, since It is a different color.

The 1921 repair work consisted of excavating narrow trenches under the wall to
sound rock and backfilling with concrete. This extended the walls to sound
rock. This work was considered to be adequate when the repairs were made in
1975.

The 1975 repair work consisted of adding a tensioning ring with tendons anchored
in sound rock. This system was designed by the Chester vngineers, The ring was
installed around the reservoir, except in the areas of the 1914 and 1920 repair
work. Tendons were then installed through this ring, The tendons consisted of
Dywidag Threadbard on 7'6" centers. The bars were designed for a load of 160
kips, but were load tested to 239 kips. Each bar was embedded a minimum of
10'0" into sound bedrock This medthod raised the factor of safety against
sliding to about 1.5. This method was selected after reviewing several alter-
natives, including abandonment of the present reservoir and building on a new
site.



ORNED-G 9 July 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Trip Report - Inspection of Metro Nashville 8th Avenue Reservoir

1. The Metro Nashville 8th Avenue Reservoir was inspected on 29 June 1981 in
conjunction with the Non-Federal Safe Dams Program. At the site we were briefed
on the structure history by Metro water-sewer personnel. The structure was
completed in approximately 1889, rebuilt after a failure in 1914 and the walls
outside the failure area renovated by underpinning in approximately 1921. The
underpinning consisted of removing the shaley rock beneath the footing and
replacing it with concrete down to sound rock. A concrete (reinforced) collar
was constructed around the base of the structure, exclusive of where the struc-
ture was repaired and tendons installed through the collar into sound
bedrock a few years ago. In recent years a plastic liner and cover has been
installed on the reservoir. The walls of the reservoir are approximately 26
feet thick at the base. According to water-sewer personnel the walls contaift a
clay core, however, some reports say the walls contain cyclopian ccocrete so it
is uncertain as to what the interior of the walls contain.

2. A very slow dripping of water from a stalagtite formed on the wall approxi-
mately 8-10 feet up from the ground was observed. This was within an area of
the wall which showed mineralization and within the repaired sectiom of the
wall. Other areas of the wall showed signs of mineralization occurring (wall
turning white) and stalagtites forming which indicates possible se2page through
the wall in the past.

3. Some of the stones of which the walls are built are scaling. Some of the
stones are scaling noticeably faster than others, particularly a section of th..
wall near the repaired section. At this time, however, the scaling of the rock
appears to present no immediate problems.

4. No seepage or soft spots were observed at the base or around the structure
area. The structure appears stable and in good condition. Five inclinometers
at the base of the structure did not have caps and two of these instruments were
full of water. Caps should be provided for these instruments to protect them.

RANDY H. BUSH
Soils-Embankment Design Section
Geotechnical Branch
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DESIGN DRAWINGS '
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APPEN'~DIX F

HYDRAULIC AND HYDROLOGIC ANALYSIS



HYDROLOGIC AND ElxDRAULIC ANALYSIS

According to OCE guidelines, 8th Ave. Reservoir must be able to safely

pass the k to full Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). Six-hour rainfall

)depths for the Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) and the 100-year

rainfall were obtained from the U.S. Weather Service's Technical Paper

40.

The only inflow to the reservoir during the six-hour storm is the rain-

fall itself or 29.3 inches for the PPI. The minimum distance between

the top of the walkway and the reservoir cover is 3 feet. Therefore,

the reservoir would not be overtopped by the full PMP.
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• DEPARTMENT OP THE ARMY
NASHVILLE DISTRICT. CONpS OF ENGINESRS

P. 0. BOX 1070

NAHVaLLE. TENNILSEE 3720a

IN REPLY MEYER TO

ORNED-G

Mr. K. R. Harrington, Director
Department of Water and Sewerage Services
18th Floor - Stahlman Building
211 Union Street
Nashville, TN 37201

Dear Mr. Harrington:

As provided under authority of the National Dam Inspection Act, Public Law
92-367, all non-Federal dams in Tennessee must be inspected for the purpose of
protecting life and property. The term "dam" includes any artifical barrier
which impounds or diverts water. The 8th Avenue Reservoir qualififes as a "dam"
under this definition and must be inspected.

A tentative date for the inspection has been set for 19 May 1981. However, in
order to perform a thorough investigation, it is necesssary to review past
design calculations, construction drawings, instrumentation data, etc. A por-
tion of this material has been furnished to this office; however, additional
material is needed. Specifically, material concerning design calculations for
the tendons and information on the instrumentation that was installed would be
helpful in assessing the stability of the structure. Any additional information
would also be helpful. Please forward this material to Mr. Paul Bluhm of our
Geotechnical Branch.

If you have any further questions regarding what material is needed or on any
aspect of the inspection please contact Mr. Bluhm at 251-7366.

Sincerely,

E. C. MOORE
Chief, Engineering Division



NON-FEDERAL DAM INSPECTION REVIEW BOARD
PO BOX 1070

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37202

ORNED-G

Commander, Nashville District
US Army, Corps of Engineers
P0 Box 1070
Nashville, TN 37202

1. The Interagency Review Board, appointed by the Commander on 19 June 1981,
presents the following recommendations after meeting on 3 September 1981, to
consider the Phase I investigation report on 8th Avenue Reservoir located in
Nashville, Tennessee.

2. The Board is in agreement with other report conclusions and recommendations
following minor revisions.

FRANK B. COUC, JR. WILEY B. SCOTT
Chief, Geotechnical Branch Assistant Design Engineer
Chairman Alternate, Soil Conservation Service

EDMOND B. ONILL THOMAS ALLEN
Alternate, Division of Water Hydraulic Engineer

Resources Alternate, Hydrology and Hydraulics
State of Tennessee Branch

EDWARD B. BOYD L. E. LOCKETT
Hydrologic Technician Structurail Engineer
Alternate, US Geolugical Survey Alternate, Design Biranch



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ff NASHVILLE DISTRICT. CORPS OF rNGINESK

P. 0. BOX 1070

NAGHVILLE. TENNESDUK 37202

ORNED-G I EPLY RUPE TO 
18 AUG

SUBJECT: Report of Phase I Investigation .of 8th Avenue Reservoir, Nashville,
Tennessee

Commander, Ohio River Division
ATTN: ORDED-T (Griff Ray)

1. Inclosed are three copies of our draft report covering the Phase I inves-
tigation of 8th Avenue Reservoir in Davidson County, Tennessee

2. The report is still in draft form at this time. Request return of copy con-
taining color photographs along with your comments. We will furnish you a final
version of the report when it is completed.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

I Incl E. MOORE
As Chief, Engineering Division



ORDED-T (28 Aug 81) ist Ind
SUBJECT: Report of Phase I Investigation of 8th Avenue Reservoir, Nashville,

Tennessee

DA, Ohio River Division, Corps of Engineers, P.O. Box 1159, Cincinnati, OH
45201 17 September 1981

TO: Commander, Nashville District, ATTN: *ORNED-G

1. The subject report needs revision to cover the following items.

a. The project should not be called deficient because of spalled and
deteriorated concrete sidewalks. Deterioration of the sidewalks does not
affect the integrity of the retaining structure.

b. If the structure is to be classified as deficient because of the
seepage in the gate house, the report should state what danger is created by
that seepage.

c. Para 3-5-1h. This paragraph indicates that the structure is
deficient because of the items discussed above, but at the same time, this
paragraph and other paragraphs indicate that the structure does not have any
apparent safety or structural deficiencies. These conflicting statements must
be resolved.

d. The report indicates that the seepage through the reservoir retaining
wall is not serious. Also, it is stated that the deteriorated stone condition
is not serious. At the same time, the trip reports in Appendix D have
conflicting statements regarding the construction of the walls. One trip
report indicates that the walls contain rubble fill; another report indicates
cyclopean concrete; and another report speaks of impervious clay. Until one
knows the details of the walls, it is impossible to assess the impact from the
seepage and the deteriorated stone condition. The report should not contain
an indication that the seepage condition and the deterioration of the stone is
not serious. Consideration should be given to recommending that the owner
obtain an A/E firm to investigate the condition of the walls.

e. The need for an A/E to investigate the structural condition of the
masonary wall and the effects of the tie-back ring beam was previously

suggested in the report by Shannon and Wilson. This recommendation should be
brought to the owners attention.

f. A recommendation should be made to encourage the owner to continue
the visual inspections presently being made.

2. General.

a. Para 2-4-1, Main Report. The third sentence of this paragraph
describing the local geology should be reviewed for accuracy. It appears that

this discussion is related to bedding instead of jointing.



ORDED-T (28 Aug 81) 1st Ind 17 September 1981
SUBJECT: Report of Phase I Investigation of 8th Avenue Reservoir, Nashville,

Tennessee

b. The table of contents indicates text page numbers, but the pages are
not numbered.

c. The text contains statements which conflict with information
furnished in the Appendices.

d. Appendix B. North arrows should be added to the maps and sketches.

3. Appendix B, Section B.B and Appendix D, 'Project History. The text,
para 2-2, indicates that the 8-foot wall was not installed around the entire
reservoir. This conflicts with Appendices B and D and should be corrected.

j FOR THE COMMANDER:

RICHARD C. ARMSTRONG

Chief, Engineering Division

2

... ........."U L" ,. . . ... . - - . .. . . - - ,- : - - ' - _ i _ . i .2
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K. 01. 64ARNINVONd 04PANTUS? 4W WA*1 AND SEWG6UAG 9OE SC911

~~~mgc ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "cdem 09ww. M s1m1S1VCSWAU h V IKFLN

WANMVLL1. TUNNEO1SCE s114ab 7260

May 27, 1975

TO; Mr. K. R. arrington
41 Director -Water & Sewerage Services

FROM: Mr. Lester William, Jr.
Chief Operational Engineer

JIN RE % th Avenue Reservoir Leak

IA.V|. .I ~iImm YJIO@ l .

The following Js a chronological record of the events telating to the !,-,k

8tth Avenue Reservoir on Wednesday, May 21, 1975.

' At approximately 12:30 p.m. Mr. V. W. Frye contacted me regarding a leak] .,t:~,A~: -at the Sib Avenue Reservoir. After learning of the description of the
Teak, Mr. F. L. Clinard and myself proceeded to the reservoir to inve-
!tgate. -Upon arriving, we observed seepage in the northwest quadrant of
..~ the reservoir, I eginning at a point due west and extending for about 500

to the lower four courses of stone. The worst leak was in the middle I-,- v,

,. 1140.the 4th course of stone with other noticeable seepage the entire span c. -
scribed,, tailing to the Ist course of atone at the edge In both directio.-

iiee Waperequantity was sufficient enought to pass through a gravel bed .ii

bAx r ,4 across the paved road.

. this pnAY1I put- in a call for Hr.'V. F. Brock and/or Mr. K. P_ .arrtngn.
TWhile wvting for their return call. we proceeded to contact the engineerin
"sorvey party to rcheck leel masurements at the reservoir, also, fow
awasuremeLn werebegun at the worst leak described above. because i appeared
that the leak was Increasing.

The 1.st measurement of the leak was 1 quart per O seronds. This quantity
S'.. 4,\ '.i" was checked periodically at 15 minute intervals with no changes during the

~' afternoon.

Mr. K. R. Harrington returned my call at approximatel 1:30 p.m. and at
which tme L informed his of our findIngs and he suggested the possibility
of beginning t e draining of the west hasin.and agreed instead to cut off
t he influent to the west side and lower the level by using the water.

S "This was dte while the abover precaution measrements cont inued.

,. .. .,t,' ovypryt ehc e~lm.ersnua h eewiasfo

. , . , ~ sreet ee~elna tevrt ekdsrie bv, ea0 L perd



In rt. 81h Avenue Keservoir Leaik
,12 is-, May 27, 1975

... Page 2

Mr. K. R. Harrington and Mr. W. F. Brock arrived at the reservoir shortly
after 2:00 p.m. and no noticeable change had been observed aL this time.
It was decided to lover the west basin during the afternoon and night as
low as usage would allow and then valve off. The seepage was to be con-
tinuously monitored during the night for any changes. A meeting was set
for the following morning at 9:30 a.m. with Mr. T. A. Fithian of Chester
Engineers and Kr. Ray Throckmorton of Geologic Associates. Another level

survey was to be run early in the morning.

1I During the evening hour the reservoir level was lowered to approximately
8' below the overflow. By 6:00 p.m. the seepage had noticeable decreased

and by 10:00 p.m. there was almost no flow through the monitored seepage
point.

Neither of the level surveys showed any significant deflections.

By 9:00 a.m. on Thursday, May 22, 1975, the seepage had decreased to no
more than that observed in prior years.

At a meeting on the premises at 9:30 a.m., the following persons were pre-
sent, Mr. V. W. Frye, Mr. L. L. Williams, Mr. W. F. Brock of the Water and

Sewerage Department, Mr. T. A. Fithian, Mr. Harold Kurtz of Chester Engineers,
Mr. Ray Throckmorton of Geologic Associatem and Mr. Jerry Free of Pressure
Concrete. At that time all the Information was reviewed and it was elected
to continue all observations. In addition, Mr. Throcksorton and Mr. Fithian
were instructed to make an analysis of the situation, also, Mr. Throckmorton
was to set up a plan for taking some sample core drills. All parties were

to be avised of any changes monitored.

By Thursday afternoon almost all seepage had stop above the lot course of
stone.

The reservoir level was maintained at 8' below overflow In the west basin.

On Friday. May 23, 1975, the seepage continued to dry up with only a few
noticeable wet spots. Continuation of monitoring remained in affect as
before.

Subsequent h, ppenings and events relating to the leakage are recorded in a
log which is maintained by Mr. V. W. Frye.

' Respectfully submitted,

i r llliaw, Jr.
Chief Operational Engineer

LLW: Jdb

cc: Mr. W. F. Brock, Jr.

Anststant Director - Water & Sewerage Services

i

,
tS



GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES. INC Reply,
iiGEOLOGISTS AND ENGINIEERS FRANKLIN, TN374

615--794 3596

May 30, 19 75

Metropolitan Govei;ment of
Nashville and Davidson Curit\

Department of Water vid Sewerage Servico,
8th Floor, Stahlman Building
211 Union Street
Nashville, Tennessee 3/201

Attention: Mr. K. R. Har'rlngton

Gen I emen:

Re: Stability and Leakaqe Study-
Main Reservoir, 8th Avenue, South
Nashvl Ile, Tennessee

Regarding the above site and our inspections and various conversations

regarding it, we expect to begin the subsurface exploration at once

and will keep you informed of its progress. Initially, three or four

holes, rather widely spaced across and beyond the visibly affected

area, will be cored to depths which will permit positive Correlation

of the strata and identification of any potential planes of slippage.

4ost of the holes will be vertical; some inclined drilling may be

necessary. These exploratory holes, and some Intermediate holes as

wel, will be drilled and permanently cased into bedrock in order to

observe the static water level.

In order to properly assess the subsurface data and its telationship

to the foundalin of ihe reservoir, it will be necessary I , excavate

some test pits adjacent to the founddalon. These pits will he dug,

BRANCHES: P 0 BOX 92719 KNOXVILLE. TN. 37q20 615---573 7181
27 11 Ft. CAMPBELL BLVD HOPKINSVILL1, KY 42240 502 -P860721

bwk%.--.



Met rtup') I itin (. 'v,. mwlnr tI oI
Na'thvi IIe 'in d P ,, ,i 4 ,,,l .-11

[ep a rtl z It of W .,' t .: ', '.e.w 'l Jiq , .F ,i

I'(

,i g and identify -the toot t-;g cond Tiiic.7,

(,onta( ,o$buvifion, Rt'. '1hen completed 1he pits w ,' he bhickfilled

o, vilh plant-mix ,000# concrete.

Ir Or 'UWr 1o 1Pe 0 I 1 oa iludie the data to be quither-od, we need Copies

, loan of the ori!4lnals) of all pertinent drawings, reports and other

documents pertaining to the design, construction and repair of the

facility over the years. Mr. Williams has indicated 1hat a topographic

,ap of the reservoir areas - extending well downhill into adjacent

properties - will be prepared soon. These data are essential to the

statiiily sludy, too, as we will drill lines of probings to define

the wej1hered bedrock surface outward from each cored hole location.

We expect to proceed wi-th caution and will keep you informed of our

r,r)c,-e,,s ad findings. In the writer's absence (until ,June 15th)

our work wi I I b, under 1he di recti on of Mr. John l1,vqenan.



Metropol itan Government of
Nashville and Davidson t2.ouniy

Department of Waler and Sewerage 5tervi~e,,
Page Three
May 30, 1975

At this lime there is no way (or us to IsiTitc Ine .jltimi e :r2t cT

itS SiU. , rhar-s wil!i ho,-.'e r be Dased on the d .e e

schel We appreciate this opporiunily t.i ... ,u;: strvocj

you.

Yours very truly,

;EOLOCIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr., P. E.

RTT/mr

Enclosure - Fee Schedule

Copy - W'. Ted Fithlan, Chester Engineers



GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES. INC. Replylu

GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS FRANKLIN. TN. 37064
615--7"943596

Jusly 3, ,975

i

Metropol itar Gc rgrnmeni- ot
Nashv; lie and Oavid-or ConGr'.y

iepartment uf Waler ai-A- erAge 3',vi.
Siahiman Building
Nashvi I e, Ter;,4ssae 37201

Attent.... -ir. W I I I I am 8rok

Go P:on

Re: Interim Report,
Subsurface Investigation
Eighth Avenue Reservoir
NashvIlle, Tennessee
Project No. 75-090

The Eighth Avenue Reservoir structure (Kirkpatrick Hill) has been

repaired at least twice previously. We have not been supplied with

any data relating to the catastrophic failure of 1912, except that

gleaned by Inference from the 1921 data, but we understand that the

affected area enccmpassed an arc at the southeast segment of the

east basin. Presumably, the wall was displaced outward along planes

of weakness In the subfoundation. We note that the test pits excavated

along the 1912 failure area, during the 1920 study, showed that the

footings In the former area, as reconstructed, extended to depths of

-en or more feet below ground level. No doubi the reconstruc+!on

extended through tie weathered rock zone to sound strata. We point

BRANCHES. P. 0. BOX 9278 KNOXVILLE, rN 37920 615-573-7383
2111 FT. CAMPBI L BLVD. HOPKINSVIL 1E, KY. 42240 502-886 0721
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Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Two
July 30, 1975

out that ie F area is I-A), o Tr It~* 10 T P p. sen 1

affected reach of thfi ~i ~;~~ ~-~ tril .)b~ ~f

conditions found doing the present sludy a ra t-alated to t.,O cause, o,

the 191?'"' -'Iee.

Tho foundation remedial wo~rk performed in 1921 coon,, 1-?ri0lY of

.inderpinning a further segment of the east basin after a horizontal crack

waes fou.nd In the interifor face. The history of this work Is well-

documented and has been valuable during the present study.

We are told that the subject area (north-northwest arc of the west basin)

has displayed evidence of seepage for some years. While the visible

leakage was not alarming nor objectionable, It was carefully monitored,

especially in the light of the two previous failures which have occurred

In the structure. In the latter part of 1974, cleaning of the basin-

for the first time In about forty years - was completed,.along with

r~ome other construction efforts, such as guniting the walls, etc. The

basin was put back In operation during March 1975. In the late spring

seepage Increased In volume over any occurring previouisly and extended

as high as four or five masonry courses above ground level. Inlilal

observations siewned to Indicate some diurnal influence In that flows

increased during the atternoon hours when the sun's rays bore most

directy on -that arc. Flows decreased or ceased altogether during

the evening and morning hours.



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Three
July 30, 1975

On Thursday, t4'y 22, 19/5, t% wi -r f Irst I n. ,p':ted the s to Ir the

company of Messrs Br-o@., WiiIams, 1-1t. ian, Kurtz and others. 'f -.

were author-o 1o begin an exploratory program directed toward

determinln subsurface conditions adjacent to the visibly affected

FXPLORATION AND TES1 ING.

Eleven holes were drilled at locations shown on the Plan, Sheet I.

Ten of these were drilled vertically to depths which permitted

assessment of bedrock degradation and positive geologic correlation.

One hole was drilled at an Inclination of 450 in order to further

study the bedrock structure. Permanent casing was placed in most of

the holes and the static water level in each has been monitored by us,

as well as Metro personnel. The bedrock cores are stored at our

Franklin office. All of the bedrock cores were logged In'detail,

representative samples of the clay seams in the bedrock cores were

tested for natural moisture content, particle size distribution and

their Atterberg liiits determined. The basic data and our interpretation

of It are shown on the appended Proflles.

-i~ i~~li ,-- w , l~ e .- -- P - - - - . . _ , J - - . . .L_ L . . . .I . . . '



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Four
July 30, 1975

SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS.

The existing ground surTace surrounding the reservoir Is undoubtedly a

much-modifipd version of the original latscape. We suspect that much

of the soil and weathered rock slabs excavated dc. .,- 0-) original

co-.tructlon - and perhaps by later repairs - were spread on thu

slopes surrounding to construct the present benches and slopes.

Therefore, the existing "overburden" consists of an uncontrolled mass

of soil and rock slabs overlying the original topsoil and soil-weathered

rock profile.

Bedrock at the site consists of thin to thick bedded shaly limestone of

the upper portion of the Catheys Formation. Degradation of the bedrock

has extended to depths averaging nearly 12 feet below the existing

ground surface. Locally, severe degradation, apparently related to

deformation of the strata extends to twenty or more feet. Weathering

of the strata has Included lateral opening, staining and leaching of

bedding places following the dip of the strata, as well as similar

degradation along high angle tension fractures which crisscross the

site. We suspect that the prominent Jointing is aligned along



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Five
July 30, 1975

northeast-southwest and norlhwest-southeast azlmuths. Joint

frequency may be on the order of ten feet, or less. Further, we have

found additional evidence of bedrock faulting which is probably not

the fame fault described In the 1920-21 work. f;kIe --velation is not

.,rprising as many minor faults have been discovered In the past aij

by recent exploration and construction In the strata underlying the

elty. Several faults which seem to trend across St. Cloud's Hill

are exposed to the northeast of the reservoir In the right of way

cut for 1-65. The attitude, displacement and degree of weathering

displayed by these latter faults seems to agree well with those found

at the reservoir. We recommend them as good examples of conditions

probably existing in the subgrade for the reservoir. While such

faults have been active in the geologic past, they are now construed

as Inactive in that movement is not likely to occur along them, even

in the event of seismic events in the area. Parenthetically, Nashville

is located within Seismic Risk Zone I; however, It Is "sandwiched"

between Zone II contours to the east and west. Assessing the stability

of such a structure under seismic loading Is, at best, an exercise in

empirical arithmetic.

- -..... ... ... . . .. .. w .. "



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Daviason County

Page Six
July 30, 1975

Static water levels recordvd 41 the dr~l hWes ;nd:ccto . cins;derable

slope In the phreatic surface, both normal to the reservoir and parallef

to the arc 'tome of the discrepancies riy be attributed to the relative

water-- iyhtness of the bedrock at the hole, whli c- no doubt reflect

V' actual phreatic level. It Is significant that the valid water levls

responded almost immediately when the effect of the west basin static

head was essentially removed from the groundwater system.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI4MENDATIONS.

The structure was built nearly a century ago according to founding standards

and criteria far less stringent than those In use today. Two previous

failures, the last some 55 years ago, were, as best we can tell, entirely

due to inadequacies in the subgrade of the structure. In each Instance,

only the segment affected was repaired. The records indicate that both

times the foundation was reconstructed on essentially unweathered bedrock

at levels considerably lower than the original.

Our analysis of the data we have gathered indicates that this segment of

the reservoir is undoubtedly existing In a precarious state of stabllJt .

All of the structural and subsurface parameters contribute to this

condition; none negate It.

--a-



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Seven
July 30, 1975

The masonry footings rest on severely degraded bedrock which contains

residual clay seams of medium to high plasticity; i.e., fat, slippery

clays - whose shear strength Is substantially lessened when their

mois ture content Is Increased.

Ine west reservoir basin Is leaking - somewhere - and contributing a

constant head and supply of water to the soil-rock system.

The bedrock strata have a component of dip downward and outward from

the affected arc. In addition, one or more faults transect the bedrock

adjacent to, and probably extend under, the reservo!r wall. These faulls

are significant primarily because bedrock weathering has been Intensified

along and adjacent to them.

A stability analysis based on the date at hand Indicates that the

foundation for the masonry wall is In a marginal state of stability

and further changes in the physical characteristics of the soil-rock

system; I.e., an increase In the moisture content of the clays, further

piping of materials by the flowitig groundwater, seismic events, etc.,

could cause a catastrophic failure If the full reservoir head were

imposed at the time. Separate comments regarding the stability analysis

are apppn d



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Eight
July 30, 1975

The options at this po~ent ars numer---us and ~reg 41Po continuing to

operate the reservoir In a normal manner to abandoning 1the structure.

In order to recoimmend further actiors, It Is essentiil to know what the

projected life of this facility Is based on Its :!. ty to the

peration of the system, the amortization of recent sums spent on it,

and so on.

Assuming that the reservoir must remain a part of the Metro water system

for the foreseeable future, we are ready to discuss what steps may be

taken to restore Its Integrity and what Information may be necessary to

the design of the remedial construction.

Respectful ly submitted,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr., P.E.

RTT/mr

Enclosures -Appendix A
Laboratory Data
Drawings



GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC. .o
GUOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS FRANKLIN. TN 37064

615--794-3596

EIGHTH AVENUE RESERVOIR STAILITY ANALYSIS

PROJECT Wo 75-090

A general stability analysis of the foknda ion for -he Reservoir was

performed using the Wedge Analysis Method. Forces Imposed Ly the

structure !r. the surcharge of the l% rd head were resolved based

on the available structural data and the geometry c', 1odndation.

7a configuration of the 1920 failure as recorded by The Chester

Engineers was considered In selecting the boundary for the active

earth pressures. Potential failure surfaces were selected after

studying the weaknesses In the subfoundation materials recovered

by the core drilling program. Physical properties of the soil-rock

system were estimated using basic laboratory test data.

Owing to the nature of the subfoundation materials, significant

variations in the soil-rock properties occur within the zone adversely

affected by the structural load. The variations which are most likely

to affect the stability are lateral or planar features - namely nearly

horizontal, continuous layers of clay. The analysis shows that minor

variations in the strength of the clay, as well as the position of the

phreatic surface, have a substantial effect on the stability of the

foundation and surrounding earth mass. For example, in some cases the

PRANHES P. 0 BOX 9278 KNOXVILLE. TN. 37920 6I5-573.7383
2711 FT. CAMPBELL BLVD. HOPKNSVILLE, KY. 42240 502-410721
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Appendix A
Eighth Avenue Reservoir Stability Araiys~s
Page Two

July 30, 1975

margin of safety for ' !s increasee NO % If thq phreatIc

surface Is lowered below the potential failure surface. Similarly,

variation- tho, sol~is shear strength nn the order of 700 PSF can

cause j 50% variation In the safety factor. Furti., -. -analysis

1 icates that a 50% reduction In the Reservoir head would result

In an Increase of 40% In the stability safety factor. While the

above analysis is useful In assessing the operational alternatives

and the risks, it must be recognized that the data is based on a

conservative selection of potential failure surfaces. In actuality,

we cannot be certain if, and along what planes, the instability is

occurring. Determination of the position of the potential failure

surface Is essential to accurately assess the stability. Moreover,

methods of remedial treatment will depend on the limits ano nature of

the subsurface movement. These facts can be determined only by

monitoring the dynamic behavior of the subsurface by means of

Inclinometers irstalled at selected locations around the perimeter

of the Reservoir.

Based on the stabllity analysis, we conclude that under the influence

of the full Reservoir surcharge, the stability margin of safety for

the subject 5.gment of the wall Is on the order of I.I. Over the

I
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long term, and sustained full reservoir condltlon4 the phreatic surface

within the underlying and adjacent soil system will continue to slowly

raise the moisture content of the clays, thereby further reducing their

shear strength.

~ ,II a
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GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC. r:Pyt
K K r\GEOLOGISrS AND ENGINEERS FA;(tj :.

August i, i973

?1-1roio I i tan Governrrnt c f
Nashvi le and Davktscon County

Depar-trent of Water and Sewerage Services
Stahh1,7mn Bu I di nq
"Iasi -vi Ik I c _nnessee 37201

AttPn-.V,).i: Mr. K. R. Harrington, Director

- nf! i-rren:

Re: Foundation lniestigaion
and Stability Studies,
Phase 11, Eighth Avenue R-3servoir
Nashville, Tennessee
Project No. 75-090

We hiava cornpleted our Initial investigation of the subject site and

ha~ve dilscussed it In detail with your staff and consuttii j engineer-.

At the conclusion of the conference hold July 30, 1975, we wee

diracted to prepare a proposal outlining a program oi exploraticn.

wh ich -,;ifI I def 1ns subsurf ace cond it Ions adjacent lto 1-he ent ir-2

perire-ter of the structure. Further, portions of the xlror

p rog ra~n w ill be adapted and equ ipped to parmi t rnn itor In- J oin u e

rovemr3-rfs in the sub-found-ition rrterials. Thf.- abive iwc-pirt

programi will proceed essentialily concurrently.

WU haVUe set-up a tentative exploratory program crnsislirnq of cored

holes located at about 100 feet chords wn~i~ d- i t o

fc~otir, -- 'r lhe7, will bu lrocated in ain~o ;oii

ASP.O 0.OX(9278KINO)XViLLE, TM.37')20 6!5--'737.'3.A
27 11 Ff. CIAMPlittL BLVD. HOPKiNSVILLE, KY. 42-41J 5 2~- 3O2
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Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Page Two
August I, 1975

Holes 10 and II of the Phase I wJrK. In addition, cored holes may be

spaced on chords of 200 feet some 50 feet from ths reservoir, as per

Holes I, 2, 3, etz. of the Initial work. Finally, holes located ai

the quadrant points, as per Hole 4, may be needed. All of this -,ork

wifl be directed toward assessing the degree of bed.. w3athering

,.nd the geologic structure, all of which affect the long-term stability

of the reservoir. It will also enable us to confirm the efficiency of

the repairs (underpinning) performed in years past. As an adjunct -:o

the exploration, we expect to drill one hole from the top of the

reservoir, through the wall, and into the sub-foundation. This hole

will be located in the segment of wall arc through which the pr:erart

seepage occurs. It will be utilized In studying the condition of the

cyclopean concrete in the wall, for monitoring the level of any water

encountered, etc.

The second part of the program will consist of adapting the drill holes

for monitoring with an inclinometer. These locations . rurber mu;

15 and they will be spaced at about 200 feet centers on the rce:rvoir

perimeter, as well as at some distance away at the quadrant voi-ts for



Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson WCounty

Paga Three
August 1, 1975

use as "controls". We racor,.nd ihe use of thik; system "s the most

sophisticated instrumentation available with which to monilor minute

rxvemen+F '' the foundation materials, This procedure is the only

reliV.-be and efficient means for detecting a cri'i --" IOss in st-biliity

;rior to the occurrence of increments of movement sufficient to Cxus

visible distress. Further. the monitoring program will 1:ovide data

useful in designing any remedial construction.

V;3 will also permanently install some tittmeers on The r., ,ervoir ri r

os an added feature of the ronitc ;ng of the safety of the .tructuro.

We have prepdred a detai led in-housn estimatu of "lh. co:.t of the p;-:-

we have outlined; we will be happy to discuss it with you at your

convenience. Naturally, the program will be subject to chnn-s

conditions encountered dictate. Most of the unit prices ar-c ncl,'>--

in our Standard Schedule of Fees, which you have on file. AJdptir, ,

tih 15 drill holes for pormanent monitoring by iicl inr.-+-t, Will bll

chc:i ;,'!d at Ihr, rata of $450 each. Wo, huvo al o incl, l..d in :hi

est :3te :bou; 15U hours (over a two-month period - ten r,; dings ,oa.h)

of r,-nitoring the indicators at $50/hour. The monitoring orococ-s



Metropolitan Government of
Niashvl I Ie and 'av idson Coun ty

Paga Four
August 1, 1975

requires the us3 of -two men plus the inclinometer and readout. The

total of our estimate for performing allI of the cloye doscribed ser-vic '

is $41,850. We le3ave the assessment of the contingencies inherent in

this program open to further discussion.

'-o appreciate this opportunity to continue the study, eiij h..;virig .u

verbal approval, expect to proceed with the exploration beginning ii

August 4th. We will keep you and your consultants advised of conditions~

encountered.

Respectfully,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmor-on, Jr., P.E.

RUT/mr

Copy: M1r. T. A. Fithian
The Che,!.t'r rtigincers



GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC. ryTo
'tG90LWGIP AMD ENGINES P. 0.80oK66

FRANKLIN, TN. 37064
615-794-3596j ~4.,S.October 9, 1975

!Nashville ano DavIdson County
Department of Water and Sewerago Servi r.s
Stahlman Bu Iidi ng

NashilleJannssee37201.IAttento::Mr. K.R. Hatrlngton, Diuyctor

Yntlemen:
Rea: Subsurface Investigation

Eighth Avenue Reservoir
Nashville, Tennessee
Project No. 75-090

The purpose of this letter Is to provide you with a shiort statement

regarding progress of the subject study.[ Subsequent to the Initial study which was confined to the northwest
quadrant, we were directed to proceed with a detailed exploration of

the entire struc'ture. As of October 8th, we have suspended the

subsurf ace exploration program and will shortly submit a comprehensive

report detailing all of the basic data and our Interpretation of It.

Briefly, we expect that the report will confirm the supposition thatI

the subfoundatlon materials are for the most part deeply weathered

end possibly exist In a state of stability having a low factor of

safety.

BRANCHES: P. 0. BOX 9273 KNOXVILLE. TN. 37320 615-573-7393
2711 FT. CAMPBELL BLVD. HOPKlINSVILLE. KY. 42240 502-1"6721

P.. 0. emo KINGSIPRT. M. 615-.24491
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Nashville end Davidson County
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October 9, 1975

In order to properly provide for the. safety of the structure, as well

k as the piibiic, during the time Interval required for further study,
P dovelIopmijAw of plans and execution of future remedial work, we have

Ins"Oatlad the most sophisticated monitoring sV;--.u1 mvallable. Fourteen

Inclinometers have been Installed at the'site. Ten of these are located

around the perimeter of the reservoir; four are located elsewhere on

the grounds. Further, "tilit piatess* have boost set on the top of the

wall at the aIntersection of the exes. The monitoring of all theseI Installations Is In Its Initial phase end prolonged observation will

be necessary. As soon as possible, and provided that the data Is

-' favorable, we my recommiend that the west basin be returned to use'-

under close observation. These, end other decisions, ;ill be made

on a step-by-step basis with your concurrence and that of your other

consulting engineers.

,..,'~, rer available to discuss the details of our work at your

~. . convenience. tuy

GEOLGICASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr., P.E.

V M/r. .

Copy: y(W. F. Brock
Xr Lstar WII Iam

Mr. John Upftm



ENVIRONIFNTAL
tNGINWERS & PLANNERS

5 Dunw dy Park. Sute 118
At:anta Ga 30341
(404), 394-80 THE CF-IESTLR- NG1NL -"S

, i '

Mr. K. R. Harrinoton, Director 1 ;]€8
Department of ater & Severaqa Servicc's
8th Floor - Stahlman euilding
211 Union Street ;;3'
Nashville, TN 37201 tK .

Dear Mr. Harrington:

Engineering Report
on the Stability of

The Eiahth Avenue Reservoir

We are pleased to provide you with the accompanying report, prepared in
collaboration with your consulting geologist, Geologic Associates, Inc.

The report concludes that the reservoir structure is in a marginal state
of stability because of its subgrade of highly weathered rock, interspersed
with clay seams.

The most feasible means of increasing the factor of safety against failure
of the subgrade would consist of the installation of an instrument monitoring
system, providing a flexible type water tight liner and construction of a
tendon or tied-back ring system, anchoring the structure to sound bed rock.

Our current estimate of cost including the aforementioned construction to-
gether with miscellikneous structural and hydraulic improvements engineering,
administration, inspection and construction contingencies is $1,960.000.

Prior to proceeding with the recommended remedial work, we would suggest
that the structural integrity of the walls be investigated with several
core holes. Such ir,vestioations should be helpful in the final development
of the monitoring and tendon systems.

At such time as you and your staff have had the opportunity to review the
report, we would be Pappy to meet with you to answer any questions and to
discuss the report in detail.

Very truly yours,

THE CHFSTER ENGINEERS.

T. A. Fithian, P. E.

Regional Directur

TAF/h

cc: Geologic Associ3tes
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ENGINEERING REPORT
ON

STABILITY OF THE EIGThi AVENUE RESERVOIR

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to provide in engineering

review of investigations and technical reports made on the

stability of the SO million gallon, Eighth Avenue Reservoir.

The report will also present recommendations as to the most

feasible method(s) to enhance the stability and to provide

means of monitoring movement of the structure.

GENERAL

The Eighth Avenue Reservoir was constructed in 1889 and

known at that time as the Kirkpatrick Hill Reservoir. The

structure is elliptical in plan; the minor axis is 463.4

feet and the major axis is 603 feet, with a center wall across

the minor axis. The tops of the walls are eight feet thick

having an elevation of 676.5. The reservoir floor has an

elevation of 6d2.75 and the walls at this level are approximately

23 feet thick.

A failure occurred in a portion of the easterly basin in

1912 which displaced about 200 feet of wall. Examination of

photographs taken of the displaced wall leads to the conclusion

that the foundation failed or slipped, allowing the bottom of

the wall to moxe laterally outward. The wall was rebuilt in

1914 together with the construction of a perimeter french drain

system, adjacent to and inside the est basin wall. At the
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same tine, the interior walls were ounited and the floor of

the basins treat.ed with asphalt and covered with concrete.

In June of 1920, inspection of the structure indicated

additional problems in the east basin and it wa; removed from

service. Further inspection of the interior indicated cracks

in the masonry and a study complete with core holes and test

pits was initiated. As a result of the study, approximately

two-thirds of the affected wall was underpinned and another

french drain constructed. As part of this work, the interior

walls of both basins were scaled and a new water-proofing and

gunite system applied. An additional concrete floor was in-

stalled over the 1914 floor.

To comply with State and Federal regulationas, contracts

were let in 1974 to install covers over the two open basins.

The work included cleaning the reservoir bottoms, guniting the

interior walls ane the installation of a butyl rubber, floatiyg

cover. Work on the easterly basin was completed in 1974 and

work on the westerly basin was completed in March of 1975 and

the basin returned to operation. Some time in the Spring of

1975, seepage through the lower courses of masonry was noted

along the northwest ar6 of the west basin. Since the seepage

was greater than that which had been previously observed, it

was decided to proceed with an exploratory program directed

toward determining subsurface conditions adjacent to the

seepage area. Geologic Associates were retained to make such

exploratory investig;tions and the data obtained indicated that

the subsurface at, -ials are poor and do not provide an
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adequately safe foundation for the structure. As a result, the

west basin was drained.

Analysis of the data obtained from the exploratory investi-

gations indicated that it would be prudent to investigate the

foundation of the entire structure. Such work was performed

and a report prepared and submitted by Geological Associates

in November of 1975. A copy of that report is appended hereto,

containing a detailed history of the reservoir together with

a detailed description of the exploration and testing.

In essence, the investigations indicated that the reqervoir

structure is founded on bed rock overlain with highly weathered

rock, interspersed with clay seams. These clay seams become

saturated from seepage from the reservoir and provide slippage

planes. It is the conclusion of the geological experts that

the reservoir is in a marginal state of stability with respect

to the subgrade.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

In order to increase the factor of safety, six (6)

possible solutions have been proposed for rehabilitation of

the existing structure. In addition, a seventh alternate of

abandoning the Eighth Avenue Reservoir and constructing a new

reservoir at a different site was investigated, however, due to

the lack of adjacent high elevation topography and due to the

high cost of construction of a structure of comparable capacity

(estimated $10 million dollars), this alternate was given low

priority.



to n nj: ing ctvment ,or chemi:.li g vrouts i nto the sub. :- Ie,

presumably to strengthen the foundation and reduce leakage.

Both geological consultants, Geological Associates and

Shannon and W'ilson, question in their reports (copies

appended) the feasibility of grouting. Neither consultant

believes that grouting is a viable solution.

2. Waterproofing: Seepage through the walls and subgrade

must be reduced to acceptable limits. Plasticity of the

underlying clay seams is directly proportional to moisture

content and therefore material reduction of seepage is

paramount. Because of the fact that the inside walls of

the reservoir have recently been regunited, it is probable

that seepage is occurring through the bottom slabs and

the joint between the walls and bottom. A flexible type

lining would materially reduce seepage and would also

over-come detrimen:al effects to water tightness caused

by thermal movement within the structure.

The lining of each basin can be accomplished by

utilization of the existing flexible, floating covers,

by the removal of the floats and recementing the seams.

The floats would then be reused for the installation of

new covers. The cstimated cost of providing linings and

covers for both basins is $S60,000.

3. Underpinning: The 1921 remedial work consisted of

excavating narrow pits beneath a portion of the existing
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wall and backfilling with concrete. Such underpinning

work would of necessity need to he accomplished by

hand withcut use of explosives and need to be staggered

in order to maintain the integrity of the walls. Such

work would be tedious and extremely expensive. We estimate

the cost to be in excess of $6 million dollars.

4. Drilled Piers: To prevent slippage of the foundation

material a possible solution would consist of a series of

drilled piers, installed around the periph rv of the struc-

ture, tied together at the ground surface with a post-

tensioned ring. Investigation of this Proposal indicates

that the potential failure mode would be that of shear

along one of the clay layers. Preliminary design of such

a system indicates approximately 400 piers would be re-

quired with concrete cap at an estimated cost of about

$1.34 million.

S. Enlarge Capacity and llndernin: This possible solution

would entail excavation of the reservoir bottoms to an

elevation of approximately 630. This would then allow

"openface" mining of the foundation material under the walls

for underpinning. This solution would have the advantage

of doubling the capacity of the storage volume but would

entail the disadvantage of requiring th. entire reservoir to

be removed from service and would be extrerely more costly

than the underpinning described under 3 above.

6. Tendons: This solution would consist of a system of

circumferent.al be.ms, anchored to sound bedrock with

inclined tension nnchors. The system would be constructed
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by installing beams or a ring around the outside circum-

ference of the reservoir, drilling holes on 15 foot centers

into sound bedrock, and inserting, anchorinF, grouting,

testing and locking off a suitable bar or stranded tendon

at a precent of the design load. A sketch of this

solution is show n in the appended Shannon and Wilson

report and the appended Chester Engineers calculations.

We have made a Preliminary estimate of this scheme and

it appears that this work could be accomplished for approxi-

mately $760,000.

MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

Investigations to date, combined with prior history, indicate

that the condition of the foundation is of marginal stability.

It is proposed that a system of instrumentation be iAostalled

that would both assist in construction of any permanent repairs

and would also provide an early warning of small detrctable -aove-

ments. The system would consist of 18 instruments spaced at

about 90-foot centers. Each instrument would include 1/4-inch

tubing or rod encased in 1/2-inch PVC tubing, all installed in

a 2-inch diameter hole drilled into sound rock on a 30 degree angle.

One end of the tubing 'ir rod would be anchored into the rock,

the other end attached to a linear potentiometer sensor. All

sensors would be connected by underground cable to a central

control terminal which would continuously scan and record outputs

and sound an alarm if preset limits were exceeded. It is estimated

that the cost of this equipment would approximate $26,000 and the

cost of drilling and installation would approximate $7000 or an
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estimated total of S33,000. A more detailed description of

this instrumentation is contained in the appended Shannon and

Wilson report.

IISCELLANEOUS IN!FROVEMENIS

In addition to improving the structural integrity of the

reservoir with the aforediscussed tendon system and waterproof

lining, certain other miscellaneous improvements should also be.

made at this facility.

It is recommended that a concrete slab be :onstructed around

the outer periphery of the reservoir, extending from the proposed

tied-back ring to the existing drive. The purpose of this pave-

ment slab would 'e to divert water away from the exterior of the

structure and thus away from the reservoir wall foundation.

Several large valves and a sluice gate have becon" in-

operable since first installed in 1889. These *alves and gates

are vital factors in the proper operation of the reservoir. In

addition, it is recommended that an attitude valve be installed

in the influent line which will provide more satisfactory operation

in filling the reservoir and in diverting flow to other reservoirs

on the general service pressure system. Estima':ed costs for this

hydraulic work are quite high due to the absolui.e necessity of

installing valves and tapping the lines while the system and

reservoir remains in service to provide fire protection to the

central business district.

Other miscellaneous work that needs to be accomplished at

the reservoir to ,nhance its operation, are: the rewiring of
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the vate hoitse and reservoir lig hting system; provision of

adequate toilet facilities for operating personnel; and re-

habilitation of the interior of the gate house structure. "ie

estimated cost of construction of the recommended miscellaneous

improvements is S350,OGO.

RECOMNEN DAT IONS

It is the consensus of opinion of Mr. R. T. Throckmorten, Jr.,

Geological Associates, Mr. Rudy J. Dietrich, Shaiinor and Wilson,

Inc., Mr. Willijam I. Gardner, Consulting Engineering Geologist and

The Chester Engineers that the most feasible means of increasing

the factor of safety against failure of the subgradc would consist

cf the following:

1. Immediately install the recommended extensometer system

both prior to refi!ling the west basin and prior to any

permanent repair work.

2. Convert existing flexible type covers to watcr tight

liners and install new flexible, floating covers.

3. Construct the tendon or tied ring system as described

under paragraph 6, anchoring the structure to sound

bedrock.

4. !1iscellaneous improvements including new and replace-

ment valving and controls, waterproofing slab, rehabili-

tation of gate house, rest room facilities and rewiring.

The present tottil estimated construction cost, as shown on

the following summary sheet, is S1,703,on. Adding approximately

fifteen percent (* 15%) to cover engincering, administration,



inspection and construction contingencies w~ould etpate to a

total estimated project cost of 51, 6O,OflO.

Resp~ect fully svimidtted,

THE CHESTFR ENGINEERS

T. A. Fithian, P. E.



SUM, ARY

ESTIMATE OF COSTS

EIGHTiH AVENUE SOUTH RESERVOIR

1. Tied-back Ring & Tendon System $ 760,000

2. Monitoring Instrumentation 33,000

3. Lining and New Cover 560,000

4. Miscellaneous Improvements

a. Concrete Waterproofing Slab $90,000

b. Rehabilitation Interior Valve

Control Building 7,000

c. Replacement of West Basin

Influent Gate 15,00v

d. Effluent 36" Insert Gate

Valve & Vault 60,000

e. Influent 36" Insert Gate

Valve, 2-30" Tapping

Sleeves & Valves,

30" Altitude Valve and

Vaults 160,0e0

f. New Restroom Facilities 3,000

g. Rewiring of Gate House &

Reservoir Lights 15,000

350,000

Sub-total S1, 703,000

Contingencies Engineering(.+I5%) 257,000

TOL I'ST['.'ATED PRO.I-CT COST $1,960,000

II :' "- . . . .:' IIII ~l I I ll I'~ i I . . . .. ; ; .. ... . . .. . . . . . . . . .:'-. . . . . . .. "M . "- '- .. ,.. ..
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TIED-BACK RING REA.P

A circumferential ring beam has been designee around the base
of the reservoir and this beam will be anchored to sound rock
with inclined tension anchors. rhis scheme is illustrated in
Figure 4 and Figure S of the Shannon and Iilson, Inc. Stability
Review of January, 1976.

Their report states that stability can be attained by increasing
the factor of safety against horizontal sliding by 0.5, thus
providing an additional I-orizontal resisting capacity equal to
S0 percent of the existing horizontal hydroitatic thrust, which
would be equal to IS ;.ips per ft. It is teir opinion that
with this method we would nit have to anchor the reconstructed
or underpinned section of the wall. Geologic Associates concurs
with this conclusion.

We haxe designed a ring girder which is detailed on accompanying
sketches #1 and #2. The elevations of this girder vary and are
based on the base elevations of the wall. We have enclosed one
detail of the girth beam which shows the typical size and
reinforcing.

The basis of design for the beams are:

A) IS'-0" anchor spacing

B) Compressive s-:ress between the beam and masonry wall
1875 p.s.f.

C) Compressive stress on bottom of girth beam 3700 p.s.f.

D) No girth beam required at the wall sections where the 1914
and 1921 reconstruction took place

E) 225k per anchor loading lateral force

F) Required anchor force: 225 kips a 260 kip anchor force
cos 300

I'e have prepared a cost estimate on the cost of the tie back
system.

1. No. of tendons required: 108
Length of tendons vary from 41' to 83' with 15' min
embedmaent into sound rock
Total length of tendons equal 6800'
The cost of tendons: 6800'x $20/ft $136,000
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Page 2 of 3

Cost estimate of tie back system (continued)

Subtotal from previous page .... ........... .. $136,000

2. Concrete Girth beam 2100 c.y. x $175 367,500

3. Reinforcing 65 tons x $800 52,000

4. Excavation 6200 x $6 c.y. 37,200

5. Backfill 4100 c.y. x $2 c.y. 8,200

Subtotal $600,900

Contractor's Overhead 15%
Contractor's Profit - 6% Subtotal $126,189

General Requirements
4.S% Total Construction Cost

4.5% ($600,900) $ 27,040

TOTAL $754,129

The second method that we investigated was the drilled piers
with a nominal cap beam.

The stability anzlysis performed by Geologic Associates, Inc., is
predicated on a potential mechanism of failure along a surface
approximated ty a series of planes - in this case nearly horizon-
tal clay seams. Pecause of this potential type of failure, the
primary mode of resistance of a system of piers would aprear to
be in shear rather than in cantilever bending.

For our cost estimate, we have assumed the thin failure plane
and have assumed the hori'zontal pressure to he distributed
uniformly above this plane to the drilled piers.

Below the failure plane we have assumed the drilled piers will
resist the loading by passive pressure against the piers. The
details are shown on the enclosed sketch.

The drilled piers are closely spaced together and should have
the same effect as a continuous wall.

A cost estimate for the installation of the drilled piers is
shown on the following Page.



The cost estim.-ate for the drilled pier systen,~1 be as
A.01 lows:

1. 271-271 drilled piers = 7,317
6S-18' dril'ed piers =12,241

(I'F 30 x 132) 132 x 8541' =S64 ton

72-20' drilled piers 1,440

(11.F 24 x 76) 76 x 1440 SS ton

Total for structural steel sections used
in the drilled piers (619 tons) ($SOO) =$495,200

Total drilled piers (9981 lin.ift.)C$15) 149,715

2. Concrete

Concrete cap 3' x 2' (408 cy.) ($175) 71,400

3. Reinforcing r12 tons)($800) 9,600

4. Concrete around piers (1814 c.y.)($7S) 136,050

&*Excavation 6200 c.y. x $6/c.y. 37,200

6. Backfill 5792 c.y. x $2/c.y. S 11,584

Subtotal $911,244

contingencies (l0%),Contracp.!rs 0I&P (IS%) $227,811

70 T AL $1,339,055
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GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, I NC. REPLY TO:
GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS P. 0. BOX 668

FRANKLIN, TN. 37064

615.794.3596

November 25, 1975

Metropolitan Government of
Nashville and Davidson County

Department of Water and Sewerage Services
Stahiman Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37201

Attention: Mr. K. R. Harrington

Gentlemen:

Re: Subsurface Inveitgation
Eighth Avenue FRase-voir
Nashvi lle, Tennessee
Project No. 75-090

With reference to the above site, we have complete6 the second phase

of the subsurface exploration, have analyzed all of th( data gathered

to date and present the latter and our conclusions herewith. Further,

we have installed fourteen Inclinometers in a patlrn surrounding the

reservoir which will permit us to monitor movements w~thIn the soil

and rock mass comprising the subfoundation. We have also placed four

tiltmeters on the top of the reservoir wall at Its Intersection with

the axes. As we have pointed out, these monitoring systems will serve

several purposes In addition to monitoring the stability of the

structure. For example, we expect that the data will be of value in

determining the scope and to some extent the design of any remedial

work undertaken.

BRANCHES: P. O. BOX 9278 KNOXVILLE. TN. 37920 615- 573-7383
2711 FT. CAMPBELL BLVO. HOMKINSVILLE. KY. 42240 502-- 86 C721

P. 0. BOX 988 KINGSPOIRT. TN. 615-246,4491
IL ;. ....
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It seems obvious to us that the first order of business is to decide

what are reasonable limits to the projected life span of t'he structure,

especially under various conditions of repair and operations.

Subsequently, the vi.rious suggestions made here, and those which may

be developed, can he considered in their proper order and assessed as

to their feasibility.

In the interim, we will continue to monitor the structure and will

submit supplementai reports as facts and interpretations o. them are

available, as they nay well affect the continuing operation of the

structure.

In conclusion, we are available to discuss the data and our recommendations

at your convenience.

Respectfully submitted,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr., P.E.

RT/mr

Copy: Mr. Ted Fithian

Enclosures: Text
Drawing-, 7
Appendices, 3

Ai



GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC. REPYO:
GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS P. 0. BOX 668

FRANKLIN, TN. 37064
615-794-3596

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION
EIGHTH AVENUE RESERVOIR
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
PROJECT NO. 75-090

BACKGROUND OF THIS STUDY.

In the latter part of 1974, cleaning of the basins - )r the first time

In about forty years - was completed, along with some other construction

efforts which Included guniting the inside surfac.? of the walls. The

west basin was restored to operation during March 1975. Later In the

Spring, seepage through the lower courses of masonry wis noted along

the north-northwest arc of the west basin. Although t-ils area had

displayed evidence of seepage for some years, the volune of "new"

leakage exceeded any noted previously.

Initial observations seemed to indicate some diurnal influence in that

flows increased during the afternoon hours when the sj.1 's rays bore most

directly on portions of the wall. Flows decreased or :eased altogether

during the evening and morning hours.

On May 22, 1975, the writer first inspected the s te In the company of

Department engineers and consultants. Subsequentiy, we were directed

to begin an exploratory program directed toward deterffining subsurface

conditions adjacent to the visibly affected segment of the reservoir

wall.

BRANCHES: P. O. BOX 9278 KNOXVILLE. TN. 37920 615--573 7jR3
2711 FT. CAMPBELL BLVD. HOPKINSVILLE, KY. 42240 50--886.721

P. 0. BOX 988 KINGSPOHT. IN. 615.246 4491
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Data obtained during the first phase of exploration, which consisted of

eleven core drill holes, Indicated that the engineering qualities of the

subsurface materials are very poor, to the extent that the subject arc

of the wall undoubtedly exists In a precarious state of stability.

Owing to the fact that continuing seepage of water Into the subgrade

could only further reduce the integrity of the foundation system, the

west basin was drained - and remains so. Our initial study also hinted

at the fact that perhaps much of the remainder of tht reservoir's

substructure rested or potentially unstable materials.

At the conclusion of a conference held July 30th, at which time the data

then in hand were presented in some detail, we were direcied to propose,

and subsequently perform, a program of exploration and analysis which

would define subsur'ace conditions adjacent to the entire perimeter of

the structure. At that time we also proposed installing the monitoring

system described iii the transmittal letter for this report.

This report Includes all of the data accumulated since last May, as

well as our considered opinions based on the facts as we understand

them.
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HI STORY.

More than usual, a knowledge of the history of thi construction and

operation of this structure is essential to an unJerstanding of its

present status and as a means of inferring subsurface :onditions which

cannot be firmly established by exploration.

At the outset, we remark that a pursuit of the details of original

construction, ar.d reconstruction, has been largelt a frustrating

experience in that large gaps exist in the record However, as soon

as possible, we i.itend to further research the history of the

engineering of this structure. What follows is a receitulation of

the operational history derived from the data we now have.

Construction of the Eighth Avenue South Reservoir on Kirkpatrick Hill

began in August 1887, and was completed two years later. For many

years it was referred to as the "Kirkpatrick Hill Rese-voir", or more

simply as, "The Reservoir."

The reservoir Is elliptical in plan; the minor axis is 463.4 feet and

the major axis is 603 feet in length. A wall along th3 minor axis

divides the reservoir into two basins, each holdi g in excess of

Lk_4
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25,000,000 gallons. The reservoir Is oriented with tie minor axis at

about N160 E. The dividing wall was required Initially to permit use

of the west section as a raw water coagulation and setlling basin;

the east basin was used for storage of "treated" water.

We have been unable to determine who designed the structure, but some

old drawings are available which show that a stability analysis was

made for a typical wall section under the influence of the Imposed

hydraulic forces. The structure Is of the gravity type in that the

%0hydraulic forces are resisted solely by the mass of the wa;I. The

perimeter and dividing walls were constructed of cut stone masonry

facing with a stone rubble fill between. The interstces of the rubble

were filled with concrete to produce a mass often referred to as

"cyclopean concrete". The walls are battered on an arc and have

differing inside and outside radii. Nominally, the walls are eight

feet wide at the tcp (elevation 676.5), while at the basin floor

(elevation 642.75) th3 walls are nearly 23 feet In width. Parenthetically,

at some locations we have determined, and others previously reported,

that the wall Is 36 feet or more in width at its contact with the

subgrade. (See Appendix B).
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Construction was Initiated in 1887 by the firm of Whitsitt and Adams

and completed at a cost of nearly $365,000. We have teen unable to

locate any records of construction; however, we are quite sure (based

on logic and ikhology) that the stone masonry was obtained from the

quarry located on a hill within view of the reserloir to the north near

Archer Street and 10th Avenue, South. (The quarry Is no longer in

operation and has been filled.) We presume that the stone was supplied

on a "low bid" basis as it certainly was not selected for either its

durability, or ease of quarrying, for that matter. T1- stone is shaly,

thin to medium bedded, occasionally nodular, poor'y resistant to

weathering, and certainly not very handsome. The quarrymen apparently

could not constantly supply blocks of uniform dimensions, consequently,

there is no uniformity to the number of masonry coJrse3 from place to

place. Obviously, the stone masons had to make-do with what was

delivered. The poor resistance of the stone to weathe-ing, especially

under the action of smoke acids, frost pry, and w tting and drying, has

caused the faces of the masonry blocks to retreat as much as six Inches

In some places. Also, the Intervening mortar has, understandably,

weathered differentially. While this differential wea~hering Is

unsightly, It has nad essentially no effect on the exi;ting struciural

Integrity of thA wall. Nonetheless, before too long I- will 3 necessary

to consider methods of arresting the continued su face degradation of the

sione by weathering processes.
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Based on the subsurface exploration, we have determinod that the present

configuration of the hill bears little resemblence to the original

topography. The crest of the hill must have been smaller in area and

somewhat higher in elevation. The soil and weathered rock removed

during grading for the structure, as well as the portion of the wall

destroyed by the 19,2 failure, have been used as uncontrolled fill to

construct the slopes and berms which now comprise the grounds. A
I

perusal of Profiles B and F, as well as logs of Holes 30 and 35, will

give some Indication as to the amount of flit which has been added

from place to place.

Another Indication that perhaps the original construction was less than

first-class is the fact that numerous historical refe-'ences are found

alluding to the fact that the reservoir leaked from the time It was

placed in operation. The Mayor's Annual Message for 1912 notes that

the failure which occurred that year was, "directly due to faulty

construction ....... many years ago." We suspect that this was a

fact and not entirely due to a need to pass the political buck!

Further, the 1912 Report of Waterworks Department sta'es, "There has

been considerable leakage from the reservoir ever since it was built."

At any rate, prior to 1912, the city struggled along for 23 years with
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a relatively new structure which leaked, and appaventl, with neither

the time nor the funds with which to take it out of serice and repair

It.

By "reading between the lines", we believe that the reservoir could not

be emptied for some time prior to the 1912 failure owi-ic to work in

progress on the main sewer into which it drained. The .atter work

was presumably being hurried along not because of alarm at the volume

of leakage, but because the basins were badly In need v, cleaning of

sediment.

A few minutes after midnight on November 5, 1912, z seqment of the

east basin wall approximately 200 feet in length was dirplaced and a

flood of water (the basin was essentially full) roated oownhill toward

Argyle Street and Eighth Avenue. Old photographs which we have had

copied and enlarged permit considerable insight into th( mechanism of

the failure, as well as attest to the force of the wall of water which

cascaded down the hill. Photographs show that the forze of the flow

was sufficient to sweep away the fill placed on the hilside and scour

the natural ground to bedrock.
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A tribute to the strength of the reservoir wall is the fact that a

section about 100 feet in length remained intact as it was displaced

outward and downhil,.

The affected segment consisted of most of the southeast quadrant of

the east basin. (See Sheet A). We have not found any engineering

analysis of the failure nor any records pertaining to the details of

reconstruction; ho'tever, we have reason to believe that a Mr. Rudolph

Hering, "of New York City", may have served as a consultant to the

city during the repairs. He was involved In a furthe- study of the

west basin in 1914, and by inference we assume he had been working

for the city prior to that time.

Subsequent to the failure, we believe some time passed before recon-

struction was undertaken while discussions were held regarding abandoning

the site in favor of a new location. At any rate, the reservoir was

ultimately repaireC at a cost of about $100,000. A discussion of the

visible extent and nature of the repairs appears further In our report.

However, we mention here that during the reconstruction, in addition

to rebuilding the wall, a perimeter french drain system was Installed

adjacent to and Inside of the east basin wall and was drained to the
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exterior at a point near the northern extremity of the reconstructed

section. The east basin was placed In service again i 1914. As

soon as the latter was restored to service, the west t3sin, which had

been operated at a reduced head in the interim, w3s driined and cleaned

of sediment by prisoners working around the clock Mr. Hering apparently

had recommended some extensive repairs to the west b&sin which were

subsequently deleted from the program after he re-examined the basin.

Finances may well have influenced the decisions, becau3e the cost of

the repairs to the west basin were reduced from an estimated $45,000

Sto $27,000.*

Owing to the fact that numerous allusions were ma;e in the above report

to "water proofing", we presume that the west basin wa- leaking nearly

as badly as the cast basin had leaked.

Nonetheless, during 1914, six test pits were dug, "aroind the foot of

the west basin for the purpose of finding leaks and also for examining

the foundation for weak places."* At one locatloi, "a very heavy

buttress of concrite was built,"'* to cover a weak place. We have not

* Annual Report, Waterworks Department, 1914
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encountered this "buttres3" during the recent exploration, unless it

is possibly the concrete slab found during excavation of Test Pit

No. I.

As a further adjunct to the 1914 reconstruction and rep ,irs, the Interior

of the walls was gunited and the floor of the basins was treated with

asphalt and overlaid with concrete. Most of the $27,000 was probably

spent on this effort. It seems obvious that the concensus wais concerned

primarily with preventing leakage from the structure and lit+le consideration

was given to conditlors in the subgrade, except for the fact that they

could deteriorate further if subjected to flowing water.

Finally, in 1914, regrading and Improving of the reservoir grounds, etc.,

were completed to essentielly the existing configuration.

Apparently, a close watch was kept on the reservoir after the 1912

disaster, and when dis-ress again was noted in June 1920, forces were

quickly mobilized to analyze the situation.

Mr. J. N. Chester, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was engaged as a consultant

to head an engineering committee com, ised of Messrs McDonald, Simpson

and Brown. When the east basin was again removed from service, inspection
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of the interior revealed a horizontal crack in the masonry wall about

26 feet below the top (6 - 7 feet above the basin 'loor) extending

approximately 120 'eet to the north from the east end of the major

axis. From the committee's description of the visible distress, we

guess that the base of the wall had shifted sligh ly downward and outward.

Only minor vertical cracking in the lower masonry courses was noted on

the exterior. This distress was cause for considerabl alarm as it was

essentially adjacent to, and north of, the segment whi-h failed in 1912.

(See Supplemental Plan, Sheet A).

The exploration conducted for this study was rath,.r extensive and is

much better documented than any previous. At leat 14 exploratory

holes were cored inside and outside the basin, Including three drilled

from the top of the wall through the affected segment. At least one

hole (No. 9) was aigled at 450, and a horizontal hole was drilled under

the wall from a test pit. Regarding the test pits, at least 8 were

excavated in order to view subfoundation conditiois. During this work

the committee came to believe that a "fault" found in Test Pit No. 8

extended under the east basin along a line which projerted Its exit

just east of the south minor axis. Three test pit-4 were excavated In
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this latter area, which lies just to the south and west of the 1914

reconstruction. We emphasize that the area affected and treated in

1920-21 essentially bracketed the 1912 failure area. (See Sheet A).

The core drilling in 1920 was under the direction of Captain George

Reyer, Superintendent of Water Works, and the logs, although sketchy,

are of value in that tiey reveal poor subsurface conditions, such as

cavities, loss and r;igration of drill water and dye from place to

place, etc. We pr-sume that the drilling was done by skilled journey-

men, yet the core recovery averaged less than 68%. Even allowing for

the fact that drilling ind coring equipment at that time were far less •

sophisticated, and core recovery would be expected to be less than

with present tools, all of the cored holes indicated that a deeply

weathered bedrock condition existed. The engineering committee and

Mr. Chester described the presence of faults, enlargec high-angled

fractures ("cutters") and softened shale layers in the core and test

pits. They also noted that reservoir leakage along these paths "in

years gone by", red-iced the competency of the subgrade so that it,

"possesses neither the weight-bearing power nor the resistance to

sliding of the original .... ". Although the Implication of these

-d
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data and statements were obvious, the committee r~commended that only

about 50% of the affected 120 feet of wall be underpirned. Ultimately

two-thirds of thu segment was underpinned. We point out that perhaps

one reason they were quite restrictive in their recomnendations was

because sediment and other factors reduced storage in the west basin

to about eight million gallons - at that time, a ialf-day supply.

Immediately after New Year's, 1921, work began on thr underpinning

under the direction of A. W. Reppermund of The Chester Engineers.

Lpbor and equipment were hired and supplied locally. Work continued

without interruption until finished during the summer af 1921. During

the underpinnlni, another french drain was constructed which was

designed to train water seeping from the basin an! collecting along the

"fault line" to a manhole located in Test Pit No. 8. (See Sheet A).

The subsurface details of all of this work are described further In our

report.

As a part of the 1921 work, the Interior walls of the entire reservoir

were scaled and a new coating of gunite applied. Further, another

concrete floor was laid over the old. As in 1914, guniting of the

dividing wall was very difficult because of the numercis leaks Issuing

from the face - even under a reduced head In the n31ghborlng basin.
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As mentioned previcusly, no further major repairs or alterations were

made to the structure until those recently completed.

PRESENT EXPLORATION AND TESTING.

The subsurface exploration consists of thirty-eight cored holes and the

locations of these holes and the profile limits are shown on the Plan,

Sheet I. Subsurface relationships are depicted on the profiles and

logs of the holes on Sheet 2 through 6. Sheet A is a Plan on which

various historical data are shown as adapted from texts and drawings by

others, as well as certain information developed during our investigation.

Three appendices contain supplemental, pertinent information.

In all instances, the overburden was washbored and the bedrock cored size

'N' (2-1/8") or 'B' (1-5/8"). Most of the coring was done using high-

recovery diamond drilling tools. Some of the initial coring was performed

with a sophisticated split-barrel system not In comnmon usage. Three of

the cored holes were inclined at 450 in order to provide data not

obtainable from the veriical holes - which constituted the remainder of

the exploration. Core recovery during the current exploration has

averaged 99.5%, excluding cavities. Core recovery including cavities
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has averaged 96.0%. The former percentage Is alwys considered an

Index to the quality of the drilling operations, while the latter is

a rough guide to the severity of bedrock weathering. The high

percentage of reccvery recorded during the current exploration including

the non-rock (cavity fillings, clay seams, etc.) Is ar Indication of the

quality of the core recovery equipment utilized, is well as the skill of

the drillers. As we have pointed out previously, it was essential that

the non-rock portions of the weathered bedrock su3grade be recovered in

order to permit a reliable assessment of conditions in the subfoundation.

Pipe was permanently cemented in several of the holes (I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7)

In the area arov'nd the northwest quadrant of the west basin in order

that the static water levels could be observed in that sector. Continuing

water level observations can also be made in Hole 20 near the east major

axis. Representative water levels have been noted to the left of the

drill hole logs; they often indicate the average of nunerous readings

spread over a considerable time Interval.

Fourteen of the exploratory holes, ten adjacent t) the reservoir wall

and four outlying, were reamed and adapted for the irstallation of
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special plastic casing required for the inclinometer monitoring system.

These blue pipes are readily visible and must be protected from damage

by vandalism, grass mow!ng, etc. The four ceramic tilt plates were

grouted to the walkway on top of the basin wall at the quarter points.

These, too, must nut be disturbed. The holes prepared for instrumentation

are being regularly "read" with a Digitilt Sensor blaxial accelerometer

as manufactured by the Slope Indicator Company, Seatt;e, Washington.

These data are being assimilated and analyzed by computer as they are

gathered. The records compiled thus far have been utilized in preparing

this report.

Further exploration consisted of excavating four test pits adjacent to

the northwest arc; as shown on the Plan, Sheet I and cn Sheet 3 as logs.

These pits were backfilled with earth or lean concrete. subsequent to

inspection and photographing.

Representative portions of the clay seams recovered in the core were

subjected to laboratory tests which Included natural moisture content,

particle size distri'ution, and Atterberg limits. These data were

essential to an Initial stability analysis performed using the Wedge

amP'
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Analysis Method. The analysis and test resull; are attached as

Appendix A. Bedrock cores are on file at our Franklin, Tennessee

office.

ISITE GEOLOGY.

Nashville is located on the west flank of a large structural bedrock

arch known as the Nashville Dome. Therefore, i. general, the bedrock

strata In Nashville have a gentle areal dip to the northwest. However,

superimposed on the general dip are many, many local variations and

reversals to the regional dip. In addition, numerou3 bedrock faults

have disrupted the continuity of strata from place te, place. Most of

the faults are of the normal, gravity, type and are presumed to have

been Inactive throughout historical times, and rrpvement is not likely

to occur along them If a seismic event occurs in the area. Parenthetically,

Nashville is located within Seismic Risk Zone I; howe4er, It is "sandwiched"

between Zone 11 contours to the east and west. Assessing the stability of

this structure under seismic loading is, at best, an &.xerclse in empirical

arithmetic.

Tension fracturing (jointing) of the bedrock Is generally of more

significance to the acceleration of bedrock weathering than faulting.

-.
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because the former Is onnipresent in the bedrock system. Jointing

usually occurs in at le3st two sets (4 azimuths) and, depending on

the frequency of spacing, has a profound effect on the deprh and degree

of bedrock degradation from place to place. Nearly all of the streams

In this area, tributary as well as master, are adjusted to the fracture

patterns as is attested to, for example, by the constant meandering of

the Cumberland River.

Kirkpatrick Hill Is an erosional remnant produced during the general

%Inversion of reliei occasioned by the river cutting across the dome.

The strata immediaely underlying the reservoir consist of shaly

limestones of the Catheys Formation which is Ordovicie n in age.

Portions of the foundation bedrock are degraded to relatively shallow

depths, apparently where fracturing Is modest. On the other hand,

the juxtaposition of fairly Intense fracturing and postulaled gravity

faulting under other portions of the reservoir have permitted degradation

by percolating water and other weathering processes to depths considerably

In excess of "normal" for these rock types. We cannot attest to what

extent the percolation of water leaking from the reservoir over nearly

a 90 year period has contributed to the bedrock weathering. However,

we doubt that it has appreciably accelerated the long-term weathering

processes. Nonetheless, percolating waters will certainly reduce the

.0 strength characterislics of the materials already redured to clay.
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A detailed geologic profile of the bedrock underlying the structure

has been developed in the course of providing positivE stratigraphic

correlation from place to place. Appended to this report is a description

of the bedrock members which Identifies the letter designations shown on

the left of the logs of the holes.

DETAILED DESCRIP'ION OF STRUCTURAL AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS.

This portion of our report is best studied during a perusal of the

pertinent geologic profiles. While all of the basic data and our

Interpretation of it are included on the drawings, this text can

serve to illuminate and point out important detal's.

For discussion purposes we have divided the reservoir perimeter into

sections based on subsurface conditions. (See Profile ID-D')

General. The general dip of the strata under the reservoir is

to the slightly north of west. Based on our interpretation of

the bedrock structure, three gravity type failts cross the reservoir

subgrade. They are roughly parallel and their postulated

orientation is shown on the Plan, Sheet I. They 3re further

Identified by number on the profiles. We mention at this point
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that we can find no evidence of faulting near the east major

axis, as was postulated by the 1921 study. We believe that

possibly some Intense fracturing was incorrectly identified

as a fault. On the other hand, we do postulate a fout (No. 2)

near the south major axis extending through the 1921 underpinning.

The rather complex bedrock conditions, coupled with the necessity

for confining the exploration to the exterior of the structure,
I

has necessitated construction of a simple model of the reservoir

substructure. The model, constructed to the scale of the profiles,

I Inch equals 10 feet, permitted studying the substructure data

In their proper elliptical configuration.

Northwest Section: (West Basin; vicinity of Hole 25 clockwise

to Hole 12; = 500 feet) This section of the wall was seeping

the worst at the time this study was initiated and approximately

brackets Hole 10. The area to the north-northwest of this section

was explored ;r. some detail during the first phase of exploration.

Profiles 'A-A', 'B-Bt and 'C-C' should be studleu In conjunction

with this segment of '0-D'.
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Surprisingly, on Profile 'D-DI for the most jart, bedrock

weathering extends to only modest depths, - on th3 order of

less than IC feet (elevation 635-640). Hole II is an exception

which may possibly be attributed to Its proximity to Fault No. i,

which Incidentally seems to be the major fault cr.ossing the site.

The stratigraphic throw on Fault No. I Is potulated to be eight

feet at this intersection with the profile.

Based on the test pits and the holes, we believe that the

foundation for the reservoir wall in this segment rests at

about the level described and drawn as the "Diagr-mmatic Top

Of Rock", which varies from elevation 640 - ;46.

Northeast Section: (East Basin; vicinity Hole 12 to the north

edge of the 1921 remedial work (Hole 20); e 140 feet)

The bedrock uider this reach of the wall is deeply weathered -

possibly the most extreme at the site.

A perusal of the logs for Holes 34, 13, 26 a:d 14 will reveal

that severe bedrock degradation extends to elevation 620, and

below. Of further significance Is the fact that Juring the
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original construction the surficial materials must have been

soft because the foundation contact is as low aE elevation 635

(See Hole 26). It is possible that the wall is founded somewhat

higher or lower from place to place, but we doubt tht this

variation exceeds 3 to 4 feet.

The north extremity of the Interior crack discovered in 1920 must

have been near Hole 14 (at profile distance 810). Further, observe

the relationship of the stratigraphic depth of underpinning in

1921 (near Hoie 20) to the base of weathering in Hole 14.

Apparently, during the original construction the batter on the

walls was extended to the footing contact in all instances, as

may be noted rrom the logs as well as the crossections of the

wall presented In Appendix 113. These latter sketches are

Included because they are of use in studying remedial measures,

as well as in stability calculations.

Southeast Section: (Sections underpinned In 1921 and 1914

reconstruction; 440 feet)
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Initially, le+ us examine and discuss the segment replaced in

1914, the limits of which we have Inferred and shcwn on this

profile, and on supplemental Plan, Sheet A.

Based on the photographs taken after the failure, we conclude

that a considerable portion of the weak, readily vroded, subgrade

was piped and scoured from under the wall during in initial stage

of the failure. When sufficient support was los+ , the wall was

displaced downward and outward under the weight ot the water.

It appears that the failure occurred as a tyrical wedge type.

We also surmise that the structural failure was SLdden because

of the fashion in which some of the pieces were subsequently

arranged. Based on the photos it looks as though the initial

break occurred essentially along the trace of Fau!t No. I. On

this side o' the reservoir the stratigraphic displacement of

Fault No. I is calculated to be on the order of 13 feet, - the

largest Incrument found by the exploration.

Based on the three holes (15, 22, 31) drilled alorg this reach

of U, wall, we surmise that most of the "new" fo ndation extends

essentially through the weathered zone to sound, Lnweathered rock.

An exception is noted in Hole 31, which lies to the west of the
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fault. Because the test holes are located some few feet outside

of the wall, prior to final design of remedial work, we will have

to drill an it-clined hole to determine the actu;:i limits of "1914"

excavation iln this reach.

The 1914 fourdation reconstruction consists of concrete containing

fairly fine aggregate into which large chunks of rock were cast to

provide bulk. This was a fairly common practice, and it looks as

though some of the original stone masonry may have been used for

Nthis purpose. In general, the concrete appears to be in excellent

condition. We presume that the concrete foundation was cast in

a trench cut to "sound" rock and that the battered masonry walls

were erected on it starting at elevations varying from place to

place. This section will require further exploration prior to

final design.

The above-ground reconstruction of the wall In 1914 followed the

original curvature and batters. However, the masonry stone

utilized has provec far more durable than that quarried from the

original source. The stone used for reconstruction is a pinkish-

gray, medium crystalline, massive limestone. We have no record
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of its origin, but we suspect that it is Siljrian in age and was

probably quarried to the west of Nashville. Owing to the

differences in color and lithology between the letter stone and

the original, the fan-shaped reconstruction section Is readily

Identifiable.

On the north side of the 1914 section there ixists a reach of

about sixty feet - extending to the east axis - vhich was not

treated, bul certainly should have been (See Hokl 37). Presumably,

at that time this bedrock looked adequate compared to that which

had been removed. Further, it extended under a section of the

wall not visibly affected at that time.

North of the east axis, portions of a segmert fifty feet in length

were underpinned In 1921. Here, too, the concre+e is in acceptable

condition and contains large slabs of rock cist into the concrete.

Of this sect.on, a block of rock about eight fee+ in width (under

the wall) was not repaired. Mr. Reppermund's avilable notes do

not state why this section was omitted.

Your attent.on is called to Profile 'E-E' on which the Inclined

Hole No. 21 Is shown. Once again, the 1921 unde-pinned depth

. . . ... I
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correlates well with the stratigraphic level to which the 1914
/

reconstruction extended, and the wall is now in contact with

sound, unweathered bedrock.

The other porticn of the wall underpinned in 1921 begins sixty

feet west of the 1914 zone and extends for about sixty feet

toward the south minor axis. As shown, two port'ons, each about

eight feet in width, were omitted from the underpinning program.

Parenthetically, It is indeed unfortunate that not all of

%Mr. Reppermunc's diary has been found, as it would probably

provide a clue as to why these segments went untreated.

Nonetheless, +he limits and elevations of the portions treated

as shown on the profiles are based on an analyses of his notes

and as-built orawir.gs furnished by The Chester Engineers.

Fault No. 2 is postulated to cross the wall within ths reach.

It may well be that this rupture is the fault identified in

1921 and thought then to be an extension of a sir.ilar feature

described as being encountered by underpinning at the northern

location. We note again that we have been unable to Identify

any displacement due to faulting in the area adjacent to
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Holes 20 an. 21. Further, based on our analysis of all of the

exploration, as well as experience with local geclogical

conditions, vie believe that all of the faulting is oriented

as shown by our drawings, and that it is unlikel, that any

cross-faulting of significance exists. The iostulated "fault"

near the east major axis intersection was pc;sibly a badly

weathered and displaced tension fracture.

If conditions found in Hole 16 are fairly representative of the

western reach between the 1914 and the 1921 remedial work, this

section, sxty feet in length, should certainly have been

underpinned. Note, however, that the base o the original

stone masonry is at about elevation 635, and therefore, essentially

"matches" the level of the 1914 rebuilding. We giess that in this

area as well, deep bedrock weathering had necessitated more

extensive excavation during the original construction. We

estimate that a reach extending from Fault Ni. I to the vicinity

of Hole 16 still has an average of 10 feet, ,o elevation 625, of

badly weathered rock underlying the wall.
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Nonetheless, this quadrant of the reservoir wall foundation

is in relatlvely good condition with respect to resisting

compressive forces, as well as in comparison with subsurface

conditions under the remainder of the reservoir.

Southwest Section: (Extends from 70 feet east of south minor

axis westward to vicinity of Hole 25; - 450 feet, perimeter

completed.) This section of the foundation bedrock is deeply

weathered and constitutes the most complex geology on the site.

Fault No. 3 enters and exits the reservoir subgrade in this

segment. T.io rather narrow block of rock between it and Fault

No. 2 (See Hole 33) constitutes a graben in thit it has been

dropped down with respect to the bordering strata.

The net result oT these displacements, coupled vith intensified

fracturing, has been to enhance severe bedrock weathering. For

example, tho core from Hole 18, which transects Fault No. 3,

Is rather severely degraded to elevation 610, !,ome twenty-five

feet or more below the presumed existing founduticn contact

elevation. Based on inclined Hole 38, we suspect that much

of this segment of the wall is founded at about elevation 635,

or higher.
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INCLINOMIETER RECORDS.

The sensor being used to monitor movements within the subgrade is a

biaxial instrument. The special casing Installed In edch hole is

oriented so that movements normal and tangential to th wall can be

observed. For convenience, the outlying holes were cawed so that

one axis is along a line normal tn the reservoir -all. The special

casings were cemented in the exploratory holes o depths sufficient

to extend well into sound, unwea'lhered rock in which n) movement

would be likely to occur.

For purposes of this Installation, the 'A' axis readings are normal

to the wall, and the 1B' axis records are tangental. The records

show movement in the positive or negative (+ or -' direction.

Negative displacement on the 'A' axis Indicates mi,,ements toward the

wall while positive readings show movement away from the wall.

Movements in the '13' axis are Identified as minus (-) to the right

and plus (+) to the left, as viewed facing the exterio, of the wall

In each Instance.

The readings amassed to date are Included as Appendix C; we point

out that they are currently In rough form and are for tnformation

purposes, only.
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While the sum and import of the readings to date are incomplete and

inconclusive, some trends and aspects are of interest. Contrary to

what one might have expected, that Is, movement normal to the wall,

the slight movements indicated have been tangential. Further, the

recorded 'B' axis displacements have generally been down-dip on the

bedrock. There are some aspects to the current readinjs which imply

that the west basin sub-foundation materials may be reoounding as a

result of the lessened siresses imposed subsequent to draini'ng.

As soon as a definitive pattern has emerged from the readings, we mayI
recommend that the west basin be filled and monitored on a daily basis.

We fully realize the importance of returning this half of the reservoir

to service If it can be done safely.

With reference to tho tilt plates on the reservoir rim, no observable

movement has taken place in any of them.

THER lAL EFFECTS.

The coefficient of linear expansion for the masonry Is estimated to be

on the order of 0.00035 (for OF). Even allowing for the fact that

nearly 1,800 feet of wall are thermally affected, the diurnal stress

I

,9°
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buildup must be slight. Presuming that no more than half of the

perimeter is being heated (while the other half may be zooling),

and conservatively estimating a 500 F. temperature rise, we estimate

the gross change in length may approach 1.6 to 1.9 inches (in 900

feet). Further, we suspect that the mortar may have a coefficient

of expansion at least twice that of the stone. While the increments

of movement being considered are small, we suspect that the exterior

moves appreciably under the diurnal influence, In relation to the

wetted interior which remains at an essentially ccistant temperature.

LEAKAGE FROM THE FESERVOIR.

While the aforementioned observable leakage in the nor4hwest arc of wall

was the initial reason for beginning this study, we ha'e come to consider

It a symptom of the problem, as well as a contributing factor, rather

than the problem itself.

During our initial Inspection of the reservoir ana gr)(inds last Spring,

we observed a seep and persistent "wet spot" at the too of the slope

adjacent to the juncture of Alley No. 653 and Ninth Avinue. This area

dried-up when the west basin was drained. Further, persons involved

In sewer instaliation to the south during the Edgehill renewal program
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reported having to contend with "unusual" quantities of groundwater.

At the time, this condition was thought to be due to leakage from a

swimming pool - now abandoned - located in Reservoir Park playground.

In addition, in Captain Reyer's October 1920 report he alludes to

leakage by statin,:, "There is no lessening of flow in spring Southwest

of reservoir since east basin was emptied." The inference here Is

that the observed spring was being supplied by leakage from the west

basin. We have attemted to locate the area to which he referred to

no avail.

In the light of the over-all Information now in hand, we presume that

the reservoir probably leaks to varying degrees aroind (and under) its

entire circumference. Owing to the very size of the siructure, as well

as its mode of constriction, we doubt that It Is possible to keep it

from leaking to some degree without installing an Impermeable membrane

over the entire wetted surface. Were it not for the continuing

deleterious effec-," of even meager amounts of percolating water on the

clay seams and other planes of weakness in the subfoundation, the

present leakage would not be of as great concern.
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We conclude that no real saturated level exists ai a perched static water

level under the structure because of the wide rang: in the observed water

levels. We attribite this to the fact that openings (weaknesses) in the

bedrock, such as bedding planes, high angled fracture ind fault traces

generally allow the water to escape downward withut much lateral travel

until the base of weathering is reached. These concluJsions are based

on the varying rates and degrees of recovery In the wa-er levels

recorded In the bore holes subsequent to balling.

On the other hand, the segment of wall which displays ;eepage above

the exterior grijnd level may well do so because 'he subgrade in that

area is sufficiently tight (or saturated) as to n(.t permit ready

transport of the teepage downward and away from tte site. It Is quite

possible to envision water traveling under the reservoir floor at shallow

depths to the wall area and thence upward through the rubble Interior

until leakage and frictional loss balance the head. W. have further

evidence that, while the volume of water lost thrcugh this segment is

not great, there is an appreciable head acting. Yhen the west basin

was drained, the static water level In the holes which had proved most

responsive to minor fluctuations in the reservoir !evel immediately

receded as much as four feet (See "a" and "e", before end after, levels

noted on Profile A'-A', Sheet 2).

II I-E, i
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We, therefore, conclude that essentially all of thr subgrade for the

reservoir may bc subject to varying, but persistant, percolation of

water from the basin, - and probably mostly from the floor area. Much

of the residual clay in seams found In the bedrock Is moderately to

highly plastic end is, therefore, of low permeability. On the other

hand, once wet the clay seams are not readily dried and returned to a

more competent condition. The ramifications of thgse physical aspects

are covered in some detail by the stability analysis Included as

Appendix 'A'.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

In the light of the data in hand, it is our considered opinion that the

reservoir, at bes , has always existed in a marginal state of stability

with respect to the subgrade. The age of the structural components,

coupled with continuing leakage, have served only to lessen the factor

of safety against sIiJIng failure under which its walls operate. Owing

to the length of tima during which the subgrade has had an opportunity

to consolidate under the influence of the structural and fluid surcharge

there Is little danger of local bearing capacity fa lure, unless unusual

piping occurs. Iowever, the possibility for a slid'ng failure exists.

This latter action would probably occur as a wedge with +he affected
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interval sliding en echelon along continuous clay seans within the

weathered bedrock zone. Owing to the fact that consicerable sums of

money have recently been spent to gunite the walls anc cover the basins,

plus the fact that no other comparable site is availatle for construction

of a similarly nized, new structure, we believe that extensive, thorough

repairs, or reconstruction, are Justified. Because of the marginal degree

of safety now kncwn to be Inherent in continuing operations under existing

conditions, we strongly urge you to proceed with design, funding and

execution of whatever remedial work may be required.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS.

During our study we have given thought to many me-hods and combinations

of systems for enhancing the integrity of the structLr3. The more we

have studied the problem, the more complex it becomes, especially

because of the weighting effect of time, cost, etc. W) present the

following comments as representative of our thinking ar this time.

We expect to refine our recommendations as data Is amassed. The

obvious advantages and disadvantages of each currrnt suggestion are

mentioned.
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1. Pressure grouting coupled with continued monitcring. It Is possible

that a curtain consisting of holes inclined In two directions and

pressure grouted with cement or mortar would prevent lateral seepage

under the reservoir wall and would enhance the stability of the subgrade

against sliding. Other than a water-proof lining, therc is no practical

way to prevent seepage from the basin affecting the materials directly

beneath unless the basins are removed from service :3nd a pattern of

grouting installed in each floor. While the latter process may not be

considered feasible, the curtain adjacent to the wall may be. As a

minimum, we envision drilling at least a double row of grout holes

around the perimeter. One row would be inclined under the wall and

the other would o, inclined tangent to the wall. In this fashion both

horizontal and high-angled openings would be interc3pted and treated.

The use of chemical grouts or additives might be indicated.

The grouting treataenT method would disturb routine operation of the

reservoir very I ttle, but it is certainly the least trustworthy in

that grout can o-ly be injected into existing voids, and we think it

It impossible for the grout to displace any of the ..lay filling the
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weathered seams. This approach does have merit If ;r can be demonstrated

by the monitoring system that an appreciable reduction in seepage and a

corresponding lowering of the level of saturation will produce a sufficient

enhancement in the stability of the subgrade. (See Appendix A) We have

not hydraulically pressure tested any of the drill holes because we did

not want to forc.b!y pass water through the weathered seams unless the

execution of a grouting program appeared to be a reasonable solution.

Therefore, we can unly make an educated guess as to the arrount of drilling

and grouting whih might be required. We estimate that the grouting

program as outli-ieC above might cost nearly $500,000, based on current

prices.

2. Waterproof lininq of basins. Owing to the fact that a grout program

might cost one-half m:llion dollars, or more, we consider the lining of

the basins as a reasonable alternative. Once again, if we can demonstrate

by extended study and monitoring of the inclinometers that preventing

* seepage to the subgrade will improve Its stability to an acceptable degree

and thereby prec.ude a sliding failure, lining the reservoir must be

considered. We prefer this idea instead of grouting because it is more

likely to be nearl, 100% effective in reducing seepage.

V1

A
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Further, because the solutions stated subsequently are likely to cost

several times as iuch as I and 2, described above, it may be prudent

to line the basins and monitor the performance of the reservoir while

extended study and thought are devoted to an ultimate sltution. We

point out again that before too many years pass, the structure, as is,

is sure to require extensive repairs. Although similarly designed

and constructed facilities have been In use for hundreds of years,

this one was not 'ery well built initially. During these deliberations

a careful assessment must be made of the lifetime ramaining for the

reservoir.

3. Conventional underpinning of the wall In a fashion similar to that

done in the past, This operation would involve excavating the weathered

rock from under the wall on an alternating segment basis. The depths

of underpinning would vary from less than ten to more than thirty feet,

based on the exploration and refined by inspection during construction.

If this method were selected, a modest amount of additional subsurface

Information would permit us to establish a reliable "proposed limit of

excavation" line for detailed design and bidding purposes. The fact

aJ
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that essentlaly 20-25% of the reservoir wall is already underpinned

acceptably may mako this solution attractive. We emphasize that owing

to the fact tlat another 55 years have passed since te last under-

pinning, the werll may now be unable to safely span even eight feet

unsupported. The actual parameters which could Is utilized by an

underpinning program would have to be determined by instrumentation

during reconstruct~on. Also, It will not be possible to use explosives.

Excavation by percussion drilling, barring, wedging, tydraulic fracturing,

etc., are all very expensive modes of excavation, especially in restricted

working room su-.h as this. Further, by this method each basin will be out

of service for a protracted period and, at some point, both basins would

probably have to be emptied.

Because this is d "one-of-a-kind, sort of structure, and owing to the

considerable d3pth of excavation which would be required, the ultimate

feasibility of this suggestion should be discussed with one or more

underpinning contractors who are very experienced in this field prior

to more than tentative discussions by your engineers regarding its use.

4. A system o dri led piers extending to. and Into. sound bedrock.

acting as cant;Ievered piers sustaining a post-tensioned "ring"

retention systom. The various aspects, and adaptions of this, too,

i
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must be exploredi by rour structural engineers. But, this treatment

will have to encircle the entire perimeter, Including t.iat already

underpinned.

We also envision a considerable variation in diame er, length and

spacing for the piers from place to place owing to the diversity of

bedrock conditions. Presumably, only one half of the reservoir would

have to be remov;ed f:-om service at any one time during +his installation.

We also recommend that one or more experienced drilled pier contractors

be Invited to IlIEDect the site, view the data and provide us with their

assessment of the projected work. We emphasize thp.t it will be

essential that the shafts be drilled, rather than excavated by blasting

and mucking.

5. Major reconstruction and enlarging capacity, The most complex

solution considerel involves removing the entire reservoir from service

(presuming that this is feasible after the Stones Fiver plant is in

full operation) and virtually reconstructing the reservoir on Its

present site.
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The basin flocr would be removed and a general excavation of the

weathered bedroc;, perhaps to elevation 630, completed. Further

excavation under the walls to sound bedrock (wheri necessary) would

be done by increments. The masonry walls could te carefully inspected,

repaired and supported from below on concrete walls founded on sound

bedrock. In this fashion the above-ground appearance of the reservoir

would be retai.ied, the structure could be made stable, and Its capacity

would be increaed by something over 25,000,000 gallons. A reservoir

floor level of 630, or less, would still be highe," than other hills

,which have been considered as possible sites for a new or additional

reservoir.

We will be glad to consider any other repair and reconstruction schemes

which appear valid.

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES. INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr., P.E.

RTT/mr

Enclosures: Drt'ings, 7
Appendices, 3
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EIGHTH AVENUE RESERVOIR

GEOLOGIC COLUMN

AVERAGE
THICKNESS
IN FEET MEMBER DESCRIPTION

21 + A LIMESTONE, dense to fine 4o occasionally medium
crystalline, gray, thin to medium bedded; with
wavy laminae of dark-gray SHALE.

13.1 B LIMESTONE, densely crystalline, gray; interbedded
with alternating zones of rumerous or occasional
wavy bands and mottling of dar-gray SHALE.

2.8 ..C LIMESTONE, densely crystalline to argillaceous,
greenish-gray.

7.1 D LIMESTONE, densely crystalline, gray, massive;
with fairly regular bands and mottling of
fossiliferous, dark-gray SHALE.

3.5 LIMESTONE, densely crystalline to argillaceous,
greenish-gray. Persistant ± 0.5' black SHALE
band at base.

2.4 LIMESTONE, finely crystalline, gray to bluish-gray,
medium bedded; with bands and occasional laminae
of dark-gray SHALE.

8.3 G LIMESTONE, finely crystall-ne, gray; interbedded
with LIMESTONE, medium to coarsely crystalline,
gray; all having partings and occasional mottling
of dark-gray SHALE. SHALE is occasionally very
fossiliferous (coralline).

9.8 H LIMESTONE, finely crystalline, cray, heavily mottled
with fossiliferous, dark-gray SHALE.

3.7 + J LIMESTONE, finely crystalline, gray, thin-bedded,
occasionally mottled with fossiliferous, dark-gray
SHALE.

71.7 + TOTAL

- - --..-
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GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS P.O . BOX 668

FRANKLIN. TN. 37064

EIGHTH AVENUE RESERVOIR STABILITY ANALYSIS 615-794-3596

APPENDIX A November 25, 1975

Project No. 75-090

A stability analysis of the foundation for the Reservoir was performed

using the Wedge Method of Analysis. This method .ssumes that failure

may occur in the subfoundation along a surface approximated by a series

of planes - in this case nearly horizontal clay seams. Forces imposed

by the structure and the surcharge of various stages of fluid head were

resolved based on the available structural data and tha geometry of the

foundation. Tho configuration of the 1912 failure as recorded by

photographs was considered In selecting the boundary for the active earth

pressures In the light of detailed geologic data obtained from our

subsurface exploration. Several potential failure surfaces were selected

after studying the weaknesses in the subfoundation materials recovered

by the core drilling program. Physical properties of the soil-rock system

were estimated using basic laboratory test data.

Owing to the nature of the subfoundation materials, significant variations

in the soil-rock properties occur within the zone adversely affected by

the structural load. The variations which are most likely to affect the

stability are la'?eral or planar features - namely, nearly horizontal,

continuous layers of clay. The analysis shows that minor variations In

* the strength of the clay, as well as the position of the phreatic surface,

SRANCHE': P. 0. BOX 9278 KNOXVILLE. TN. 37920 615-573.7383
2711 FT. C MPBELL BLVD. HOPKINSVILLE, KY. 42240 502--P86"0721

P. o. BOX 988 KINGSPORT. TN. 615.246.4491
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have a substantial effect on the stability of the foundation and surrounding

earth mass. For example, In some cases the margin of safety for stability

Is Increased by from 20% to as much as 30% If the phreatic -urface Is

lowered below the potential failure surface. Similarly, variations in

the soil's shear strength on the order of 700 PSF can cause a 50% variation

In the safety factor. Further, our analysis indicates that a 50% reduction

In the Reservoir head would result In an Increase of 40% in the stability

safety factor.

Based on the stability analysis and data obtained from the Inclinometers,

we conclude that under the influence of the full reservoir surcharge, the

existing stability margin of safety for critical segments of the wall is

on the order 1.2. If seepage Is not abated, under the influence of

sustained full reservoir conditions, the phreatic surface within the

underlying and adjacent soil system will continue to slowly Increase the

moisture content of the clays, thereby further reducing their shear strength

and the factor of safety for stability. On the other hand. If the seepage

can be prevented from affecting the soil system outside of the perimeter

of the wall, the Integrity of the soil system will slowly Improve and

the margin of safety for stability will correspondingly Increase. However,

because of the low coefficient of permeability of the clay (on the order

of 1O 7 cm/sec.) moisture reduction and associated shear strength increase
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* S

will require a prolonged period of time. While seepage control by means

of the methods discussed in the text will certainly result in Improved

stability, it ,aust be recognized that under the most Ideal groundwater

conditions, and even considering the highest probable shear strength

parameters for the clay, the margin of safety for- stability of the wall

can not approach a magnitude which would be considered acceptable by

modern design practices.

rilIson, Jr., 7 . . -.
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APPENDIX B

TYPICAL WALL SECTIONS
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1 REVIEW OF STA7T LITY

EIGHTH AVENUE RESERVOIR

INASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

I
Purpose and Scope

J The principal purpose of our studies is to determine if it

is feasible to instrument the reservoir structure and foundation

I to provide advance warning of movement which might precede a

failure. If feasible, the type(s) of sui .able instrumentation

should be defined.

The scope of study includes an inspection of the reservoir

I and discussions with Messrs. Ray Throckmorton and Ed Wilson of

Geologic Associates and their consultant, Mr. William Gardner,

I Consulting Geologist. In addition, we have reviewed:

1. Report of Subsurface Investigation, Eighth Avenue

Reservoir, Nashville, Tennessee, Volumes I and II dated

November 25, 1975, by Geologic Associates, Inc.

2. Plans of borings and geologic profiles by Geologic

IAssociates.

3. Rock cure from representative borings.

1 4. Reconstructed photographs of the 1912 failure.

As a result of site inspection and subsequent discussions,

we were also requested to comment on the general stability of the

reservoir, the need for permanent repairs, and methods of effect-

ing the repairs.

I This report su;,marizes and amplifies our discussions.



Backg round

The reservoir was constructed in 1889; it is clliji I in

shape with a long ais of 603 feet, a short axis of 463 f :-t,

a circumference of about 1,800 feet. The gravity type walls w,

constructed of a cut stone masonry facing wit' -in inteiior fill-

ing of cyclopean concrete. The height of thc wall aove f ,e

basin floor is about 33 feet. The thickness of the top of the

wall is eight feet, and the base width at the flooi of the r (:,tr-

voir is about 23 feet. Both faces of the wall have a concave

shape.

In 1912, a 200-foot section of the wa-l in the southeast

quadrant failed. The mechanism of failure, as deduced from a few

photographs and current information on foundation conditions,

appears to have been horizontal sliding on weak shale or clay

layers within the foundation rock. Uplift pres!.ures acting in

the foundation and resulting from leakage from the reservoir may

also have been an important factor, but no information on leakage

or foundation water pressures are currently available.

The failed portion of the wall was reconstr-icted in 1914.

In addition, a section of the wall in the northwest quadrant was

investigated by test pits and apparently buttressed with concrete

in one location. The inside of the wall and flooc of the basin

was also lined with gunite.

Distress was noticed in the wall in 1920; and after draining

the east basin, a fine (1/64 inch wide) horizo;ital crack located

about six feet above the basin floor and extending 120 feet

northerly from the rebuilt section was observed. Some vertical

cricking in the outside face of the masonry was also noticed.

The problem was investigated, and as a result, portions of the

wall to the north and south of the reconstructed section weie

uiidtetpirined, and tie walls of the entire reservoir were scaled

and r ijinited. Another concrete floor was placed over t he exist.-

ing fl oor.

2. N



I...,

I After cleaning the west basin in late 1974 and v ., c-

eration in March 1975, increased leakage was no* iced in ihe ahu.-

grade portion of the west wall. As a result, fundation inv ..st i-

I gations were initiated by Geologic Associates. These i\', sti~a-

tions included core borings, ground water level ob:;ev ins,

installation a.id monitoring of inclinometer casings, tk-st pits,

3 and the installation of precise tilt meters on the cir-st of tl-

P wall at four locations. Concern about the stability of the wall

led to draining the west basin in August 19 75, and it presontly

Iremains out of service.

Summary of Present Conditions

The reservoir structure is generally founded on predominant-I ly flat-lying, shaley limestone with interb-ds of shale.- In the

proximity of the surface, the shales are often weathered to clay.

The depth of weathering varies widely and appears to be related

to intensity and location of jointing and possibly faulting. The

strength of the shale and clay strata control tLe strength of the

foundation and are not well known.

Underlying the weathered zone is fresh rock also composed of

predominantly shaley limestone with interbeis of shale.

The shallow foundation rock appears to be relatively per-

meable due to jointing and degree of weathering. The tightness

of the formation increases with depth.

The observation wells installed in borings indicate the

presence of water in the foundation rock. The water apparently

is derived from reservoir leakage and is significantly higher

along the west basin. A drop in water level was noted in

adjacent borings when the west basin was drained. No informat ion

is currently available on the amount of reservoir leakage.I,
Flowing lc.-.ks through the masonry wall of the wvst b.,sin

were observed in March 1975. In January 1976, approximately four

3 .•' '. ' .'' " - ,



months after the basin was drai ,red, moss and l.

observed 10 to 15 feet above the -;:teior gra)-. Ii, i..

reported that the flow through the visible px ,I :,n ot .

increases when expo!>'d to the sun and decreae-n,

and at night.

The failure in 1912 apparently occurred along fin> l

weak shale or clay strata in the foundation. Uplift prcsso.-,

due to leakage Iray also have been an important factor. A dogr, d-

ation of the strength of the weak shale or cl,' I "&rs d-ae to the

presen'-- of leakage water, an increase in uplitt i .:,-: rcue e

incrcased leakage, or a combination of these factors may have

.- Jiated the 1912 failure.

Inclinometer casings were installed in the 1975 investiga-

tions and have been observed periodically. These data show small

variations which are attributed to normal scatter of the data

within the range of accuracy of the instrument. In our opinion,

no consistent foundation movement trends arc indicated by the

data.

The relatively poor foundation conditions disclosed by the

borings combined with the prior history of the structure indicate

that the structure is of marginal stability and has a low reserve

of sifety against foundation sliding. A review of the original

stability analysif whici did not consider uplift forces and rc-

cent calculations also support this conclusion.

Although the structure is located in an area not expected iw

be affected by severe seismic ground shaking, the condition of

the foundation sugosts that the s' acture and ts wate7-tilit

integrity could be affected adversely by even very modest

shjaing. Minor adjustments of the structure or iLs lining dcte fo

shaking could ij,i, .ate changes in hydrostatic conditions in i,

fo 1 nda , ion which could lead to failure.

4. ,ANNN ,1 , N 1y



I In our opinion, if the reservoir is lo be used for an tX-

tended period, steps should be taken at an early date to Uw.,ll.-

ently strengthen the structure and foundation in order to i;-

crease the reserve of safety against foundation failure to pres-

. ently acceptable standards.

We did not observe the leakage through the west basin wall,

but the reporte leakage appears excessive. Steps should also be

taken to eliminate or reduce leakage through the exterior walls

and the foundation to acceptable levels. Continued leakage at

the present rate would be detrimental to bc;th the masonry wall

1 and the weathered rock foundation.

I Although we are not qualified to render a-i opinion on the

condition of the masonry wall, it appears that its structural

3 condition should be investigated by drilling and coring. These

investigations would also lead to an improved understanding of

I the water levels within the masonry wall.

It is further our opinion that if the west basin is to be

filled and both basins operated for an extended period in its

present condition prior to permanent repairs, iL should be in-

I strumented to provide an early indication of small foundation

movements. Small detectable movements would be expected to pro-

I cede any large-scale movements and can be used as an advance in-

dication of imninent failure.

The instrumentation system should also ba installed at an

early date to obtain a history of performance of the filled east

basin and of the empty west basin. Furthermore, the west basin

should be filled in a controlled manner with frequent observa-

Itions of the instruments to evaluate foundation performance. If

excessive deformations develop or if deformations persist with

Itime, it may be necessary to stop the filling of the basin.

5.



Instrumentat ion Syst,,ms

The hypothusized method of fai 1ire is s 1 1L TI, *: .

lying, thin shale or clay beds wit hin the wcath-. , J .., , i ,

foundation rock. The amount of p rr-ess ve . ,. ! .;'i.-I I" , ... :

tion urior to fail ,,e would be t:o- b(. sinall and i A) tv
in the order of a f .. A , ,f .,r, I;, ... .

intrujientat ion system must be capable of reliably .n(easu."

small movements of the structure and foundat on in oider

resolve trends of deformation at an early stage. Furthiriort,

the system should be permanently inz. a I. " d,, ' i red I ()

automa. ically provide an alarm if preset limits ,;- ,_v;- ii!-nt ar:-

eycet Lded.

In our opinion, a rod-Lype extensometer system may be used

to make the required measurements. Eighteen instruments should

be spaced at about 90-foot centers as shown in Fig. 1 on the

premise that any significant movements would involve more than 90

feet of wall and thus would affect one or more instrunents. The

extensometers are shown in section on Fig. 2 and 3, respectively,

for the shallowest and deepest sound rock. The extensometers

spacing may be increased in the reconstructel and undeipinned

areas located in the southeast quadrant of the wall.

The elements of The system would include the following:

1. Percussion or core drilled, two-inch dimneter borings

to sound rock at an angle of 30 (3(yt-,es to the verti-

cal.

2. Stainless steel, 0.25-inch tubing enca:;ed in 0.5-inch

PVC tubing and fitted with a hydraul ically '>:panu-cd

anchor. The anchor would be set in sound rock at 1 he

base of the hole and the whole assembly groutA'd. F-

rod a;s,mrblies would be made of irnvar to accuiz elv

mr,,asure ;aO\,'I, ml S related t o 1 cinpV,-ai ure i, n t1 h

1()d6.



3. A linear potentiometer sensor with a sensitivity of

0.002 inch. The travel would be +1.0 inch.

4. Terminal sensor housing attached to the face of the

wall or embedded in the wall.

5. Underground connecting cable leading :o a central re-

cording station.

6. Central control terminal with automatic low voltage

readout circuitry.

The low voltage readout circuitry would c.ntinuously scan

the output of each extensometer sensor in sequence, compare the

changes to preset limits, and automatically activ.ate an alarm if

the limits are exceeded. The system would also print out the

data fron each sensor automatically upon demand.

The preset limits would be determined by experience after

the first extensometers are installed. If desired, an advance

installation of a few instruments may be made to establish the

noyenent characteristics of the wall, before a 'arge-scale in-

stallation is made. Such an experimental installation would not

incorporate automatic recording or alarm systems.

The approximate costs of the materials an:d equipment for the

18-unit system are shown on Table 1. These costs exclude dril-

ling, grouting, and labor for installation.

In addition to measuring fouundation defoimi tions, it would

also be desirable to collect and monitor seepage on a long-term

basis as an indication of changing conditions arid possibly moie

severe problems. However, we have studied a subdrain system

around the perir.etcr of the basin, and it appears that such a

system would have to be installed well below the top of rock 'to

7.',HANNON N ;N s~ C



intercept any significant ,-:mount of seepage. The (ii fffi- I

cost of such a system does not appear justified.

Permanent Repairs

A number of schemes have been -;uggested for consider(lt i(,n,

although to date, none h, vu been studied in detai" , The fol]A-

ing comments apply to each scheme.

Pressure grouting. This scheme would invole the injection
of cement grout using a sequence of vertical : , ned bo os

along ,;ne face of the wall. Presumably the grout :.1d

strengthen the foundation and reduce leakage.

In our opinion, a grouting program should only be

undertaken on the inside face of the structure and should be ac-

co,,panied by installation of a drainage sy-, tem beneath and/or

along the outside edge of the wall. We also (Yrestion whether

grouting will significantly improve the strength of the founda-

tion. If relatively high uplift pressures are present beneath

the structure then grouting and the associated drainage measures

may reduce uplift pressures and improve stabiliLy. If high up-

lift pressures are not present beneath the structure, then

grouting would probably not greatly improve stability. It is

also possible that sealing the foundation may also result in a

net increase in the horizontal thrust due to hydrostatic pressure

and, therefore, decrease the reserve of stabil ity of the struc-

t ure.

If grouting is planned, more detailed information

should be obtained regarding existing uplift pressures beneath

the structure and the groutability of the format-ion.

Watorproof i n. It is clear that positive st-ps i',s: be

taken -o eliminate or reduce seepage through the rasonry ',all to

acceptable limits. Such seepage w 1 1 cause piug ;,sive (iti, 7-

ioration of the strucluie and (11astically r'l icC its life span.

_. r_. .. . , , .. . , ,a ,, . . .. .. li i ! IIII .8. . -ll. "ll . .. [ N. S V-.. -" ,.



Limited success has been achieved with relatively rigid *punite

linings in the past. The effectiveness of the gunite h~s uls-

doubtedly been affected by the deformations of the wall due to

temperature variations and the imposition ot the hydrostatic load

oh the wall. It appears that flexible membrane systems should be

considered at this time.

It would also be beneficial to eliminate or reduce

foundation leakage. This also may be accomplished with a mem-

i brane system. Other types of linings may also be feasible.

Although reductions of reservoir leakage would be bene-

ficial; the effect on foundation stability is not clear. If

uplift pressure is not a significant factor, then reduction of

leakage may not significantly improve the short-term stability of

the system. The reduction of leakage would red ice the rate of

weathering of the foundation rock and thus benefit the long-term

stability.

Underpin wall. Portions of the wall were underpinned in

1 1921 by hand mining the defective rock in sec:ions beneath the

wall and replacing the rock with concrete. It i3 clear that this

j procedure would be effective in adequately increasing the sta-

bility of the wall. The obvious disadvantage is the time re-

Jquired to accomplish this method of repair and the present cost

of using hand methods. Blasting beneath or adjacent to the

existing structure should not be permitted.

Drilled piers. This scheme would consist of a system of

Ipiers sustaining a post-tensioned "ring." In our opinion, such a

concept can be used to provide the required increase in stabil-

J ity. Consideration may also be given to providirng a tension ring

without pier support or a system of piers with a nominal cap

15eam. Due to the potential mechanism of failure along a thin

clay layer, the primary mode of resistancc of the piers would

I appear to be shear rather than cantilever Leneing, but this je-

1 9. $HANNON & 'A'W ISON \



quires furth,'r study before adopting tiis cr1 tc-io, f r ,Jn.

Major_re onstruct ion. This schcIn, ,u d , , t o, , -

ing the reservoir cxpacity by lowering t-he fl(,od so.'.,d r ,.

and underpinning thc walls. From .- ic -ij L* w,

would be possible, but it may not be c -onomiJca11v f:'2ible.

Tied-back ring beam. In our opinion, it would be fc-atiilh

to provide the required increase in stability by constructing a

circumferencial girth beam around the base nf the structure and

anchorinj the beam to sound rock with inclin,' :a - -' hors.

This s-iheme is illustrated in section in Fig. 4 anu 5.

It appears that an adequate reserve of stability can be

.i:-ained by increasing the factor of safety against horizontal

sliding by 0.5 (or possibly less), i.e., providin an additional

horizontal resisting capacity equal to 50 percent of the existing

horiontal hydrostatic thrust. This force would amount to about

15 kips per foot. In our opinion, it would not be necessary to

anchor the reconstructed or underpinned sections of the wall.

The system would be installed by dril.hnq a 4.5-inch

diameter or larger percussion hole into soini bedrock, placing

the girth beam, inserting and grouting a suitable bar or stranded

tendon, testing the anchor, and then locking off the anchor at a

percent of the design load.

The entire installation probably can be installed below

present grade or the grades adjusted somewhat to Frovide the

sired cover to hide the system.

If t h;Is scJlme is of int¢ :t, the preliminary ,inf-hor

design criteria shewn on Table 2 may be used for f, asibiIity

si udics. Ihe or nads -lay be increaed or dcl,-i, rsod

(11,'u-ni i i.g on i he 'ct f,,,:Isible c,.)pm inat ion of ,:nchor I ,d,

spa ci ,g, and girth 1-,am secl ion. Where h e is mi ni lrI

10 ." ,",q , ,% ¢'1 . " Ii



pLcnet ration of the wall found at ion bt- Iow 91~ a y

I result may be achieved by extei~dinig the )ctf ijn~

the structure as shown in Fig. 4. Prior to 3 ii1W n

it should be carefully studied by a struct-iral(;liI'z

D~t- ./ .SHANNON W~11SON, TC

C--.

Byy
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Y-ST Pl AT ED CO0SLSS_

h'JXT'F.1SO,14FTFR SYSTEM

EIGHTH AVENUE iRPSERVOIR

NASHVILLE, 'PtNNFS1SEE

Fst~a~

IQuantity Unit Unit Cost Cos t
1. Stainless steel tubing, 347 LF $ 2.02 $ 700.94

1 0.25-inch with 0.5-inch
i PVC tube

2. Invar rod, 0.25-inch with 104 LF 3.02 314.08
11 0.5-inch PVC tubing

3. Anchor, hydraulic expand- 18 Each 55.00 990.00

ing

4. Linear potentiometer, 18 Each 310.00 5,580.00
0.002-inch sensitivity,

2-inch range

5s. Terminal housin,, 18 Each Included in Itc.m 4.
protective cover

6. Cable, excluding conduit, 10,000 LF 0.25 2,!509J'0O
junction boxes, etc.

7. Control terminal with 20 one Each 10,000.00 10,000.0
channel readout scanner
and automatic alarm
circuit

8. Inspection and check out, 20 Mandays 300.00 -6,000.00,
including expenses Total 26(085.02



'YABLE 2

PRFi-,NARY ANCHOR DL.GN AND iSTALLAION i rIA

1.1GHIVH .. VENUE RI,5 RVO 1 R
NASHtVILIE, l.,, .,

Basis for Design

Provide a minii-nu factor of ,1v of 1 -3-
hydrostatic thrust at anchot y-led.

Provide 15 kips per foot anchor r'osistance at anchor yi :]d.

Assume 25-foot anchor spacing.

Required lateral force 375 kips per anchor.

Requied anchor force 375 kips/cos 30 dt-jir 43 kips.

Anchor Type

Stranded tendon (VSL type or equal) ER 5-16, 13 strands,
area 1.989 square inch.

Ultimate strength (f' = 270 ksil, 536 kips
Yield strength (0.85 f' = 320 ksi), 456 kips
Factor of sarety at yield force, 1.53.

Working force (0.6 f' = 162 ksi), 322 kips
Factor of safety at working force, 1.36.

Bo ndLenqth

Assume ultiimate arout/rock bond, 300 psi.

Assume 4.5-inch diameter hole, sound limestone and shaley
limestone.

Required bond length to develop yield force of tendon, 8.9 fc.,t.

Provide a minimtu bond length, 15 feet.

Provide a minimum anchor length, 35 feet.

Insta llation
Percussion drilled hole, 4.5-inch diameter, length 35-60 feet,

total length 3,000 LF.

Install tendon and grout anchor.

Place girth hcam.

Stress anchor to 322 kips and verify performance.

Lock off ancho- at 216 kips, factor of safety at lock off, I.-

Grout st r-ssing length of tendon for corrosion protection.
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Letter Report

Eighth Avenue Reservoir

January 19, 1976
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WIL.LIAM I. GARDNER

GFOLOGIST

}X N -M X91, ,I

7 Aich,3C Circle
Moraga, CA 94c51 (116) " , %'

January 19, 1%7& JA- - ,

Mr. R. T. Throckmorton, Jr. EfOlOGC ASSOc; T
Geologic Associates, Inc.
P. 0. -ox 665
Fra. ,.iin, TN 57064

Ref: Eighth ;venue (Kirkpatrick Hill)
Reservoir -- Nashville, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Throckmorton:

In accordance with our telephone conversation last
December I visited your office and the Eijhth :venue (Kirk-
patrick Hill) Reservoir on January 6 and 7, 19"'6 and I have
studied the material you furnished to me by mall and during
my visit. Discussions were held on January 6ta with you,
Mr. L. S. Wilson, of your office, and Mr. Rudy Dietrich, Senior
Vicepresident, Burlingame, California office of Shannon and
Wilson, Inc.

These general discus-ions includ'ed a review of the
reservoir's history, of such information as is available on the
wall failure of November5, 1910 and its reconstruction in 1914,
the 910 investigetion arising from the discovery of a hori-
zontal cxi~ck in the wall just north of the rebuilt seaTent, the
treatTent in 19'1 ,y unc-erpinnina the wall in :-rts of th.a
founlation on eith.er siie of the r-'-ililt ,;all, of matters in-
clu3ing possible treatment mett;-is.' -v 5 in your repo.:rt of
November D5, 19753nd an examination of Lom of the ccie from
selected holes in your recent subsurface invr-stiqaticln. Pr
then followed a di.cussion led by Mr. 9iet)yich of ;o-I',iLle .
toring systems during which the possibilit of using tendions LO
stabilize the wall and foundation was mention,1. Mr. Dietrich
was to give further stui y to th-,;e items.

On January 7th I stu.)ied thc enaic-ed ph-togrpanhs
of thie 191; failuie anl additional r-coils :rm the 19'0 .

.',,(ork. 'Jnfont,inately a storm on the 7th p) ,\,'nta] , ny

en ' . t .)t rc n vertir-al ts-, -)nq L-ong ii- i:,y

S. , .- -
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were viewed briefly. Although these beds are not of the came

borizon as those i.mediately underlying the wall they were

viewed as being representative of the geologic conditions at
Kirkpatrick Hill.

Since then all of the records have been used for

a more detailed study.

DATA, ON RESERVOIR

Constructed 1887-1889. masonry wall of limestone blocks and mor-

tar.
Crest elev. 676.3 Width, crest 8feet, at floor of basin 23 feet.

Maximum operating water level 673.5
Base of weir through dividing wall 67?.?5
Floor of basin 64?.75 (top of lining)

Foundation - limestone (Ordovician age), gently dipping north-

westerly, contains clay seams in weathered zone parallel with

the bedding, contains interbedded shale and 3 small scale

faults in reservoir area, beds are crossed by polygonal jointing.

The 1975 investigation was stimulated when seepage

apparently increased considerably along lower courses of the wall

in its northweste -n arc, at the other end from the 191? failure.

There was no seepage at the time of my visit because that half

of the reservoir had been drained. However the three lower

course of masonry had been darkened by the water as seen in

colored photos and there were holes in the mortar through which

there had been seepage. The elevation of the top of this zone

is about 65?.5.

1912 Failure and Treatment in 19'0-19?1.

The only information on the November 5, 1912 failure

are the photographs and there is practically nothing on the re-

construction of the wall in 1914. However the few photographs

cover the break fairly well and, although one's inagination

must be called upon, a reconstruction of the event may be in-

structive in considering the present situation.

There were three major segments of the break and, as

viewed from left to right on a photo taken frc.m inside the reser-

voirtl--y are: Block "A" very roughly 120 feet long, Block "B"

about ?5 feet long and Block "C" about 70 feet. The break be-

tween A and the in-place wall to the north is nearly vertical

where-as the contact between the rebuilt and old wall is roughly

1:1. This makes it difficult to locate the segments accurately

in their oriinal positions but, as nearly as can be estimated,
B rested on fault No. I as shown on the Plan, sheet I of 6,yv
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Geologic Associates, Inc, Proj. 75-090, Nov. 9Z 1975. -trfly
the plotted position of the br,-ak a;etw%-en A end 3 is !' ir .tly
over the fault as lrawn, with B on the hanginj %all :i2 .

ever the location of the fault too .- rcj . . In. y ,v t
the rough location of the fault with re.;pf..ct to L ,,-e t

is important because they are the blocks whe:r fcundU, 1aili-c
occurred. At the '' segment the 3r -. - .. - ,K ' ,1 1 :', .
intact and was stiIl in clace c:- U ,-, - as view3: i IfL,
the reservoir, whetlher there wc'a sD-ne s,_i-ht r:h ' nn i Ls ,_un !a -

tion and what was the si " oatLio on cto i --I:? c.iflnt i-e :.is-
cerned.

The initial failure evidently occurred at B bec.,'usa
this largely intdct block moved farthest outward, it is leaning
sharply inward and the foundation ick appeaprs t.o have heen ;no-t
deeply affected, either by a mass of it ir, _ - a decp seam or
by be<.: deepened by erosion during emptying I -r:se-voir
basi-. It is not known whether any nhrt of the foundaK o.: ( ren:nro
attiched to the base of the masonry but considering the geolog-
ical conditions it is safe to assume that movement took place on
ie or possibly more -,:eak seams in the four-ation. The moving
_ss clearly pulled away along joint planes Cromn the rock re-

maining in the foundation near the perimeter of the basin. Rlock
A pivoted about its ncrthern end, a near vertical, jagged break,
and swung outward. It parted and sheared on som:n of its lower
courses on the reservoir side and these remained in place for
possibly one third of its length from the north end. Apart from
this the rest of the block moved on a seam within the founda-
tion. A close-up photo from outsle the reservoir, of A and the
in-place wall shows limestone beds still in contact with the
masonry although th,:,re is a sharp gorge that was eroded beneath
the area of the break. It also appears that the base of the wal
was not keyed into rock but was placed at about the same eleva-
tion or only slightly lower than the basin floor.

Notes on the exploration work by test pits and :rill
holesin 19?0 disclose northeasterly trending scans in test pits
Nos. ? and 3 in the southeast cuarter of the wall. 'similar seam
in tu:=t pit No. , n,_--r the major axis readilv transmitted water
as drill holes Olor: the vicinity of the fracture within the
reservoir lost drill water which -oon a,-red i pit No. F. In
the opposite direction to,.ard.s pits hr;. ?anl this fracture
crosses fault No. I which probably divertl tlhc wter -nd carried
it about 40 feet laterally to escape under the ,.-ill as tim e was
no mention of water in the latter pits. The following ye.r
features called cutters (joints) ,-nd a fault were- encouncr-d in
the excavations for underpinning the wall. ih,r-;e fractures are
similar to and il-)ut paralel with the seam .ro.4tni in 190 • th,:y
are 40 - 6 f t :.L'hwCSt of the ":tier.

The frmture system described al-\'e nrovided a :K-

logilc :,it'lition whir-h cruld cairy :;eepaoe from- a 1rge a ra of
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the basin through the rock to fault No. I and thence under Block
B. Over a period of '3 years of operation seepage probably
slowly increased and the foundation, particularly at B. was
ket saturated by the flowing water and weakened the clay
seams. When B failed the dynamic force of the outflow displ.iiced
A and simultaneously large blocks of the wall at C failed along
masonry courses and were toppled outward. There may have been a
sharply increasing seepage flow through the foundation for some
time preceding the break but the time from the failure on the
clay seam to the faflare of the wall wl,,Id bve h-n a matter
of seconds.

When the wall was .ebuilt in 1914 an interior perim-
eter drain was constructed. In 19?1, besides underpinning
rather short segments of wall, another drain was constructed
along the northeast fault, so called, which drained to an outlet
at test pit No. 8. There is no record of the flc, from these
drains or whether they are still functioning.

Present Problem

The latest problem arose when seepage on the wall in
the northwest arc increased significantly. It issued through the
mortar up to elevation 65?.5 or about 5,5 feet above ground level
and 10 feet above the reservoir floor. The reason for the seepage
to increase after the basin was cleaned and the interior side of the
wall gunited in 1974 is obscure. If the seepage was directly through
the wall it should ha,,e decreased after the wall was gunited. When the
reservoir was cleaned there was about one inch of fine material on the
floor and removing ic could have allowed more seepage loss if cracks in
the lining were no longer sealed. If seepage on the wall was due to
the artesian pressure of water hydraulically connected to the reser-
voir and moving through fractures in the foundation rock, then it
seems that there would have been some indication of this by the water
levels in at least one or more of holes Nos. I through 10 which were
drilled before the west basin was emptied (June 93-24, 1975).

Most of these 10 holes are ?5 feet or more from the wall
and some are close to a steep hillside which could allow rapid drain-
age and pressure relief. Hole No. 10 is at the base of the wall but
the evidence at hand is fragmentary and after the basin was drained.
No. 10 is on Profile B-B and the rather slow drop in water levels along
the Profile and at hole No. 7 after the reservoir was drained suggests
a low transmissibility so, unless there was a rapid pressure drop unler
the wall it seems that there would have been a high piezometric sur-
face at No. 10.

The above discussion was based on the assumption that the
base of the wall is flat along a radial line and therefore the lateral
flow was unobstructed. As is discussed later this is true for some
sections but there are others where the foundation was stepped down
toward the outer peiimeter of the wall. At such places the wall would
act as a cut-off, in this case on the downstream side of the dAm, and
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cause uplift pressures within the w ]l.

Further inve,tigation i,; c~ i to -
of seepage, ie., if there is -ncvoent of water c ctly
the wall from the the reservoir or if it is artesian rr ':.uxe
under the wall c: a combination of ,DOth.

Founiation

The core drilling has furnished -late from wr-ich, in
combination with an understanding of local yeolcgy, a crear
picture of the, sub2surface oeoloqy has been d-awn. The core re-
covery was excellent and the beds c,,n be crorelatei from hole
to hoe; thus the displacements account, -. fa.' t
1, 2 Ind 5 are' reasonable interpretations. .cos were,
by .. cessity, located several feet from the wall the x .t e1.-
vion of its base is not known and cannot be related pr, -ai ly
K- the C~eologic loI. The elevation evidently varies from place

opa-:e depending uc' rock conditions as is iepicted on Pro-
tile D--) that follows the ,eri-meter. Due to the flare of the
wall however it would have been intercepted by the holes if
the base were much lower than has been estimated.

The imnpiession that part of the failed wall was
foun:led on rock close to the elevation of the bcsin floor is
strenathaned at a nearby section on a drawing showing the un:>r-
pinning as constructed (Ywg, 69.-M, Aug. 1, 1921, by The Ch.?Fter
3ngin.>rs, PitFt~hu.g, Pennsylvania). At some other radial
sections this Aiewina shows the base of the masonry wall to have
b .en ~:t,::tx .1 ie' ,,n towarls the outer perimett-r, the vertical dif-
ferences r. - n-j from 7 feet to 9feet 10 i, s. If this was
-one at other places in the original constructioi. it raises the
quQ3,ion of the qUality of the rock left in the foundation to-
ward the interior 2erimeter and also of the ros;ibility of art-
sian -,ressure in the wall due to trapped or at least imre,-dei
.nov .,nt of water at any segments where natural drainage may 1,e
i r., : .': tna t e

The i' ,stc.ne is c im:t:.nt oc'k -,it clay sa_-ms in
the weathered ne raralle .l t*:, r1,- .'r, y 1 e s are ser-

ious weakne's:,?s. The 1910 failure is 1;o-v -3 t- hav ,?rurr-i
on such a seam or -seams. The foundation j,? zii ]ly fal l! wit'hin
this weathered :,one. :he conclusion is ineviZable that -vch :
the wall, excent for the rebuilt *nd underpinned segm:ents, is
now founod upon rock of dubious cuality.

fc'in ]at ion failure in 1913, thre infni r it-.-.n
t ,, , t i i - ! -: 1.;n] 3rp nn , in 1 1', )1l t .. . ,

iii rIi *t 1;. )t hre ro ni nYt I in the ion )i nil

g4 n : girfgl t.ly, such ,s Ly * :. r ii2 Lc! w I

VALJ
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on or tieing it to competent rock. Underpinning or reinfoxce-
ment by tendons are examples of such an approach. They are 1ir,
the construction i controlled and the results are more rea-ily
known. In my opinion grouting will not appreciably improve the
shear resistance of the clay seams.

Drainage is a secondary measure which by itself would
not greatly improve the present Stabji4ty ot th. foundation. A
drain along the inside perimeter as was constructed along the
rebuilt section would offer some protection to the clay $C:;S,

it would reduce the hydrostatic head and the flow of water
through the foundation at tIse segments that are not drained
naturally. It is probable that along the northern and southern
sides which are near steep hillsides the natural drainage is
entirely adequate. There is no information on whether the pres-
ent drains are functioning and this should he lctermined. Like-
wise lining the reservoir floor and guniting the ll are highly
useful to keep leakage within acceptable quantities and protect
the foundation but reducing leakage now will not improve the
foundation.

Monitoring the foundation has difficult aspects.
The problem is to interpret the data from a monitoring system.
to recognize the warning signal and to have an idea of how much
lead time it gives as a warning.

Little is known about the condition of the wall it-
self. After BB years the mortar is bound to ha-e deteriorated.
Drill water at holes drilled from the top of the wall in 19?0
was lost and issued along the wall for considerable distances.
And of course there is the latest warning signal along the west
basin. Any future program of rehabilitation should include test-
ing the wall and determining its condition.

Respectfully submitted,

Consulting Engineering Geologist
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M4r. K. Rt. Harrington, Director
Department of Water Severale Services ,,'." i!: r 31201
8th Pioor - Stshiman unlding211 ';i..-on Street

Na. .dll., TN 37201

Dear Ray:

8th A vnaf S. Reservoir
Foundation !nvestiatioans

We are in the process of preparing a report for you on the
investigations, discussions, and recowended imurovements and
modificattga, on the subject structure. Brfefl', that report
will cover a brief history, sumary of present conditions. analy-
sis of sub-surface investigations, alternative 3olutions, pro-
posed instrumentat on, and recommended program for repair to-

*. gether with preliminary design and estimate of cost.

The investigation and analysis at this date inicates that
lining and a system of tendons or tied-back ring beams would be
the most feasible. There is, however, one vital item of infor-

V . mation presently missing from the investigations performed to
date, Le. the structural integrity of the masonry wall itself
toge.-her with water levels within the walls. To that end, we

I ,,,vbelieve that it would be prudent at this tire. to core the wall
from the top at a mininum of four (4) points. We would certainly
want to know the condition of the wilt1 bnore recommending any
substantial anwhoring system. It 4 estinated Lhat such coring
work would cost approximately $6,000 to $8,000.

In addition to the remedial work which will be recommended, we
will also recommend the installation of an instrumentation system.
This system should be installed regardless of aniy remedial work
and we believe the sooner-the-better. Such instrurentation would

.. not interfere with the proposed rc ,-da worl, and would greatly

/ . ._ - - . .

2-11f /. L

a' g 11JO %.



C .Harrington

let In the final Installation sad filling of the reservoir.

ft has been retomwended that the Instrumentation consist of a
syutqw of rod-type extenhometersg anchored Into tI~e underlying
melid rock at one end and the base of the outside vail at the
other. The Instrument could detect movement or wguld have a

*seomsIttvity of 0.002 Inch with SaIAW travkl if 1.0 inch.
An estimate of the materials and equipment for th.- system
with permanent read-out and monitoring deviceE is $26,085. This
total does not include installation, i.e., drilling and grouting
mud engineering cost Involved in monitoring the system.

Pending preparation 6f our report we would be happy to discuss
the foregoing -items with you to answer any questions you may
have. Please let us know if you concur in the foregoing
recommendations.

Very truly yours,

THE CHESTER XGINEERS

T. A. Fithian.

TAF/lh

cc: Ray Washburn
Ray Throckmorton

PAP,



WILLIAM I. GARDNER
GEOLOGIST ft mcwwwu'u fme

7 Archer Circle , W*:N, ".**,Aft
i"- - oraga, CA 945S6

W15) 376 53"5

February 5. 1976

RECEIVED
' '; See4lgl Atssoclates, Znc.

P.O. ax 68 FtB 16 V978
Propklin, IV 37064
Attentions Mr, R. T. Throckmorton, Jrr. twn]] \,

Rets Eighth A enue Reservoir
Wauhvi.,. t..'- -nessee

Dear *'. Throckmorton s

Mr.-Rudy Dietrich, Senior Vice-President, Shannon and
son, nc., phoned Thursday, January '9th to discuss his re-

:)rt a copy of which I have received. I briefed him on mine
0.-1f January 19, 1976 and am sending him a copy.

I explained that the main purpose was (o present an
independent review of and judgement on the geological conditions
and the reservoir situation. The dominant qtestion of course is
whether the reservoir in Its present conditioin is safe. Unfor-
tunately an absolute answer to that question is unobtainable add
the answer must be within the framework of a Jude.ement and ap
opinion.

I believe that from what we know of the geology and the
past history of the reservoir that there is a serious risk in the
foundation and possibly to some extent in the wail itself. WIe
cannot measure or state with certainty the degree of risk, the
odds might be that the reservoir would stand there another quarter
or half century vith only minor problems, on the other hand a
section might fail over-night as it did in 191?, after 23 years
of operation. I think it fair to point out also that Baldwin Hills
Reservoir, in Los Angeles, had a foundation tailure after many
years of trouble-free operation 3nd that it proviides a case his-
tory of the astronomical cost of such a failure ithin a city.

On the question of whether a monitorincy system would en-
able early use of the West Basin prior to any rei.nforcement mea-
sures I do not believe that an opinion should be given without
much more detailed information on the foundation and the wall and
on water table and piezometric leve1-; in both. Then if the situa-
tion suggested that a monitorinq systur.M rnight be a sufficient tem-
porary safeguard, it would be necessary to t.,st thu system over a

*trial period to obtain a record of changes, Lf any, that occur at
the .*est Basin while empty, and at the East Basin under operating
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c"W eains. This prior record would provide guidance in establilsh-
tgI4 stamdard of acceptable phenomena and of criter-.a for determ-
ir the daier signals. The monitoring system as I now envisik
it %bal Include the extensometers0 water table and piezometer
levls from recorders at key observation holes and the tilt-
neftr6,p aloo with a reservoir hydroqraph for each basin. I

hot that before puttinq your trust in such a system you would
Ym to have more information from core drilling the wall and under-
lying foundation, from test pits and possibly some tunnels under the
weil to study directly the clay seams in the poorest sections. To

e It looks that thin will add up to considerable cost without
aasufti that it will work. Furthermore it does not solve the
problam..

Thus it appears to me that the 1 direct resolution of
the problem, assuming favorable estimates of cost, by anchoring
the wall to the foundation or otherwise improving tL.L. factor of
safety will be the approach to take. It is probably the one
having the lowest ultimate cost and it avoids taking risks that
are unmeasurable but could be very serious.

Sincerely,

William I. Ga ner
Consulting Engineering Geolbgist

copy to Mr. Rudy,)ietrich
1550 Rollins Road Suite F
Burlingame, CA 94010

RECEI VED
, F "1 6 i:T

E'W2 A -. i .i, - C.
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Mr. R.T. Throckmorton -

Geologic Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 668
ranklin, T 37064

Reft 3ighth Avenue Reservoir
as.... Tennessee

Dea.- Rays

Enclosed is my statement for professional services and
expenses. Actually I put In more time than shown but there was
considerable wheel spinning after I got home because of being
.nder the weather, as they say out here, so I have discounted
part of It.

My enclosed letter may be helpful to you to reinforcemy report which I kept very brief, but the letter expresses more
of my concern for the risks and conseauences at the reservoir.

am concerned too for the responsibility of of:icials in a public
agency to lean over backwards in not exposing Vie public to un-
necessary risks. Z am in favor of nuclear power plants despite
the public uproar because I believe that there s a redundancy ofbuilt-in safeguprd8 but in some other less .nublicised situations
it is easy for economics, time, costs, etc. to cloud the main issue.

My skepticism about relying on a mon~itoring system -.ts
Oue mainly to the uncertainties involved - how ,much time will y,.:.
have? Enough to evacuate the basin? Should you also evacuate
the homes? And when I compare the relative costs of treatment and
the consequences of failure at the reservoir the balance, to me, is
overwhelmingly in favor of treatment. At Baldwin Hills the fail.-
by erosiontook a fairly long period of time bercre the flood was
released7 plenty of time for a complete evacuation of the people
except for one or two, as I recall who absolutely refused to leave
their homes and were drowned. The property costs were enor.:-3.
I saw another dam, Lower San Fernando, that failed but did not
lose the reservoir and cause a great tragedy only because the
reservoir was at a low elevation and the cuake Aid not continue for
only a few seconds longer. I saw Valpasset three or four months
after it failed and Lhe devastatio:- was .:nforgettable. I have not

I
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j4 t but I hdve given considerable study to the slide inoI.nvith another consulting Job. Those in charge were
• : i with it, to ease it down gently you might say and

oww It as the reservoir was raised and lowered. No one
PA ht that it would let go instantaneously and virtually
G4OpIae the reieevoir. Engineers were sentenced ;o jail because
* Valont.

These other reservoirs X have mentioned were much larger
than Nashville which relativb1y I' onIv ^ teaqxOnfl.1 In o)u-e
but any lose of life could have unpleasant consequences for thoseI~n cha a, I dont want; to be an alarmist but: peopl.a should be

aware o these caseu If they are not already familiar with them.

The difficulty in monitoring climaxes when the respon-
sible individual must dedide - Do I order immediate evacuation or
wait? You probably had a somewhat traumatic exp*:! -e last year
in this respect. It is the dilemma now facing the U6GS's earth-
quake people.. Last year their monitoring system said "Earthquake
coming", so what to do? Send out an immediate warning and scare
the people halt to death, clog the roads with refugees or wait for
furthier confirmatlon and hope that things turn out well? In this
intance the GS cogitated and finally started the warning message
through channels. When the "OK to issue* was received at Menlo
Park, Cq, a 3.5 quake had Just occurred, the warnIng was not issued,
the shock was scarcely noticed and the GS was off the hook.

There is a minor correction in the Table, p. ? of my
report: the max. ope.ating water level should be elevation 673.75.
And on the same page, middle paragraph, is the elevation 659.5
correct for the top of the leaky zone?

I hope that things are going well for you and family.
We finally got some winter weather and most emphatically because
the moisture came down as snow and that is not supposed to happen
around here.

With my best regards,

Sincerely

William I. Gardner

1 V RECEIVED

r r4
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GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES. INC. ,
GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINUfRS P. 0. BOX 668

FRANKLIN, TN. 37064
t5-794-35%

February 20, 1976

Metropolitan Gov(rnment of
Nashville and Davidson Cow7+Y

Department of Water and Sewerage Services
Stahlman kuIldnr'
Nashville, leneassee 37201

Attention: Ar. K. R. Harrlngton, Director

Gentlemen:

Re: Supplemental Repcrt
Eighth Avenue Report
Project No. 75-090

There folIows a resume' of conferences, the acquisition of further

data, our coimonts and conclusions, and miscellaneous other aspects

related to tils project which have occurred since our report of

November 25, 1975.

EXPLORATION AND TESTING.

We have perfnrmed further subsurface exploration which Included drilling

and pressure testing of four holes (40, 41, 42, 43). These holes were

drilled alon.1 tte perimeter of the reservoir at locatlons which would

cover a reprisentatlve range of subsurface conditions. The newly

acquired dat3 has been added to the geologic profiles which have been

reprinted and are submitted herewith. Two physical tett data sheets

are also enclosed; they should be added to Volume II, Appendix A, of

our report.

*fl8WCHES: P. 0. BOX 9278 KNOXVILLE, TN. 37920 615--573.7363
2711 Fif. CAMPBELL BLVD. HOPKINSVILLF. KY. 42240 502--98721II P.0. MSOn 6 KINGSPORT. TN. G15-246-4491
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The core from Hole 41, drilled within the reacn repaired in 1914, as

expected, exhibited only the most modest of weaknesses, and leaked

virtually not at all, especially below the top of bedrock. We point

out that the Intent of the hydraulic pressure testing wbs lo indicate

leakage in a qualitative, rather than quantitative, fashhun. We did

not wish to actually determine the maximum amount of water which could

be made to pass through the bedrock weaknesses at a given pressure.

Hole 43 was drilled almost opposlte 41 across the basin, In a reach of

the foundation which Is only moderately weathered. Aga!n, the lower

portion of the hole where weaknesses were confined to softened shale

bands and laminae, was tight. The poor condition of the upper portion

of the bedrock and the fact that casing had been reamed to about

elevation 637, caused some physical problems with the packers which

precluded a good test on the upper portion. However, the zone above

637 would have assuredly leaked.

Holes 40 and 42 are outside of the east and west basins, respectively,

and essentially opposite each other. Both holes encountered highly

degraded bedrock. As was to be expected, the unweathered bedrock did

not leak under pressure. On the other hand, above about elevation 615,

0!
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the bedrock acce;itod water freely under an induced head. The

consumptions end pressures noted represent the test pump capacity at

a preset throttli and RPN. We did not atteapt to rae the test

pressures (Wne consumption) to the perulssible limits by accelerating

the anginel We were surprised to find that during toting of the

Interval a 615-6,.0, Hole 42, the ground was actually "sucking" water

fester then thi pump could supply Itl This fact seems to Indicate

that the beelrock openings, although Individually small, are quite

well Interconnected. 'These aspects are considered further In this

report.

ADDITIONAL CONSULTANTS.

After our mee.ing of December 17, 1975, we requested permission,

subsequently granled, to obtain additional opinions regarding the

condition an' stability of the reservoir, the need for further data,

and to provide supplemental expertise in studying monitoring and

remedial systens. Subsequently, we arranged for Mr. Pbidy J. Dietrich

of Shannon and WI0son, Inc., and Dr. William I. Gardner, Consultant,

to visit the ,Ite end confer with us during the period January 5-7, 1976.

We talked with hese two persons because of their diverse, but highly

!
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experienced, backgrounds with reference to the geological, engineering,

stability, monltorlrg and long-term repair methods for similar water-

retention structures. Messers Gardner's and Dietrich's rer)orts and

personal data have been submitted as they became avallable. We shall

comment as necessary on various aspects of their reports In our

discussion which follows:

PRESENT CONDITIONS.

The reservoir remains In operation with the East Basin in service and B

the West Basin essrntlally drained. Continuing monitoring of the slope

Indicators and tiltplates does not indicate detectable instability-..

Recent water level readings In the ten holes still available for

observation agree very closely with those recorded since the West Basin

was taken from service. Of course, with the West Basin drained there is

no seepage through the masonry on that arc; however, minor seepage

continues through lower courses between the 1914 reconstruction and

the south minor axis. From time to time we have visually !nspected

the manholes providing access to the 1914 East Basin perimeter drain

and the 1921 drain. While water stands In both, It appears stagnant

and we doubt that It is possible to positively determine whether either

drain system Is In fact, functioning. We believe that the recent

MU
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pressure test ia and the static water level observations tend tc

confirm our suppositlon that the major portion of the continuing volume

of leakage from the reservoir can foHIow steeply Inclilved paths

downward and away from the base of the struc1hro -c,-.. :-.pen1!ngs In

ine highly degraded zone. On the other hand, the phreatic level is

undoubtedly 4alte high and slopes gently awy from the perimeter of

the structure where the transmissibility of the bedrock Is poor. We

also concluoe that only In the latter areas Is It likely that any

hydrostatic uplIft can be exerted at the base of the will.

Messrs Gardner end Dietrich have concurred In our assessment of geological

conditions and Ttelr probable effect on post, end future, failures of the

structure. fhmy also agree as to the probable mecheni's acting during

past failures, as well as thoe which could Influence future failures.

Both Dietrich and Gardner take even more conservative spproaches to

assessing the resent stability of the structure than we had taken.

Stability cclculotln onsider hydrostatlc uplift forces further

reduce the theoretical margin of safety under which the structure is

operating. Alto, by virtue of both consultants' extensive experience

1
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In considering seismic risks to structures, they have emphasized the

fact that even a very modest earthquake could Initiate changes In the

existing regime which could rapidly lead to failure.

With futher reference to the present Integrity of the structure, both

consultants agree that some factual data regarding the stre.Igth of the

masonry should be obtained. We concur, and you will recell that we

have deferred this nperatlon for various reasons since last summer.

We still have mlied .eel ings regarding the need for data versus the

risks to the structural Integrity. Coring the wall will require

obtaining nominal 6" 4 core (a 8" # hole) of the masonry and a short

segment of the underlying bedrock. Drill water will, of necessity,

be Introduced Into the masonry wall and into the weathered bedrock

directly below. It will probably be prudent to have a grout plant

standing by during this phase of the exploration. It will be necessary,

ultimately, to grout-up these test holes, anyway.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONIS, REMEDIAL MEASURES.

Both Gardner and Dietrich have considerable misgivings regarding the

efficacy and safety of a pressure grouting program as a permanent

remedial measure The concensus sems to be that a consolidation

* lrm m
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grouting progrrm would be much preferred to curiain grouting of the

toe area of the welt (dam). Consolidation grouting would require

removadi of the butyl cover and access to the floor of ach of the

basins. All *jree that any grout program woIlu i-t 'ncluston of

n drainage system at Its incterlor (at or under tho toe of the wall)

In order to P-eclude the build-up of hydrostatic forces under the

wall, regardlefs of whether or not the wall foundation Is stepped.

The drainage system could well be very costly and difficult to Install.

They further agree that It my be essentially Impossible to assess the

degree to whici the grouting process woulId enhance the stability of

the weathered rock zone.

In addition to our discussion early In January with Oie~rich and Gardner,

representatioves of Metro Water and Sewerage Services. the Chester Engineers

and Mr. Roger Bethel of Spencer, White and Prentice, ic., conferred at

our office Jant.ary 27, 1976. At that time we further discussed the

relative merits of the possible reined let efforts mervtined in our report,

as additionally Gafined during our conference December 18, 1975. It was

the concensus ihat both convemtlonai underpinning and a drilled pier
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retention system are unecorcIc 'ut;.... FurtL.i, be use of

excavation costs and the fact that the reservoir cannot be removed

from service for tne forseesble future, a general enlargement and

reconstruction of te reservoir Is not feasible, either.

Everyone seems to agree on the need for one aspect of the remedial work -

waterproof lining of the basins. The Informal discussons have considered

remodeling the existing covers to serve as liners. ThWs procedure seems

to be a prerequisite for any of the repair schemes and slould probably

be Implemented as soon as possible. Obviously, converting the covers

to liners requires Irstalling a new cover, ultimately. We strongly

suggest that the lining be Initiated soon and that It not be contingent

on ordering and Installing a new cover.

During the varlois meetings several persons have suggested Investigating

the efficiency and cost of a tle-back retention system. This scheme

appears to have several advantages over others In that cost ought to be

within reason, It can be Installed without Interrupting usi of the

reservoir, and the system can be designed to enhance the operating safety

factor to a level acceptable by today's standards. Design and cost

aspects of this system are under consideration by Chester.

6I
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I NSTRUMENTAT lO1.

Prior to returning the West Basin to service, and certainly before

beginning an, remedial construction, the con cnsus Is that the

Instal latlon of furthe Instrumentatlon is esa?:-

the observation wells end InclInameters Installed duriig the exploration

are of continuing use, but need to be supplemented with a system of

Inclined extensometers which will be capable of detectfng very small

Increments o4 movement. Mr. Dietrich has discussed this aspect rather

thoroughly In his report; In fact, we engaged the services of Shannon

and Wilson p-lmrlly because of their expertise In designing sophisticated

monitoring systems. We believe that their approach is the best available

and that the system will function as described. The extensometer system

will not only monitor the reservoir subfoundetlon, but will also be of

use In safely Installing a peenwent retentlon system, such as the

tie-backs or tend ns.

Dr. Gardner's con:ern and corwimets regardtng the "difficult aspects" of

properly monltcrlng the subgrade of the reservoir and In assessing the

resultant data, re valid and well-taken. On the other hand, Mr. Dietrich

believes that the detection of the mell mvmvents preceding any large-scale
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movements Is essential In providing, an eavance Indication of Imminent

failure." Obviously, the uncertainties pointed out by Dr. Gardner

regarding when and how to "sound the alarm" based on the data, as well

as the fact that the alarm and subsequent failure mighl z c ur within

seconds, pose very serious problems which cannot now, or may not ever,

be resolved.

While we all have reservations regarding the ability of any monitoring

system to provide us with 100% fool-proof or fail-safe data, we believe

we must have the best available If we are not possibly to later be

thought derelict In our duty to the public safety.

COST ESTIMATES.

Mr. Fithian's letter of February 16th notes the costs we have estimated

for the core drilling of the wall.

Within a few days we expect to have an estimate of the cosi of drilling

and groutIng-in the extensameters, which will then compl3te the cost

estimate for the mcnitoring system. We are available to discuss any of

the aspects of tbils matter at your convenience.

Respectful ly,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throclkmorton, Jr., P.E.

RTT/mr
Enclosures: Drawings, 6

Data, 2
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October 17. 1977

Hardaway Co:sstruction Company
615 Main Street
Nashville. Tennessee 37201

Attentions Marti Keenan

uEiahth Avenue, Reservoir

.CGentlemew:

This viU confirm mar telephone conversation of October 14, in
" -which we discussed the results of the ,etilng held on October 13. at the
-office of the Chtster Engiheers in Coraopolis.

For those tendons which apparently have faited in the anchor
=zone for reasons which are unable to'be-determined at the present time, the

-Jollowing course of action is suggested:

.1. _!ncrease the anchor force in the two immediately adjacent
- |mdons to 0.7 f's or 222.6 kips.

.. Abandon the tendon which has failed.

-For those ,tendons which show evidence of blackage in the
_.coupler shield, with the exception of the tendon at Station 1+87.5.. the
-fllowing course of action is recommended:

-1. Tension to 160 kips.

.,;. -. ontinue tensioning for the additional strain to compensate
Afo" wedge seating loss.

S. 'Seat the wedges.

:-is will result in the -tendon which Is ancho:ed at the force
-ogmprscribed by the specification.

-Ssler sendMesllers of Post-Tensioning Systems * Pters of ReInforjng Steel * Fabricators of Miscelleneofs Metals-. - . -a. L a 8.-.-~~



V- tlardaway Construction Company

S' October 17. 1977
Pap I

In the caue of the tendon at 187.5. there is, auparently, nothing
4o be lost by an attemp; to clear the blocked coupler shield and thereby restore
It to full intended service. U that can be done, then the tendon at 1+87.5 and
the tendon at Station 1+12.5 can be. anchored at 222.6 kips and the tendon at
Station 1+60 abandoned.* However, if it is not possiblq to restore the tendon at
Station 1+87.S to full lnt, nded service, a new tendon will have to be added
somewhere between Station 1+80 and 1+87.S.

You, as Seneral contractor, should prepare a writ-vn proposal
and submit it to both Geologic Associates and the Chester Eiigineers for
approval. Based on tne verbal agreement reached In Chester's office between
Ray Washburn, Ed Weineimer, Tom Chin, and myself, Chester will approve
such a proposal.

Very tly yours.

, * . ,! % p ~ p

Ronald J. Bonomo
Vice President - Operations

.ID: bJf

. *
4." 4 ..



GEOL OGIC ASSOCIATES, INC. To-

GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS P.O. BoX 668
FRANKLIN. TN. 37064

- 615-794-3596

October 24, 1977

9 The Chester Englneers
2501 HI I Isboso Ro'ad
Nashville, TN 37Z12

Attention: 4r. Richard Duncan

Gent Iemon:

Re: Repairs to
Eighth Avenue. Roservo;r
Project No. 76-WC-47A

With reference to the above work and a letter to yo, from Hardaway

Construction Orim.any, Inc;, dated October 21, 1977, we. reply herewith.

As background, yuu will recall that tendons on Line 'B' at Stations

1+42.5, 1+80, ind 3+77.5 failed during the tensioning process. After

discussions Involvlng the contractor, his supplier (S.ressteel) as well

as you, Mr. Fithian and Mr. Washburn, the following operation was

authorized verbally.

Owing to the tact ihat the concrete ring well was designed to safety

withstand tensioning forces applied on a spacing of fifteen feet, the

tendons on Line 'B', at Stations, 1+35, 1+50, 1+72.5, 1+67.5, 3+70,

and 3+85 were io be re-tensioned to 222.6 Kips, wach. This anchor

force Is eqdlvalent to 0.7 f's.

SRAJI.: ROUTE 33. cORM LANE. XNoxv#LL. TN 3M2 6S1M9761
. 7. l Fr. CAMPMELL OLVO.. HOPKINSVILLE. KY 42240 502.06.O?21

~~~ if ON M& i KINGSPORT. T" M766 ffis1*49



Page TwoOctober 24, 1977

Further. tandorcs an Line 11B'. at Stations, 1+17.5. 1+95,' 2+10, 2+17.5

and 2.22.5 did Its elongate during tensioning, whep subjected to the

proof stress of -2Ni Kips, -to Tm extension calculated. However, graphs

reuting from the plotting of Incremmntal-loading Indicated that all,

samecpt for Station 1+87.5, could be safely tensioned to the working

ledof 160 %IpA.

TMe tendons at S+a. 1+87.5 'B1 wr* a special case in that, in order to

.preciuds Instaii1,g a new set nearby, It would be necessary to free these

--uufficiently to permit * working stress of 222.6 Klps. Subsequently,

_4Wrdaway devised'a special reamer-and the tendon pair at Station

* 407.5 9B' was repaired.

_ ,Q Friday. October 21, the Jollow-ing operations were completed:

a) The tendons at Stations 1+72.5 'B' and 1+87.5 '0' were
.4arstressod and anchored at 222.6.Kips working load.
.*ThIs operation rectified the failure at-'Station 1+80 '1B'.

_ .b), Tendon pairs at Stations 1+35 '*B'. and 1+50 '8' were
-stressed to a working load of 222.6 Kips and atichored

-treplace those at Station 1+42.5 'B'.

* :C - simi lar operation anchored tlhe .$endtvir. at Station
-3470 'B' amnd 3+85 IBI at 222.6 Kips to span the

*-46zendons -which failed at Station -377.5 0B'.

*43-The tendorpa rsat Stations 495'-B', 24+10 '8',
- *2+17.5 '8'..and 2+27.5 '11' were tensloned and
-wnchore1i at their~design working-load of 160 KItIps.

SA

Ir0



. Plage Three

Octbr 24, 19-7

These operations satisfactorily completed the tendon anchorage system

for the East Baesin. One pair of tendons at Station 2+37.5 'A' should

not be cut off until tey or.* checked for lift-ofC pressure one more

tim. Incidenilily, nine tendon pairs owe rechecked for their ability

to mintain working load prior to cut-off. Of these, only the tensons

*noted above wil require further chtekIng. All remaining tendons may be

* cut-off and sealed. with grot.

PANpectfU II Y.

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC..g

* . fR. T. Throckuorton, Jr., P. E.

R7T/Mr

*Copy: W.. K. R. Wrrtngton
Mr. Ilrt In Keenan j
Mr. flay Wasurnv-u
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ADDITIONAL EXPLORATION
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GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC. REPLY TO:

GEOLOGISTS AND £,;INEERS P. 0. BOX 668
FRANKLIN, TN. 37064
615-794-3596

* 1 November 3, 1977

The Chester Engineers
2501 HIIIsborc Road
Nashville, Yer.nessee 37212

Attention: Mr. Richard Duncan

Gentlemen:

Re: Additional Exploration
Elghti Avenue Reservoir
Nashville, Tennessee

With reference to the above site, Ae have completed the drilling of

five additicnal exploratory holes in the foundation for the east

basin. The subsurface data is shzw on the appevided drawings.

When constricti(.n work began In and under the east basin we noted

that the Initia: drilling for tendc -.s indicated that poor subsurface

conditions existed beneath the 1921 underpinning near ihe south axis.

Subsequentl, cored holes angled et ,' showed that poor quality

concrete (I.21) and deeply weathered rock underlay this area.

Further expLc-ation eastward showed that the southern extremity of

the 1914 reconstruction undergro..-'. is several feet eastward of the

contact vlstole on the wall. Explc-ation of the remainder of this

latter section Indicates that it i-s in acceptable condition. We poini

out that to a degree the present e,;: ration had benn planned - for as

BRANCOtES: ROUTE 33, McBRIDE LAJE. -",OXVILLE. TN 37922 615-9669761
27.1 FT. CAMPBELL BLVD., HOPKI'..4;LLE. KY 42240 502.886-0721

P. 0. BOX 988, KINGSPORT, N 37 15.24.4 _-



The Chester Engiaeers
Page Two
November 23, 1977

a reliable means of establishing the "overlap" necessary for various

segments of the ring wall - tendon system.

Based on the data we conclude that it is prudent to extend the under-

pinning entirely across the 1921 reconstruction near the south axis

and thence Into the 1914 area for a distance of about ixty feet.

Parenthetically, the new data Indicates that the 1912 failure occurred,

initially, witt:in tho major fault zone which crosses the wall near

Hole 31.

On Monday, November 21st, we discussed this matter thoroughly with

Mr. Duncan and Mr. Weinheimer, and after examining the data and the core

you agreed wit. our interpretation. Accordingly, we conferred with

Mr. E. C. Hughes, Hardaway Construction Company, and computed the

stationing and lengths of tendons required to perform this work. A copy

of these data is enclosed.

Owing to the season of the year and various other construction-related

constraints, we recommend that contract 76-WC-47A be quickly modified to

permit this change.

Yours very truly,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr., P. E.

RTT/mr
Copies: Mr. K. R. Harrington

Mr. Ed Weinheimer
Enclosures: Data, I

Drawings, 3
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GFOLOGIC ASSOCIATES. INC. REPLY TO:
GEOLOGISTS AND ENGINEERS P. 0. BOX 668

FRANKLIN, TN. 37064
615.794-3596

February 28, 1978

MAR 1978
The Chester Engineers WAR & [t sE.;v z:;
2501 HillIshoro Road ifIShyil V. 011:s a 312~1
Nashville, TN 

37212

Attention: Mr. Richard Duncan

Gent I amen:

Re: Geotechnical ServIces,
Instrumentation for Eighth Avenue Reservoir
Project No. 78-310

During the thorough study made of subsurface conditions at the reservoi r,

numerous holes were core drilled around the perimeter of the wall.

Subsequently, ten of these holes were utilized during the Installatlo,

of an Inclinometer monitoring system. Parenthetically, four other holes

some distance away from the reservoir at various poirts comprise the

remainder of the system. As you will recall, the Inclinometer system

was our on'y m&Thod of monitoring the condition of the subgrade of the

reservoir prior to completion of the extensometer array. Since that

time the litclinometers have been more or less on "standby" because the

extensometer3 permit more precise monitoring. However, they have been

checked fr~an time to time.

BRANCHES- ROUTE 33. McBRIE LANE. KNOXVILLE. TN 37.)22 615-94.961

-711 FT. CAMPBELL BLVo, NOPKiNSVILLE. KY 4240 50211141721
P. a BOX & KINGSiPORT. Tm 37662 15446401



The Chester Engineers
Pagp Two
February 28. 1978

The location of these drill holes and the special cas',ng grouted In them

Is such that they are Just Irside or nutsl e of the too of the concrete

rlngwull. Their location(s) posed no problem until It was decided to

ver the concret6 ringwail with an earth blanket. Contract 76-WC-47A

hMs now been modified to provide for this effort. Consequently, In

order to continue to use the Inclinometers the riser pipes must be

extended through the earth cover. Furthermore, In order to protect the

special plastic casing, It will be necessary to concrete 3", 6 Iron pipe

around It.

We have carefully considered the matter and believe that the Owner would

be well-advised to authorize this additional expenditure, considering

the considerable investment already made In Installing and monitoring

these features. Moreover, It Is wise to have this system available on a

standby basis for the foreseeable future.

The task of raising the pipes and performing the peripheral work Involved

mst be done by our forces with the cooperation of the contractor. Based

an our current schedule of fees and the material costs, we estimate the

cost of this effort at $3,800.



The Cheste- Engineers
Page Three
February 28, 1978

Please auttorize this work as soon as possible, because the contractor

Intends to place the earth berm as scan as weather permits.

Yours truly,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES INC.

R. T. Throck orton, Jr., P. E.

RTT/mr

Copy: Mr. K. R. Harrlngton



G oo ic Associates, Inc. cEOMssAN ENCNfRS _.

September 18, 1978 ij ~~j\!~

Metropolitan Government of Nashvi lie
and Davidson County

Department of Water and Sewerage Services ,. . .
Stahlman Biiing
Nashville, Tennessee

Attentlm'- Mr. K. R. Harrington, Director
Re: 8th Avenue Reservoir

Continuing ton ito- Ing
of The Extensometer System

Gentlemen:

A. yoo Anow, the terminal monitor hes now been relocated to its

permanent position in the operations building. The system Is

functlonirg pretty well; however, we are obtaining erratic readings,

they seem to fluctuate on a daily basis from several of the units.

We suspect that some moisture In connections at the Junction"

boxes may be the cause. We have ordered packets of dessicant which

may solve the problem. In the Interim, we don't see any purpose

In having SnrvIce Construction check the system. On the other

'hand, we prefer not to release them until the system functions

correctly, as It did prior to the rewiring necessitaTed by the

move.

While the 9xtensometer system has proved somewhat "temperamental"

with reference to electrical surges, etc., we believe that It has

been of utmost value during the reconstruction. If nothing else,

25th Ainversi

PORm - Imw4J, In 3Xo4 - GIN V4 -*5C

-- FrankhinTenn. oxllee Kmgsportlenn.- Hoplunsvle, Ky



Metropolltn Government of Nashville
ard Davidson County

Page Two
September 18, 1978

It permited Ls to 601 1, rtab: ' with reareaiice to

stabliltj during installation and tensioning of the tendons.

Now that tiis reconstruction effort, which at least skirted

the frinras of the state of the art, Is compleib, 4e recommend

that the systsm continue to be monitored, recorded, and

assessed on a daily basis for perhaps a year. If you ,vlsh, we

will continue to utilize the remote terminal to record several

readings daily via the data line. These data .will continue to

be plotted ;n the permanent record. Incidentally these latter

records r,ow comprise several rolls of drawings. At some point

we expect to Gellver all of these to you for your flies.

Further, continuing monitoring will entali our maintaining the

system Ir working order, as well as In occasionally visiting

the site in order to make mechanical readings of the extenso-

meters which are used to verify the accuracy of the electronic

system. As usual, we will charge for our services based on the

time uti'lized for various skill levels. Will you wish us to

continue to bill through Chester Engineers, or bill the-Depart-

ment diroctly?



Metropolitan Government of Nashville
and Davidson County

Page Three
September 18, 1978

I'

Additionally, we think ;t per-ineit w provide your on-bite

personnel with a brief, simple orientation as to what their

duties are in reference to the system and the term;nal monitor

in particular. Owing to the rotation of shifts, !t will

probably be necassary for us to go over this with them on a

more or less Individual basis. Perhaps Mr. Williams will teli

us how hold like to go about this asoect.

Finally, before long we expect to provide drawings pertaining

to the as-built retention system. Obviously, these need to

go into your permanent files. If you wish us to provide

Chester Engineers with a set, please notify us.

At your convenience, we can discuss any aspects of these matters.

Yours very truly,

GEOLOGIC ASS IATES, INC.

R. T. Throckmorton, Jr.

RTT/sIt

--- • ' .

.1:
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L______r-0*0 THE CHESTER ENGINEERS
October 28, 1977

Ref. No. 0698

Harftway Construction Comptany Inc.
61S Main Street "f • ' H
P. O. Box 60464 . " "'nr',,i 1917
Nashville, Tennessee 37206

Attention: Mr. Martin 0. Keenan I,;,. .:- A

R': 8th Avenue s0 MG Reservoir
Project Np. 76-WC-47A

Gentlemen:

We have reviewed the letters of Geologic Associates, Inc.
regarding repairs to this station dated October 24, 1977,
and also a copy of the letter from Stressteel Company to
your office dated October 17, 1977, which summarizes and
discusses the c,,nclusions which were reached in this office
at a meeting with the Stressteel people on October 13, 1977,
and later confirmed by telephone conversation with
Ray Throckmortan of Geologic Associates Inc.

The contents of these letters verify the discussions and
~--" I decisions whict' were reached in the above meetings and

conversations ind. lso verify the fact that verbal
approval to proceed with the action designated is hereby
confirmed.

Very truly yours,

THE CHESTER ENGINEERS

R. B. Washburn

-ADW/sed

cc: R. DuncanK. Herr in tn 4 a"
T. Sester
R. Throckm.)rton



(1l 242-9692

HARAAY COnITIICoIUN COMPANI, INC
615 MAIN STREET/P.O. BOX 60464/NASHVILLE. TENIKN'LEE/37206

The Chester Engineers
64S ourth Avenue

Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 15108

Attention: Mr. Ray Washburn

Me: 8th Avenue 5O NG Reservoir
Project No. 76KC47A

Dear Nr. Washburn:

The purpose of this letter is to reconfirm the decision points reached at the
conclusion of a meeting held last Thursday, October 13, 1977, in your office
with Mr. Ronald J. Bonomo of Stressteel Corporation, Mr. Ed Weinheimer,
r. Tom Chin and yourself. As Nr. Bonom representated our concern at that

meeting he has transmitted information concerning the decisions reached and
as discussed herein. We also wish to recommend the course of action developed
at that meeting as the solution to discrepancies which have occurred during
the stressing of seven each tendons at the above referenced project.

For those tendons which apparently have failed in the anchor zone for reasons
thich are unable to be determined at the present time we recomend the following

* A. Increase the arich;6 4 igrce in the two immediately adjacent tendons
to 0.7f's or 222.6 kips.

S. Abandon the tendon which has failed. Since the two tendons in question
which fall in this category are at station 1+80 and 3.77.5 tendons at

. station 1,72.5, 1.87.S, 3.70 and 3.85 will be stressed and anchored
at 222.6 kips. The tendons at 1+80 and 3+77.S will be abandoned. The
tendon at 1+37.5 is one which evidenced a blockage coupler shield.
That blockage has been removed and will now be loaded as indicated
above.

For those tendons which indicated a blockage of the coupler shield at stations
l+9S, 2.10, 2.17.5 and 2+22.5 the following course of action is recommended:

.D

', .CMMERCIA,. / NDUSTRIAL /UTLITeES '-. .•. .



The Chester Engineers
Attn: Mr. Ifashburn
October 20, 1977
Page 2 of 2

A. Tension the rock anchor to a working load of 160 kips.

S. Conti.)ue with tensioning for the additional strain to compensate
for wedge seating loss.

C. Seat Th4 wedges. This action will result in these tendons being

anchomed at the working force prescribed by the contract specifications.

Your JMediate review and response to these reconiendations will be greatly

appreciated.

Very truly yours,

HARWAY CO4STRICTIOP COWAIY, INC.

Martin 0. Keener,
Project Manager
Construction Grcup I

NDK/dg

cc: Mr. R. D. Duncs4- Chester Engineers
Mr. R. T. Throckeorton - Geologic Associates
Mr. R. J. Sonomo -Stresstool Corporation
Mr. 3. D. Grover

Pile: 1179-08-00-04

LLII._~ .. * .



THE CHESTER ENGINEERS

Dacember 6, 1978

Mrt. l.R. Harrington, Director u
3ftrZQPOlitan DepartMet of Water :978

MSewerage Services.nI St1 S h a l a , ..- .. .

NUshville, Tennesse 37201

Sw Mr. iaritgqton3 *

Project go. 76-WC-47
Ot Ave. Reservoir (ftstrunentation M onitoring)

ference is made to Geologic Associates' letter to you, dated
l or 28, 178, concerning the continuation of monitoring of

d subject Instrumentation systin.

At aocur in the scope of the contract an described in the letter,
and recamid that the Metropolitan Government enter into such a

a omtract. No do note, however, that the applicable unit prices in
the fee scheduls are appro imately 431 higher the. the .
4eologic Associates used on the original reserv r work.

Pleas* feel free to call on us if we can be of additional assistance.

sincerely yours,

R INC.

Richard D. Duncan, P.M.

Director, Nashville Office

M/js

Va2 I.C.R., Pittsburgh,- a ne)

.~K-

/Zft/7 4 tz;,
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Novembeir 26, 1976

Metropol itan Government of I

Nashville and Davidson County J)
Department of Water and Sewerage, Services (1iOV 259 1978
Stahimun Building
NashvilIle, 1N 37201 ES

Attention: Mr. K. R. Harrington, Jr., Director

bentlemn:

Re: Continuation of Monitoring
of Instrumentat ion
1lgkt Avenue Reservoir
HameI l1e. Tennessee

With referenre to the ebo* end our various conversations regarding it,

we herewith submit our propem1.

We have dolayeO s~mittlmg a proposal until we could evaluate a couple

of months of post-emmstruction operations In order to see what may be

required.

Initial By, srn installation of the system end throughout the recon-

sftrution; we not only kept voluminous rscords, but spent a good deal of

effort In tabiulating sad PleIng the date. This effort was valuable In

aiding us In our ssessment of "ie sfety of "a. operation. The time

consumed by dreft an oipats le, ailso.

fvankb lem.n- KnorwIbvhnn. -Kngepot~hnn- Hopknsvbe Ky.



C Mr. K. R. 
Hrrington, 

Jr.

Pagep 
Two

Novmber 20, 1978

In the light of the apparently Onoulnel" currant p4wrformnce of the

reservoir, we now recommend that regular monitoring continue, but that

the complex lebulatlon of data be kept to a minimum. Wo expect to

retain the printed tape" of the readings which are wede several times

dully and to tabulate the readings for reedly reference. However, the

plotting, which Is most time oonsiinng, has bean discontinued; It can be

done at any time If necessary. furter obviously, a complex monitoring

system such as t"is will require emm anenne We have already

had to work on one of t"a vansors In en aemtto overcome some erratic

readings.

Therefore, In li ght of the foregoing we estimate that the cost of our

services wil a verage about $60 per month; however, you wll be bilIled

only for the awount of time actually spent. If thIls proposal Is acceptable,

plese lIssue en agreement of watever sort- Is appropriate based on the

applicable unit pr~ces In the emlosed current fe schedule. Paren-

"thetlal lye total 069ge for imever are $4W.

-C -A



W.K. R. Hrringlton, Jr.
Page Three
November 28, 1978

We eprecrist this opportunity to be of *mtlnulng service.

Yours very truly.

GEOLOGIC ASSOCI.F% INC.

R hwr ton, Jr.

mRr/mr

EFncleeures Fee Sced"ule

GA
I



icAsscde zs, Inc. G00ASADE~*R

• February 26. 1980

Metropol itan Government of FEB 271980
Nashville and Davidson County qVIPflP0ilTN If . Of

Department of Water and Soer~je Sparich WAf & ,(rw/" t 41115
Stahiman Building
Nashville, TN 37201

Attention: Mr. Lester Williams F~lbO o& 1

Gentlemen: T it -

Re: Monitoring, ,
Eighth Avenue Reservoir

We have now completed another year of monitoring the extensometer
system at this facility.

In the light cf the continuing satisfactory operation of the reservoir,
we recommend that our contract be terminated and that regularly
scheduled monitoring cease.

If you wish, we can remove and store the master terminal console and
the accessory monitoring components for future use or sale. We point
out that after the master terminal is removed, the extensometers can
be monitored on an individual basis with the portable read-out,
should the need arise. We will await your Instructions.

We appreciate our participation In this project and look forward to many
more years of service as your geotechnical consultants.

Cordially,

GEOLOGIC ASSOCIATES, INC.

R./. Throckmorton, J r.

RTT/mr

Founded 1953
P 0 eom 668 -Franlin. TN 37064 - (615)- 794 3595

Franklin - Knoxville - Klngqoed. TN
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By M x York telling the watchman at the reservoir. Hi'Iman Cheatham, later told reporters
Instead, he went to bed. he had just gotten into bed when he heard

Hil is green and iet Horace Hime was in bed and had been a deafening crash. Then came the water
AIL Dotrl qd for a long time. It slammed into the house and came

Sips warn visitors they are not wel- "I had never heard a tornado," Hime inside but did little damage. A horse and
coe. But ty y are ld el- says. "I still haven't. But I imagine that buggy were swept from his barn. lie
reme.mbutr, you aveared telit to is what a tornado sounds like. There was lived at '506 Eighth Ave. Srem sr, youhave earned the ight to a terrible roar. We all ran out on the At :r2. T.M. I[effrey and his wife and
ignare signs, at least for a quick wak up porch. cnild were swept from th ir house, float

alrm.g"I remember I was in my night ing or their bed. At 1504, W O Arzinger
Horace Himewalks closaeenough tosee clothes. They were something like long went t..) see what wa _, going on and was

that his memories aren't playing tricks johns. You stepped into them and they k ., i;.t down by the wat,- hefore he
on him. The signs of the violence of that covered you from your neck ta your feet ould get to the door
night are there. There is a section of the They were made of flannel. I wasn't
east wall of the reservoir in which the cold. I,,;, ''gh~h A' nfl ,ic, on Lynw,
stonework does not match the rest of the 'ihere was a river of Aatcr. It must t'. houses were being swept from their
structure, have been nine feet deep, and it was foundation. The water swept evetx thing

"Our back yard was over there," he going right by the house. The road in its path. Stones irom the reservoir
says, pointing to a fenced in area behind leading up to the reservoir was right next some weighing tons, were washeo onto
an office building on the downtown side to our house. The road was cut deep into both streets.
of the reservoir on Eighth Avenue. "Our thehill. The water was rushingdown that Firemen came to rescue people from
house was where that building is now. road. We were up high So we were the water. Despite the late hour, hun-

"Down there where the liquor store is, safe." Orills n people wanted to do what they
there was a grocery store. Across the c-w ,. 'ir neighbors The5 searched
street there where the swim place i.nw, Hime remembers he wasn't afraid for oowes, jo, kt.;iwing ;hat night must
there was a Methodist Church in that lLooking back, he imagines his have held death.
same building. The rest of the street held parents and his olderbrothers must have "'I had forgotten until my brother
nice, neat houses " been. reminded me." Hime says, "but a little

It was a good place to live. He arid his "At seven years of age, it was all later one of our paren's, he eems to
twin brother. Hardin, walked to Fall exciting," he says. "I was getting a big think it was our mother, took us around
School dawn the street, passing a kick out of it. I'm sm ., the older ones the back way up to the house up on the
serie. e hi;boards on the way. realized the seriousness of it. reservoir's west side. Our parent banged
"We &ere seven years old," he says. "There was no thought of running on the door. The man came to the door

"You started school at seven then." away. There was no place to go. We were and was told that the reservoir had
The schoi building still stanes. At just fortunate that road bed was so broken. He went away and came back

least that hasn't changed. It no longer is deep." and said, 'My God! You're right!'
a school, but it's Lhere. Others were not so fortunate. The man "It was quite a shock. The reservoir

ome time after that night, Edwin and who came and heardthe trickle ofwater, has two sections. The east section had
Ada Hime took Horace and his six In the background, the area where the wall was repaired is stil visible, and Horace Hime remermke's ih,

brothers and moved to another neigh- night it happened
borhood, on l1th Avenue South.

He went to Clemmons School. When he
was22 and a photographer, Horacellime .--

went away to Chicago and shot photo-
graphs for ads that would appear in such
magazines as Life, Liberty, Look and the
Saturday Evening Post. He was in Chi-
cago !or half a century

"I came back last May," he says.
His third day home he had a heart

attack. He has been a heart patient since. 6;
But there has bee;, time to look u,) old
friends.

"As far as I can tell, there isn't another
person except for my twin brother, still
alive who lived on that street that nigit.
If there are, they would have to have C"Z;,

been children not much older tha. we
were."

Even among the friends he knew in
high school, his calls found mostly
widows.

Tf there are others, it is doubtful (hey
I have forgotten that night.

It came after a night of canipain
rallies. The nation was destined to g:a to
the polls in the daylight hours of that day,
November $. 1912, and elect Woodrow
Wilson president of the United States.

But at that hour, there was darknes,..
Any person who wasn't home in bed at 10 6, 0
minutes past midnight certainly was up .
to no good. One man coming home absit "" y r
11 o'clock later recalled he thout ae".
heard a triekle of water. He c.." ed
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he thing he remembers most about The cleanup went on for some time.

J 'that day is the kind of thing a boy of "The dirt and stone were at least three
seven would find most important. feet deep in the street,'" he says.

"There were large puddles of water "The next day a photographer from
the next morning," Hime says. "They Wiles ,tudio was back out there selling
must have been 25 or 30 feet from the eight by ten photographs taken the day
reservoir wall. Most of the rest of the befo:' It was a real mess in that neigh
water was gone. These puddles were full borhead."
of catfish. There was much destruction, but for-

"They were flopping around. Nobody tunately nobody was killed. That was
*..was paying any attention to them" '-._,rthing of a miracle In fact, nobody

Looking back with a bov's eyes, thr was seriously hurt.
fish were about 18 inches long and wider The old reservoir still serves Nash
than a man's hands and there were A nt 0ill- Fc,-ept for that ore night, it has

When this was taken in 1913, repair work of them. served the city well since 1889, the year it
was u'Jerwav "That was the first time I knew there was completed on the hill that was thi

were fish in the reservoir. I don't kno% site of Fort Casino, a iederal stronghold.
broken. The west section was still hold- how they got there. I've heard there still during the Civil War
in fine." are some in there. I don't know what The reservoir now is covered with a

The watchmen on duty, M. Sirinot and happened to those fish that day. They nylon tarpaulin. Nobody considered it
Ben Hall had a different story for report- were still there when I left. I imagine unsafe, but in recent years, engineers
ers. They said they heard the ct ash and they ended up on somebody's supper began a project to anchor the limestone
ran out of the office and saw the water table." ,..,. A' • . . solid rock. It has never been
level falli rapidly. The crowds were enormous. Eighth saier.

The break had spilled 25 million gal. Avenuewaslitteredwithhugerocks,soil It's place in history is t.ssued. too
Ions of water But the other hal' of the and debris. Recently the reservoir was added to the
reservoir h.id an equal amount, enough "The streetcar from downtown ran list of the'National Register of Historic
water to I.,st the city for four days. only as far as the reservoir," Hime Places.

The -, t uay ap estimated 25,000 pen- rememnbers "People going on out would "We were just fortunate that road was
ple :, r, 'o see the destruction. Dead have to get off, walk three blocks and cut deep in that hill," Hime says. "If it
chickets, clothing, furniture and debris catch another car that would turn up at hadn't been, I might not be here."
were everywhere. Douglas Corner and go over to Tenth Av- There is little of Nashville that re-

"I remember going out the next morn- enue." minds him of the city he knew as a boy.
ing." Hime says. "There were a lot of Some of the boys in the neighborhood but the hill and the reservoir do.
people in the street and in the areas took a piece of the uprooted street car "Those stone gateposts there at the
where the houses had been destroyed, track and put it on somebody's front entrance were here back then," he re-
but there weren't many people up by the porch, Hime says. It also was a time for inembers. "I used to play all over th'ai
reser'oir." boyish pranks. hill.
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Ringwall and tendons halt leaks
In 90-year-old landmark reservoir

,Nashville's historic stone wall reservoir is ratiiiously in their early explorations and
getting a new lease on life with the studies. To check (tn movement within
installation (of a ringwall and tendon the walls and underlying bedroc~k, 21)
st'sien ito bring the structurr up) to exiensorneters, titi stress gages. were driv-
nit de in sitl ey stitilndrdt A nat ionalI en into the wallI and 70 ft into the
watttiwks laudomaik, Ihe 40-yiii- oId loeilrt-lk. The mionitoring systemi will
rsers'lir ha% li et platv, ed b y tf- itiiiitg irinai in plact' iltrer re piris arr

leaksi and was the virl it of a mta ji twallI coflmI leted.
failure in 1912 (F;N(;tNrfEltlN(; NEWS "As far ;% we koow, no one has a set C
I I/ 14/ 12 p. 922). goold hatndle on hiow far )the wall) coti

A leak detected in fine of the reservoir's molve before it failed. We think it would .

two 25-million-gal hasins after a refur- move a good deal and then gc; with a Beirs stressed through ringwail into rock
bishing in 1975, which included the addi- snap," warns Throckmorton.
turn of a floating vinyl cover ito comply Assessing seismic risks is also difficult. 5 tot 7.5 ft dependling 4)0 (onv~rit toom

with U.S. Environmiental Protection In one report to city and county officials. joints. D~epth Elf the tendotn III, ill,

-ticials to hire ( coiluigic Assoiitc, Inc(. a Zone I seismic risk areca atid is sandi- tticmi, I ct (It il 2 UI'III 1l -1 l , t

(GA), Franklin, Tenn., to appraise the wihted by Zone 2 contours (Zone 0 beitng of bar tenisilc sit t igili, iftore hont1 sitI~s-
strtutral stability of the walk. the lowest seismic risk and Zone 3 the ing at ro~ughly 16,0 11tt)t)l.

Initial explorations in the area of the highest). A I 22-ft section repaired aii tt II

It-ak indicated, that subsurface rniierials Enlargement and reconstruction of the 1912 break and at 55-ft ;etionsi g-

.iiound the reservoic were of poor quality structure was not feasible because it fined in 1921 were oiited hiom. li(-
anifl that "the wall undoubtably exists in a would mean taking the reser~oir out of repliirs.
itecitrious state of stability," says Ray- service. The eventual choice was a rtng- The ringwatlI atid tendon SN: f

mond T. Throcknmtrton, a partner in wall to girdle most of the reservoir and designed hy Chester Engineer. 1.61m-

C.A. post-tensioning tendons for stability. piolis, Pa., consultant for Naish
T[he consultant ;liso) found that two The 8-ft-high, 3-ft-thick reinforced waterworks fill more than ) it ,

inactive fauilis pass tinder the reservoir. concrete ringwall is wrapped arotind the Repairs werr are bring dont- hIn1
'I lhe larger oine extl' the reservoir near base of the reservoir. Two I '/R-in. steel wvi) Constrmi ion Co., lnt., N ,l % lit-.
the areai of the 1912 hijlure and the worst tendons are inserted through the ringwall under a S670,. 100 contract. Wui %%111 1
luaik% of 1975. aIntl the reservotir wall into the bedfrock at lheian in Ma% . 1977, is expei ift tO 1

Emtfluonive monitoring. Nitidfttl of (te a 45 deg angle at 226 points around the completed this mionth.
earlier wall failure, the age of the( sirIuc- wall. Spacing ranges from 5 to 7.5 It Additional wiedial ii pairs %%(e~'a II-

ttle and a lack of original building plans, depending oin ringwall construction joints. dertaken to# wateirpresil tile 11171
L~A'S creWS approached tt'e reservoir Deptv of the tendon anchrs ranges from basins to halt hurther seepage- .nd iti-it I.

rationi of subsitrlace so~il%. %hill- --.
million-gal hai Itit iiceh iptt. p IL. II
oither was dirined and caned 'I lI llou

Engineer probes reservoir history In old articls i ng vinyl cover was reco i. 4le ileE at ti
ormfierted- f, liners 0 if, tlc tli 1111E

riatris biecome a hismori~tin IhIt detetti- wo-rk dIm-ltuset th'" "I"tcr- ll ETA. until Ii.lirs ar-c doni- 'I I, lic t-,-
Armed with the o'riginal desikn drawings outs :11-ft ra ilro ad ratils" ha~d goti 0004 t 1-0mli-1-a ecr~i %1

and project engineel finuoe" and drawings-' buttress huilt as piart of the wall re-pairs in Il c- -0mli'igiIrsri, s.

b'mn the arIiives of I :liester l-ngintcr% tin fttiled sclitn. ihei rils woutld h,.we been at pirted in I 11114 I .Ntx-NEINI. \ I%%,

%ionic addititonal repair% matte in 19t20, mnystery without file F.NtttNI.FRtNf NE~WS il/18 N4 tdhspnt Ei

Th-twkmrorlion still had tnothing it todit .1 te the artitle%. Atcqua inta nce wyith their generra Im4a. (tl 6~03 It and a iti to, ax(t fi i I t I itI
('letit il whit-h actual construtiton ftollowed tion and purpooser 1ermitled ft;,%tt ill ing I,107 ft cio u niferent c ii '55 (ii ii 0

tive design. totrrent remedial w,,tk toi accurately lp-edit -,ionc masonry walls allo i'lt14 i Iittli
Iltibough hie stuilud tin ifi ht-t-erenr-es tot hcir lot-ation andl miiss themn with the tendon If Wide atl the, ha tand it It iid -i i ill

ENW~NFERtNfJ FIEWS - whith, energed with EN. holes. sayt; Thrm,-knortion. 0n Nov. 4. 11112, Attet icsid~vie', .I :I,(
ufiNEgitw. itEt omfi in N 17 and ife-tamne Th rot-kmooron ailsot rakeel do~wn severl li urn phoi i f) to it% I,,,I 014 .d' olii
ENR -- hoit in the gante. "'I'ley were invli- pihoififgraph; tif ilie 191 2 fiiire Enlarqc
life in helping us vintlerstatid what hid been flints, %htiwe, large lieotions olt the fatiled w~il 1,-akaigv, a I -01I-ht %I- 'ti ill %%all %liltd-i,

dlone in the reconstrutttinn prtot-ess,'' says remnainerd intaci. leading the co(nsuItAtiil to :V) It till itst ioloiiati, (.111%1t14 t Xfi li5I'.

Throeirorin conclude they slid outward because tof pitti' propen~y dinstf,- hukt no loss t liii Ii -'

l'h rte-k moriot used fou r ar. irksl frrn ftoundatiton materials, the same rntlotiu'n tel iait-ed at if m ist li ftser S It ill i d

VI.NFRtNG NE~WS. The lirst, published in reac-hed in 1912 and reported in LNiNF.F.R titttrtitd tto sinCin 101l4 1tN PitI .

Jutne. 11118. flettiled the reservoir constructio'n INC, NEWS. IN(. NiWos 2 /1/I I li 2711 indl 11,It
- I-849).
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